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A B ST R A C T
It is well-known that perturbative calculations in eld theory can lead to far sim pler
answersthan the Feynm an diagram approach m ightsuggest. In som e casesscattering
am plitudescan be constructed forprocesseswith any desired num berofexternallegs
yielding com pactexpressionswhich are inaccessible from the pointofview ofconven-
tionalperturbation theory.In thisthesiswediscusssom eattem ptstoaddressthenature
ofthisunderlying sim plicity and then use the resultsto calculate som e previously un-
known am plitudesofinterest.W itten’stwistorstringtheory isintroduced and theCSW
rulesattree-leveland one-loop aredescribed.W e usethesetechniquesto calculate the
one-loop gluonic M HV am plitudesin N = 1 super-Yang-M illsasa verication oftheir
validity and then proceed to evaluate the generalM HV am plitudesin pure Yang-M ills
with a scalar running in the loop. This latter am plitude is a new result in Q CD.In
addition to this,wereview som erecenton-shellrecursion relationsfortree-levelam pli-
tudesin gaugetheory and apply them to gravity.Asa resultwepresenta new com pact
form forthe n-graviton M HV am plitudesin generalrelativity. The techniquesand re-
sults discussed are relevant to the understanding ofthe structure ofeld theory and
gravity and the non-supersym m etricYang-M illsam plitudesin-particularare pertinent
to background processesattheLHC.Thegravitationalrecursion relationsprovidenew
techniquesforperturbativegravity and havesom ebearing on theultravioletproperties
ofEinstein gravity.
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Introduction
In therealm ofhigh energy physics,thestandard m odelofparticlephysicsisourcrown-
ingachievem entto-date.2 Itdescribesthefundam entalforcesofnature-excludinggrav-
ity-asaquantum (gauge)eld theorywith gaugesym m etrygroup SU(3) SU(2) U(1).
In thisdescription,the strong force -described by a gauge theory known asquantum
chrom odynam icswith gauge group SU(3)-isadjoined to electro-weak theory which is
itselfa unication ofquantum electrodynam icsand theweak interaction.Thestandard
m odeliswell-veried experim entally and willsoon be putto even greatertestsby the
large hadron collideratCERN which willstartrunning laterin 2007.
However,therearea num beroffeaturesofthestandard m odel(SM )which are not
fully understood.M ostprom inentoftheseisperhapsthatitpredictstheexistenceofa
scalarparticle called theHiggsboson ofm assM H > 114:4G eV [6]which isresponsible
for the generation ofm ass in electro-weak sym m etry breaking and which has not yet
been observed,though few doubtthatitwillnotbe found. Indeed one ofthe central
goalsofthelargehadron collider(LHC)istond such aparticle.Thereisalso evidence
thatneutrinosshould have (tiny)m assesand m ixingsand the SM should be extended
to accom odate this.
O n the other hand there are also theoreticalissues that lead physicists to believe
that the standard m odelis not the nalstory. For a start,(quantum ) gravity is not
incorporated into thetheory.In addition,theSM suersfrom a problem known asthe
hierarchy problem . Thisproblem askswhy there issuch a large hierarchy ofscalesfor
the interaction strengths ofthe dierent forces present. It seem s naturalto theorists
thatjustastheelectrom agneticand weak forcesareunied into theelectro-weak (EW )
force atscales M EW  100G eV ,so should EW theory be unied with quantum chro-
m odynam ics (Q CD) at som e (higher) scale. As such it is generally believed that SM
particles are com ing from a grand unied theory (G UT) that spontaneously broke to
SU(3) SU(2) U(1)atenergiesM G U T  10
16G eV.Populargaugegroupsthatm ight
unify those oftheSM include SU(5)and SO (10).
2See e.g. [1]for an introductory text on the standard m odeland e.g. [2,3,4,5]for treatises on
quantum eld theory in general.
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Severalideas which try to dealwith the hierarchy problem exist. O ne ofthese is
a theory called technicolour [7, 8]which considers allscalar elds in the SM to be
bound statesofferm ionsjoined by a new setofinteractions.Anotheridea isthata new
sym m etry m ay exist such as supersym m etry -see e.g. [9,10,11,12]for an introduc-
tion.Supersym m etry (SUSY)relatesbosonsand ferm ionsand predictsthatm any m ore
particles existthan are currently observed aseach boson/ferm ion isassociated with a
partnerferm ion/boson.Itcan,however,unify the gauge couplingsofthe variouscom -
ponenttheoriesofthe standard m odeland thussolve the hierarchy problem . Assuch
the SM would be replaced by som e supersym m etricversion,the m inim alrealisation of
which isusually term ed them inim ally supersym m etricstandard m odel(M SSM ).3 The
LHC is also geared towards searching for physics beyond the standard m odelsuch as
technicolourand supersym m etry.
Thecaseforunication with gravity isvery m uch m orespeculativeatpresent.This
is not least because its tiny interaction strength com pared with the other forces of
nature m akes experim entaltests ofgravity on sm alllength-scales dicult to perform
with existing technology. As such there is no accepted quantum theory of gravity
at present let alone a unication ofquantum gravity with the SM .Currently studied
theoriesthataddressthe issue ofthe quantisation ofgravity include causalsettheory
[15,16],loop quantum gravity [17,18]and string theory [19,20,21,22]. O fthese,
string theory hasalso em erged asa possiblefram ework forproviding a com pleteunied
theory ofallthe forces ofnature or a theory ofeverything (TO E) as it is som etim es
called.
For string theory,the starting point is best understood as a generalisation ofthe
world-lineapproach toparticlephysicsasopposed tothespacetim eapproach ofquantum
eld theory. In this approach one considers particles from the point ofview oftheir
world-volum e or world-line (as their trajectories are lines in spacetim e) and describes












   em 2

;
where  is a param eter along the world-line which can naturally be taken to be the
propertim e. e() is a function4 introduced to m ake the action valid for zero particle
m ass(m = 0)aswellasm 6= 0 and X ()representstheposition vectoroftheparticle
in the ‘target’space in which it lives. For the sake ofgenerality we m ay consider the
targetspaceto bed-dim ensionalthough ofcoursefourdim ensionsiswhatwe’reaim ing
for. W hile Sparticle describes a free particle,interactions m ay be included by adding
term ssuch as
R
dX A (X )fora coupling to the electrom agnetic eld.




To go from point-particlesto stringswesim ply replaceSparticle by an action appro-
priatefordescribingtheworld-sheetofastringem bedded in spacetim e.An action which














Here the param etersofthe world-sheetare  = ;,the tension ofthe string isT and
 can be thoughtofasa m etric on the world-sheet.
5 Consistently quantizing Sstring
leads(eventually)to them any interesting consequencesthatstring theory predicts,not
leastofthesebeing thatgravity isquantized and thedem and thatthedim ension ofthe
target space be 26-dim ensionalfor the bosonic string (the action ofwhich is the one
given by Sstring above)or10-dim ensionalforany ofitssupersym m etricextensions.
Thereare5oftheseconsistentsupersym m etricstringtheoriesthatareknown astype
I,typeIIA,typeIIB,heteroticSO(32)and heteroticE8 E8 respectively,each ofwhich
hasitsusein describingthephysicsofthis10-dim ensionaluniversein dierentscenarios.
They are, however, intrinsically perturbative constructions and as such it has been
proposed thateach ofthesetheoriesisjusta dierentlim itofa unique11-dim ensional
theory which describesthe fullnon-perturbative range ofphysicsand is known as M -
theory [23].
The intrinsically higher-dim ensionalnature ofthese theories is clearly in contrast
with current experim entalresults,although such results do not extend down to the
Planck scale M P  10
19G eV where it is believed that the eects ofquantum gravity
willbem ostprevalent.Nonethelessitishoped by m any thata com pactication down
to fourdim ensionsora realisation ofstring theory on a 4-dim ensionalsubm anifold such
asa brane[24]m ay providea unied description ofthestandard m odelplusgravity in
3+ 1 dim ensions.
Aside from quantizing gravity or being a possible TO E,string theory has m any
other facets. Not least am ong these is the capacity to provide alternative or ‘dual’
descriptions ofm any well-known 4-dim ensionalquantum eld theories. In particular
thesequantum eld theoriesincludehighly sym m etricgaugetheoriessuch asm axim ally
supersym m etric (N = 4) Yang-M ills, but also extend to certain aspects ofQ CD for
exam ple.
It has long been thought that gauge theories m ay be described by string theories
and the idea goesback atleasttill’tHooft’sdiagram m atic proposal[25]. However,it
wasn’t untilm uch m ore recently that this proposalwas realised in a concrete way by
5






s with ls the string
length.
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M aldacena [26]who discovered a duality between type IIB string theory with target
space AdS5  S
5 -the productof5-dim ensionalanti-de-Sitter space and a 5-sphere -
and a certain conform aleld theory (CFT),nam ely N = 4 super-Yang-M illstheory in
M inkowskispace with gauge group SU(N ).6 The duality isa ‘weak-strong’one in the
sense thatweakly coupled stringsare describing the strong coupling regim e ofa gauge
theoryand assuch thisprovidesafascinatingperturbativewindow intonon-perturbative
4-dim ensionalphysics.
In addition to this,theduality providesa concrete realisation oftheso-called holo-
graphic principle [27,28]which asserts that physics in d-dim ensionalspacetim es that
include gravity m ay be describable by degrees offreedom in d  1 dim ensions. O ne of
the key ideasin thisisthatthe Bekenstein-Hawking entropy ofa black hole (a system
whose dom inant force is gravity) is given by SB H = A=4 in ‘natural’units where A
is the area ofthe event horizon. This is in contrast with the fact that entropy is an
extensive variable and thususually scaleswith thevolum e ofthesystem concerned.In
the case ofthe M aldacena conjecture (also known as the AdS/CFT correspondence),
the5-sphereessentially scalestoapointand weareleftwith gravity (i.e.closed strings)
in 5 dim ensionsbeing described by Yang-M ills(i.e.open strings)in 4 dim ensions.
In any case,it is not only the non-perturbative aspects offour-dim ensionalgauge
theory thatwe would like to understand better.Although weak-coupling perturbation
theory isin-principlewellunderstood forsuch theories,thecom plexity isso greatasto
m ake m any calculations intractable. The asym ptotic freedom ofQ CD [29,30]m eans
additionally thatperturbativeresultsbecom em oreim portantastheenergy ofinterac-
tion is increased,and m any ofthese willbe necessary input for the discovery ofnew
physicsatcolliderssuch asthe LHC.Assuch itwould bevery interesting from both a
theoreticaland a phenom enologicalperspectiveifa duality existed thatm ightdescribe
a 4-dim ensionalgauge theory atweak coupling.
In facta key step wastaken in thisdirection by W itten attheend of2003 [31].He
discovered a rem arkable new duality between weakly-coupled N = 4 super-Yang-M ills
theory in M inkowskispaceand aweakly-coupled topologicalstringtheory (known asthe
B-m odel) whose target space is the Calabi-Yau super-m anifold CP3j4. This m anifold
has 6 realbosonic dim ensionswhich are related to the usual4-dim ensionalspacetim e
ofthequantum eld theory by thetwistorconstruction ofPenrose [32].
In [31],itwasobserved thattree-levelgluon-scattering am plitudesin N = 4 super-
Yang-M ills7 localiseon holom orphically em bedded algebraiccurvesin twistorspaceand
proposed that they could be calculated from a string theory by integrating over the
m odulispace of D1-brane instantons in the B-m odelon (super)-twistor space. The
6
Note thatin orderto treatthe stringsperturbatively we m ustactually take N ! 1 .
7
The sam e appliesto Q CD attree-leveldue to an eective supersym m etry -see x1.3.
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localisation properties ofthese am plitudes helped to explain the unexpectedly sim ple
structurethatoften arisesin theircalculation from Feynm an diagram sdespitethelarge
degree ofcom plexity at interm ediate stages in the com putation. In the sim plest case
the m axim ally helicity violating (M HV) am plitudes,which describe the scattering of
2 gluons of negative helicity with n   2 gluons of positive helicity, are localised on
sim plestraightlinesin twistorspace.Sim ilarly,am plitudeswhich areknown to vanish
such asthose involving n gluonsofpositive helicity or1 gluon ofnegative helicity and
n   1 gluonsofpositive helicity are explained in thisschem e.
Thebeautifully sim ple localisation propertiesoftheM HV am plitudesled Cachazo,
Svrcek and W itten [33]to propose a new diagram m atic way ofcalculating tree am -
plitudesin gauge theory using M HV am plitudesaseective vertices. These are taken
o-shelland glued togetherwith sim plescalarpropagatorsto giveam plitudeswith suc-
cessively greaternum bersofnegative-helicity particles.Theserulesturn outto bejust
the Feynm an rulesforlight-cone Yang-M ills theory with a particularnon-localchange
ofvariablesand have m orerecently been puton a rm ertheoreticalfooting [34,35].
The situation at loop-level is not as clear. In [36]it was shown that states of
conform alsupergravity arepresentwhich donotdecoupleatone-loop and theprocedure
forcalculating loop am plitudesin Yang-M illsfrom a twistorstring theory isnotclear.
Despite this,itis a rem arkable resultofBrandhuber,Spence and Travaglini[37]that
the so-called CSW rules can also be applied at loop-level. In [37]it was shown that
the one-loop M HV am plitudesoriginally found by Bern,Dixon,Dunbarand K osower
(BDDK )in [38]could be calculated using M HV am plitudesaseective verticesin the
sam espiritas[33].Thisstronglyhintsattheexistenceofafullquantum dualitybetween
m axim ally supersym m etricYang-M illsand a twistorstring theory,though thesituation
isunresolved atpresent.8
A naturalquestion now arises:Can the M HV rulesbe applied atloop levelin any
gauge theory? The answerto thisisnota prioriclearasthe duality in [31]appliesto
N = 4 Yang-M illswhich isknown to bevery specialdueto itshigh degreeofsym m etry.
W ithout the existence ofa form alproofofthe M HV rules at loop level,one way to
proceed is certainly to try a sim ilar m ethod to thatin [37]in other theories. To that
end,thepresentauthorand theauthorsof[37]used theM HV rulestocalculatetheone-
loop M HV am plitudesin N = 1 super-Yang-M ills[40](seealso Chapter2 ofthisthesis).
Thiswasindependently conrm ed by Q uigley and Rosaliin [41]and both resultsfound
com plete agreem entwith the am plitudesrstpresented by BDDK [42].
8
An interesting possibility has recently arisen in [39]where a num ber ofnew dualities were con-
structed between eld theories involving gravity and twistor string theory,O ne ofwhich is a duality
between N = 4 Yang-M illscoupled to Einstein supergravity and a twistorstring theory.An interesting
feature ofthis appears to be the existence ofa decoupling lim it giving pure Yang-M ills which m ight
open the prospectofa twistorstring form ulation ofYang-M illsatloop-level.
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Following this,the authorsof[40]tackled the M HV am plitudesin pure Yang-M ills
with a scalar running in the loop [43]. There the am plitudes for arbitrary positions
ofthe negative-helicity gluonswere derived forthe rsttim e and com plete agreem ent
wasfound with the existing specialcases[42,44].Itwasdiscovered,however,thatthe
M HV-vertex form alism calculatesonly theso-called ‘cut-constructible’part-thatis,the
partcontaining branch cuts-oftheam plitudesand thusm issespossiblerationalterm s.
These rationalterm s are also present in the cases ofthe supersym m etric am plitudes,
butitturnsoutthatthey areintrinsically linked to thecut-constructible parts[38,42]
and thusitisenough toknow thecutstofully determ inetheam plitudes.M orerecently,
and building on theresultsin [43],therationalterm sfortheM HV am plitudesin pure
Yang-M illshavebeen found [45]and duetoasupersym m etricdecom position ofone-loop
am plitudesdescribed in x1.3,thism eansthatthecom pleten-gluon M HV am plitudesin
Q CD are now known. The calculation ofthe cut-constructible partofthe am plitudes
in pureYang-M illswillbethe subjectofChapter3.
In a dierentdirection,variousresultsem erging from twistorstring theory [46,47]
inspired Britto,Cachazoand Fengtoproposecertain on-shellrecursion relationsfortree-
levelam plitudesin gaugetheory [48]which werelaterproved m orerigorously in apaper
with W itten [49].Theserepresenttree am plitudesassum soveram plitudescontaining
sm aller num bers ofexternalparticles connected by scalar propagators. Starting from
am plitudes with 3 particles one can thus build up alln-point tree-level am plitudes
recursively.
Subsequently thepresentauthor,togetherwith Brandhuber,Spenceand Travaglini
showed thatsim ilaron-shellrecursion relationsfortree-levelam plitudesin gravity could
be constructed [50],where a new form for the n-graviton M HV am plitudes was also
proposed. Such recursion relations for gravity were independently found by Cachazo
and Svrcek in [51]which has som e overlap with [50]. O ne striking feature ofthese
recursion relationsisthatthey requirea certain behaviouroftheam plitudes(M )asa
function ofm om entain theultraviolet(UV)such thatwhen thoughtofasafunction ofa
com plex param eterz,lim z! 1 M (z)= 0.ForYang-M illsam plitudesthiswasproved to
bethecasein [49],butitisa priorilessclearhow gravity m ightbehave.In [50,51]the
particularam plitudesin question wereshown to havethisbehaviourand m orerecently
it was established for alltree-level gravity am plitudes in [52]. This unam biguously
establishesthevalidity oftherecursion relation in gravity,the construction ofwhich is
the subjectofChapter4,and also lendssupportto the recentconjecturesthatgravity
asa eld theory m ay notbe asdivergentaspreviously thought[53,54,55,56,57,58,
59,60].
Thisthesiswillbeconcerned with afew [40,43,50]ofthem anydevelopm entsarising
from twistorstringtheory [31].TheseincludetheuseofM HV verticestocalculatem any
tree-level(and som eone-loop)processes[61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71]aswell
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astheuseoftheso-called holom orphic anom aly [72](which aroseto solvea discrepancy
between the twistor space picture ofone-loop am plitudes presented in [73]with the
derivation in [37])to evaluateone-loop am plitudes[74,75,76].M HV verticeshavealso
been found attree-levelin gravity [77](afterunderstanding how to dealwith the non-
holom orphicity which stalled initialprogress[78])and the CSW rulesin gauge theory
atloop levelhave been m orerigorously proved in [79]togetherwith recentadvancesat
elucidating theloop structurein pureYang-M ills[80,81,82,83].
Recentim provem ents[47,84,85]to the unitarity m ethod pioneered in [38,42,86,
87,88,89,90]usecom plex m om enta (in sim ilarity with theon-shellrecursion relations
presented in [48,49,50,51])which allows,forexam ple,a sim ple and purely algebraic
determ ination ofintegralcoecients[47,91].In [92]Britto,Buchbinder,Cachazo and
Feng developed ecienttechniquesforevaluating genericone-loop unitarity cutswhich
have sincebeen applied in [93]and furtherdeveloped in [94,95,96].
Stem m ing from theon-shellrecursion relationswritten down attree-levelby Britto,
Cachazo and Feng [48](which have been successfully exploited in [97,98,99]and un-
derstood in term s oftwistor-diagram theory in [100,101,102]) is the application of
on-shellrecursion to one-loop am plitudes which allows for a practicaland system atic
construction oftheirrationalparts. These have been pioneered in [103,104,105,106,
107,108,109,110],leading to thefullexpression forthe rationalterm softheone-loop
M HV am plitudes in Q CD in [45]. Som e success has also been had with such on-shell
recursion in one-loop gravity [111].
Progress on the string theory side has been som ewhat m ore lim ited after som e
prom ising initialwork.Alternativetwistorstring theoriesto thatintroduced by W itten
[31]to describe perturbative N = 4 Yang-M ills have been put forward,though these
have generally seem ed to be m ore form aland lesspracticalthan the originalproposal.
M ostnotably thereisthatofBerkovits(and M otl)[112,113]which wasalso addressed
atloop levelin [36],and which hasbeen recently used to calculate loop am plitudesin
Yang-M ills coupled to conform alsupergravity [114]. O ther proposals include those of
[115,116,117,118].
Sim ilarly,dualtwistorstring theorieshave been constructed forothereld theories
includingm arginaldeform ationsofN = 4(and non-supersym m etrictheories)[119,120],
orbifoldsofW itten’soriginalproposalto includetheorieswith lesssupersym m etry and
productgauge groups [121,122]as wellas twistor string descriptions ofsupergravity
theories.Thislattersection ofwork includestwistordescriptionsofN = 1;2 conform al
supergravity [123,124],aswellasa m orerecentconstruction forEinstein supergravity
[39,125]following initialobservationsofthe specialpropertiesofgraviton am plitudes
[31,77,78,126]. Additionally,twistor string dualconstructions have been presented
for truncations ofself-dualN = 4 super-Yang-M ills [127],lower dim ensionaltheories
[128,129,130,131,132]and N = 4 SYM with a chiralm assterm [133].
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Directly followingfrom [31],itwasshown how toconstructam plitudesthatarem ore
com plex than the M HV am plitudes from an integralover a suitable m odulispace of
curvesin twistorstring theory.Som esim ple5-pointnext-to-M HV (NM HV)am plitudes
wereaddressed in [134]aswellasalln-gluon M HV am plitudes9 in [135]and all6-gluon
am plitudesin [136].
Another avenue that has proved illum inating is the study of gauge and gravity
theories in twistor space. This includes [137]where the partition function ofN = 4
Yang-M illswasexam ined in twistorspace,[138]wheretheCSW rulesweretreated from
a purely gauge theoretic perspective in twistor space and [139]where loopshave been
studied and otherrelated work including[140,141].Furtherm ore,self-dualsupergravity
theorieshave been investigated from a twistorspaceperspectivein [142,143],relations
between twistors,hidden sym m etriesand integrability elucidated in [144,145],and the
connection with string eld theory developed in [146].Finally,twistorstring theory has
inspired a great dealofwork in understanding superm anifolds and their connections
with string theory and gauge theory such asthatof[147,148,149,150]and references
therein.
9
i.e. the am plitudes which are M HV am plitudes when the helicities ofallparticles are reversed.




In Chapter1 wediscussperturbativegaugetheory and theunexpectedly sim plere-
sultsthatitcan producedespitethehugenum berofFeynm an diagram sthathaveto be
sum m ed.W eintroducevarioustechniquesforexplainingthissim plicity includingcolour
ordering,thespinorhelicity form alism ,supersym m etricdecom positions,supersym m et-
ric ward identitiesand the use oftwistorspace. W e go on to review the twistorstring
theory introduced in [31]and show how itcan beused to calculate tree-levelscattering
am plitudesofgluons.Finally we describesom e key ideasin perturbative gauge theory
thatwereinspired by thetwistorstring theory.In particularwepresentan overview of
the CSW rulesand theirapplication attree-and loop-levelin N = 4 super-Yang-M ills.
Chapter2isdevoted toelucidatingthecalculation ofM HV loop am plitudesin N = 1
Yang-M ills using a perturbative expansion in term sofM HV am plitudesasvertices as
wasintroduced forN = 4 Yang-M ills in [37]. W e follow [40]where the calculation was
originally perform ed and use the decom position ofthe integration m easure advocated
in [37,79]to reconstructthe n-gluon M HV am plitudesin N = 1 Yang-M illsrstgiven
in [42].Thisprovidesstrong evidencethattheM HV diagram m ethod isvalid in general
supersym m etric eld theories at loop level. Som e technicaldetails are relegated to
Appendix E.
In m uch thesam espirit,Chapter3describesthecalculation oftheM HV am plitudes
in pure Yang-M ills with a scalar running in the loop. W e take the sam e approach
as in Chapter 2 and closely follow [43]. This produces the rst results for the (cut-
constructible part ofthe) n-gluon M HV am plitudes with arbitrary positions for the
negative-helicity particles in pure Yang-M ills. The results obtained are in com plete
agreem ent with the previously known specialcases in [42,44]and aswith Chapter2,
m any technicaldetailsto do with the evaluation ofintegralsare om itted and provided
in Appendix G .
In Chapter 4 we describe som e tree-levelon-shellrecursion relations in gravity as
constructed in [50]and highlight som e oftheir sim ilarities with the on-shellrecursion
relationsproposed forgauge theory in [48,49].The form atfollowed isthatof[50]and
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as such we describe a new com pact form for the n-graviton M HV am plitudes arising
from the recursion relation. W e also com m ent on the existence ofrecursion relations
in othereld theoriessuch as4 theory and m ention theconnection between theCSW
rulesattree-leveland these on-shellrecursion relations.
W e conclude and discuss future directions in Chapter 5. Additionally,there are
appendices describing the spinor helicity form alism and Feynm an rules for m assless
gaugetheoryin such aform alism ,d-dim ensionalLorentz-invariantphasespace,unitarity
and theK awai-Lewellen-Tye (K LT)relationsin gravity which relatetreeam plitudesin
gravity to (productsof)tree am plitudesin Yang-M ills.
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C H A PT ER 1
PERT U R B AT IV E G A U G E T H EO RY
In the traditionalapproach to quantum eld theory,one writes down a classicalLa-
grangian and can quantise the theory by dening the Feynm an path integral. Per-
turbative physics can then be studied by drawing Feynm an diagram s and using the
Feynm an rulesgenerated by the path integralto calculate scattering am plitudes. For
a non-Abelian gauge theory the classicaltheory is well-described by the Yang-M ills
Lagrangian [151]:



























where isa ferm ion eld,A thegaugeboson eld and g isthecoupling.G reek indices
are associated with spacetim e, while Rom an indices describe the structure in gauge
group space.Thiscan then beused to constructtheFeynm an rulesin theusualway.
Although thisconstruction issom ewhattechnicalitiseasy so see whattheseinter-
actionswillbe from a heuristic standpoint.The rsttwo term sin (1.0.1)willgive the
ferm ion and gaugeboson propagatorsrespectively.Thethird term involvestwo  sand
an A and thusrepresentsa vertex wheretwo ferm ionsinteractwith a gaugeboson.The
fourth term involves 3 Asand representsa 3-boson vertex while the fth term givesa
4-boson vertex.
Ifwework everything outproperly then wend that,in Feynm an gaugeforexam ple









the Feynm an rulesforan SU(N c)gauge theory are:
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Figure 1.1:Feynm an rulesfor SU(N c)Yang-M illstheory in Feynm an gauge.
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In theaboveruleswehavetaken allparticlesto beoutgoing and weusetheconven-
tion thatC [] = (C    C )=2 forsom e 2-index objectC . W e have also ignored the
contributions due to ghosteldsand willstick to these choices in whatfollows unless
otherwise specied.Am plitudesforphysicalprocessesare obtained by drawing allthe
waysthattheprocesscan occurusingtheaboverulesand associating each ofthesewith
a specic m athem aticalexpression.They are then evaluated and added up to produce
thedesired result.Classicalresultsareobtained from diagram swithoutany closed loops
while quantum correctionsinvolve an increasing num berofloops.Form ore detailssee
e.g.[2].
Even though gauge theoriespresentm any technicalchallenges,the way to proceed
(atleastperturbatively)isin-principle wellunderstood. In practice,however,the cal-
culationalcom plexity growsrapidly with thenum berofexternalparticles(legs)and the
num berofloops.Forexam ple,even attree-levelwhere there are no loopsto consider,
thenum berofFeynm an diagram sdescribing n-particle scattering ofexternalgluonsin
Q CD growsfasterthan factorially with n [152,153]:1
n 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# diagram s 4 25 220 2;485 34;300 559;405 10;525;900
Figure1.2:The num berofFeynm an diagram srequired fortree-leveln-gluon scattering.
Despite this,the nalresult is often sim ple and elegant. A prim e exam ple is the so-
called M axim ally Helicity Violating (M HV) am plitude describing the scattering of2
gluons(iand j)ofnegative helicity with n   2 gluonsofpositive helicity.Attree-level





forany n.W ewillleavetheexplanation ofthem eaningofthisexpression to laterin the
chapter,butthe reader isnonetheless able to appreciate its sim plicity com pared with
the everincreasing num berofFeynm an diagram sneeded to produceit.
Thequestion then arisesof:W hy istherethissim plicity underlying theapparently
m orecom plex perturbativeexpansion and how doesitarise.Therestofthischapteris
devoted to setting up a fram ework in which these questionsm ay beaddressed.
1
Note thatthe following num bersare relevantfor the case where one is considering a single colour
structure only.The totalnum berofdiagram saftersum m ing overallpossible colourstructuresiseven
greaterstill.Form ore on thissee x1.1
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1.1. CO LO UR O RDERING
1.1 C olour ordering
O neprom inentcom plication experienced by gaugetheoriesistheextra structureinher-
ent in their gauge invariance. This m eans that elds ofthe theory do not just carry
spacetim e indices but also indices relating to their transform ation under the gauge
group. In the standard m odelithasbeen found thatSU(N c)groupsare the m ostap-
propriate onesfordescribing the gauge sym m etry and so unlessotherwise specied we
willconsidergauge groupsofthistype.
As is well-known,gluons carry an adjoint colour index a = 1;2;:::;N 2c   1,while
quarksand antiquarkscarry fundam ental(N c)oranti-fundam ental(N c)indicesi;|=
1;2;:::;N c. The SU(N c) generators in the fundam entalrepresentation are traceless
Herm itian N c  N c m atrices,(T
a)i
|
which we norm alise to tr(TaTb)= ab.2 The Lie-





bcd + fbdefcad + fcdefabd = 0 : (1.1.1)
Letusbegin by considering a generictree-levelscattering am plitude.Itisapparent
from the Feynm an rules given in Figure 1 that each quark-gluon vertex contributes a
group theory factorof(Ta)i
|
and each tri-boson vertex afactoroffabc,whilefour-boson
verticescontributem orecom plicated contractionsinvolving pairsofstructureconstants
such as fabefcde. The quark and gluon propagators willthen contract m any ofthe
indices together using their group theory factors ofab and i
|. W e can now start to
illum inatethegeneralcolourstructureoftheam plitudesifwerstusethedenition of
the Lie-algebra to re-write thestructureconstantsas
fabc =   itr(Ta[Tb;Tc]): (1.1.2)









stringsare term inated by (anti)-fundam entalindices-ifexternalquarksare present.
In orderto reducethenum beroftraceswe m ake useofthe identity





















=2,butispurely a convention used to avoid







=2. To rewrite the diagram s in a way that is consistent with these ‘m ore















1.1. CO LO UR O RDERING
which isjustan algebraic statem entofthefactthatthegeneratorsTa form a com plete
setoftracelessHerm itian m atrices.Thisin turn givesriseto sim plicationssuch as
X
a








tr(Ta1 :::TakTa)(TaTak+ 1 :::Tan )i
|





tr(Ta1 :::Tak)(Tak+ 1 :::Tan )i
|
:(1.1.5)
In Eq.(1.1.3) the 1=N c term corresponds to the subtraction of the trace of the
U (N c) group in which SU(N c) is em bedded and thus ensures tracelessness ofthe T
a.
This trace couples directly only to quarks and com m utes with SU(N c). As such the
term sinvolving itdisappearafter one sum sover allthe perm utations present-a fact
which iseasy to check directly.W e can thussee thatwe areultim ately leftwith either
sum sofsingle tracesofgenerators ifwe only have externalgluonsasin Eq.(1.1.4)or
sum sofstringsofgeneratorsterm inated by fundam entalindicesasin Eq.(1.1.5)ifwe
also haveexternalquarks[153,154].3 In m ostofwhatwedo wewillonly beconcerned
with gluon scattering and can therefore write the colour decom position ofam plitudes
as
A treen (ai)= g
n  2
X
2 S n =Zn
tr(Ta(1)Ta(2) :::Ta(n))A treen ((1);(2);:::;(n));(1.1.6)
where Sn is the set ofperm utations ofn objects and Zn is the subset ofcyclic per-
m utations. g is the coupling constant ofthe theory. The A treen sub-am plitudes are
colour-stripped and depend only on one ordering ofthe externalparticles. Itisthere-
fore sucient to consider A treen (1;2;:::;n) -the ‘reduced colour-ordered am plitude’-
and sum overall(n   1)!non-cyclic perm utationsattheend.
Itisinterestingtonotethatthesam econclusion can bearrived atfrom stringtheory
in a som ewhat m ore naturalway [155,156]. This arises because ofthe observation
thatin an open string theory the fullon-shellam plitude forthe scattering ofn vector
m esonscan be written asa sum overnon-cyclic perm utationsofexternallegscarrying
Chan-Paton factors [157] m ultiplied by K oba-Nielsen partial am plitudes [158]. For
3Note thatEq.(1.1.5)isappropriate forthe case where we have justone qq pair. W ith m ore pairs














only once in any given term ofcourse.
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1.1. CO LO UR O RDERING
the scattering ofexternalgluons that we are interested in we need not worry about
fundam entalm atter because at tree-levelthe Feynm an rules forbid it from appearing
asinternallines.In theinnite-tension lim it(T ! 1 ;0! 0)theU(N c)string theory
reducestoaU(N c)gaugetheoryand thetracepartofthisdecouplesaswehaveseen.W e
can thusim m ediately concludethatthegaugetheory scattering am plitudesdecom pose
asEq.(1.1.6).
For one-loop am plitudes a sim ilar colour decom position exists [156]. In this case,
however,thereareup to two tracesoverSU(N c)generatorsand onem ustsum overthe
spins ofthe dierent particles that can circulate in the loop. In an expansion in N c,
the leading (as N c ! 1 ) contributions to the am plitudes are planar and the colour
structureissim ply a singletrace-in factitisN c tim esthetree-levelcolourfactorwhen
therearenoparticlesin thefundam entalrepresentation propagatingin theloop.In this

















2 S n =Sn;c
tr(Ta(1) :::Ta(c  1))tr(Ta(c) :::Ta(n))
 A 1-loopn;c ((1);:::;(n))
i
;(1.1.7)
and we have left the sum over spins as being im plicit in the denitons ofthe colour-




n;c . brc is the largest integer less than or
equalto r and Sn;c isthe subsetofperm utationsofn objectsleaving the double trace
structureinvariant.
It is a rem arkable result ofBern,Dixon,Dunbar and K osower that at one-loop,
non-planar (m ulti-trace) am plitudes are sim ply obtained as a sum over perm utations
ofthe planar (single-trace) ones. This is discussed in Section 7 of[38]where it was
also noted that this applies to a generic SU(N c) theory (both supersym m etric and
non-supersym m etric)with externalparticlesand thoserunning in theloop both in the
adjoint representation. As far as loop am plitudes go we willonly be concerned with
particlesthatare in the adjoint,so itwillbe enough forusto consideronly one cyclic
ordering (i.e.only A
1-loop
n;1 ,which wewillgenerally abbreviateto A
1-loop
n )and then sum
over allthe relevant perm utationsat the very end. W e willnotactually perform this
sum m ation in whatfollowsbutleave itassom ething which can easily beim plem ented
to obtain the fullam plitude.
The colour-ordered sub-am plitudes obey a num ber ofidentities such as gauge in-
variance,cyclicity,order-reversalup to a sign,factorization propertiesand m ore.This
m eansthatthereisn’tahugeproliferation in thenum berofpartialam plitudesthathave
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1.2. SPINO R HELICITY FO RM ALISM
to becom puted.For5-pointgluon scattering forexam ple,thereareonly 4 independent
tree-levelsub-am plitudesand itturnsoutthat2 ofthese vanish identically because of
a ‘hidden’supersym m etry (see x1.4).Fora m ore com plete listofidentitiessee [153].
1.2 Spinor helicity form alism
So farwehaveseen thatwecan reducesom eofthecom plexity ofourtask by rem oving
the colour structure and considering only colour-ordered am plitudes. W e’llalso only
consider m assless particles and this restricts us further,though there are stilla large
num berofthingsthatA n can depend on.Forspinlessparticles(scalars),the situation




pi),where the pi are the m om enta ofthe external
particlesobeying p2 = pp
 = 0 and we have written the delta function ofm om entum
conservation explicitly [31,159]. In fact the m om entum dependence only appears in
term sofLorentz-invariantquantitiessuch aspi pj.
For m assless particles with spin the situation is m ore com plicated and we have




denitions have the  i being dierent depending on the spin being considered. For
exam ple in the case ofspin 1=2 electronsand positronsin Q ED the wavefunctionsare
usuallytaken tobethefam iliaru(p)and v(p)and theirconjugates(seee.g.Section (3.3)
of[2]),whilein thecaseofspin 1 gaugebosonsthepolarisation vectors in a suitably
chosen basisare com m on. A m ore unifying description would be highly desirable and
in factone can befound using the so-called spinor helicity form alism [160].
1.2.1 Spinors
W estartwith thefactthat,when com plexied,theLorentzgroup islocally isom orphic
to
SO(1;3;C)= SL(2;C) SL(2;C); (1.2.1)
and thus the nite-dim ensionalrepresentations are classied as (p;q),where p and q
are integersorhalf-integers.4 Negative-and positive-chirality spinorstransform in the
(1=2;0)and (0;1=2)representationsrespectively.Fora genericnegative-chirality spinor
we write  with  = 1;2 and fora generic positive-chirality spinorwe write ~ _ with
_ = 1;2.
The spinorindices introduced here are raised and lowered with the antisym m etric
tensors  and 
 as  =   and  = 
 with 
12 = 1 and  
 =   

4
Note that this section is based largely on the spinor helicity reviews of[31,159,161]. See also
Appendix A form ore detailsand identitiesand [162]foranothergood review covering m any aspectsof
thischapter.
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(and likewise for dotted indices). G iven two spinors  and  ofnegative chirality we
can then form a Lorentz-invariantscalarproductas
h;i= 
 ; (1.2.2)
from which itfollowsthath;i=   h;i.Sim ilarform ulapply forpositive-chirality
spinors except that we use square brackets to distinguish the two: [~;~]= ~ _~ _
__ .
Itisworth noting in-particularthath;i= 0 im plies = c where c isa com plex
num berand sim ilarly for ~ and ~. W e willoften use even m ore com pact notation for
these scalarproductsand write h;i= h i=   h ietc.
Thevectorrepresentation ofSO(1;3;C)isthe(1=2;1=2)and assuch wecan represent
a m om entum vector p as a bi-spinor p_ . W e can go to such a representation by
using thechiralrepresentation oftheDirac-m atrices-a processthatiswell-known in
supersym m etriceld theories,seee.g.[9,10].In signature+       the Dirac m atrices







where ()_ = (1;~) and (
)_ =   ()_ = _
_ ()
 _
= (1; ~) and ~ =





= p01 + ~p ~ (1.2.4)
=
 
p0 + p3 p1   ip2




 = det(p_ ).Hencep
 islight-like(p2 = 0)ifdet(p_ )= 0,
which in turn m eansthatm asslessvectorsare those forwhich
p_ = ~ _ ; (1.2.6)
for som e spinors  and ~ _. These spinors are unique up to the scaling ( ;~) !
(c ;c  1~)fora com plex num berc.
Ifwe wish p to be realin Lorentz signature (in which case p_ isherm itian)then
we m ust take ~ =   where  is the com plex conjugate of. The sign determ ines
whetherp haspositiveornegativeenergy.Itisalso possible(and som etim esuseful)to
considerothersignatures.In signature+ +      and ~ arerealand independentwhile
in Euclidean signature (+ + + + )the spinorrepresentations are pseudoreal. Light-like
vectorscannotberealwith Euclidean signature.
Theform ula forp p = det(p_ )generalisesforany two m om enta p and q and using
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the fact that ()
 _
()
_ = 2 we can write the scalar product for two light-like
vectorsp_ = ~ _ and q _ = ~ _ as
2(p q)= h i[~~]: (1.2.7)
This is the standard convention in the perturbative eld theory literature and diers
from theconventionsin [31,161]by asign thatisrelated tothechoiceofhow tocontract
indicesusing  .
1.2.2 W avefunctions
O nce p is given,the additionalinform ation involved in specifying  (and hence ~ in
com plexied M inkowskispace with realp_ )isequivalentto a choice ofwavefunction
fora spin 1=2 particle ofm om entum p. To see this,we can write the m asslessDirac
equation fora negative-chirality spinor  as
i()_ @ 
 = 0 : (1.2.8)
A plane wave   = eip xwith constant  obeysthis equation i p_ 
 = 0 which
im plies that  = c. Sim ilar considerations apply for positive-chirality spinorsand
thuswe can writeferm ion wavefunctionsofhelicity5  1=2 as












Form asslessparticlesofspin  1theusualm ethod isto specify a polarization vector
 (which we should be carefulnot to confuse with  ) in addition to their m om en-
tum and together with the constraint p
 = 0. This constraint is equivalent to the
Lorentz gauge condition and deals with xing the gauge invariance inherent in gauge
eld theories. Itisclearthatifwe add any m ultiple ofp to  then thiscondition is
stillsatised and wehave the gauge invariance
^ =  + ! p : (1.2.10)
Ifone now has a decom position ofa light-like vector particle with m om entum p_ =


















W e willoften use the term schirality and helicity interchangeably.
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forpositive-and negative-helicity particlesrespectively. and ~ arearbitrary negative-
and positive-chirality spinors(notproportionalto  or~)respectively and itisworth
noting that the positive-helicity polarization vector is proportional to the positive-
helicity spinor(~ _)associated with them om entum vectorp
 whilethenegative-helicity
polarization vectorisproportionalto thenegative-helicity one().Thesepolarization




since h i= [~ ~]= 0 and are
independentof and ~ up to a gauge transform ation [31,161].The wavefunctionsfor






















Spinlessparticleshave wavefunction  = eix _ 
 ~ _ asusual.
1.2.3 Variablereduction
O neofthecentralm otivationsforallthissong and danceisthatwecan usetheresults
to hom ogenise ourdescription ofscattering am plitudes.The plethora ofvariablesthat
we had before can sim ply be traded for the bi-spinors  and ~ to yield the com pact
form ofa generalscattering am plitudeas











where hi is the helicity ofthe ith particle. In this schem e we can therefore calculate
am plitudesforthe scattering ofspecic helicity congurationsofspecic colourorder-
ingsofm asslessparticles. The fullam plitude isobtained by sum m ing overallhelicity
congurationsand allappropriatecolourorderings.
As a nalrem ark in this section it is usefulto note (and easy to show -see [31,
161]) that under the scaling-invariance inherent in the decom position ofEq.(1.2.6),









 (;~)=   2h (;~): (1.2.14)













A n(i;~i;hi)=   2hiA n(i;~i;hi) (1.2.15)
foreach iseparately.6
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The interested reader can nd the Feynm an rules for m assless SU(N c) Yang-M ills
gauge theory in the spinorhelicity form alism in Appendix B.
1.3 Supersym m etric decom position
Supersym m etric eld theories are in m any ways very sim ilar to the usualYang-M ills
theorieswhoseFeynm an ruleswewrotedown atthestartofthechapter.Thepresenceof
thisextra sym m etry -supersym m etry -m eansthattheparticlesofthetheoriesarrange
them selves into supersym m etric m ultiplets containing equalnum bers ofbosonic and
ferm ionic degreesoffreedom and thiscan often give riseto greatsim plications.
M axim ally supersym m etric(N = 4)Yang-M illsforexam ple,which hasthem axim um
am ountofsupersym m etry consistentwith a gauge theory (i.e. particleswith spin less
than orequalto 1)in fourdim ensions,containsonly 1 m ultipletconsisting of1 vector
boson A  (2 realdegrees offreedom (d.o.f.)),6 realscalars 
I (6 reald.o.f.) and 4
W eyl(i.e. chiral) ferm ions  (8 reald.o.f.) which lives in the adjoint ofthe gauge
group. Thism ultipletisoften written in a helicity-basis (the helicitiesofthe particles
here are h = (  1;  1=2;0;1=2;1)) as (A   ;  ;;+ ;A + ) = (1;4;6;4;1) and is often
referred to asthe adjointm ultipletofN = 4.The m eaning ofthisnotation isthatone
ofthedegreesoffreedom ofthevectorboson isassociated with a negative-helicity (  1)
state and the other with a positive-helicity (+ 1) state. Sim ilarly,the chiralferm ions
are splitinto two,with 4 degreesoffreedom being associated with helicity   1=2 and 4
with helicity + 1=2.Thescalarsare ofcourse spinlessand thusassociated with helicity
0. O thercom m on m ultiplets in fourdim ensionsinclude the vector m ultipletofN = 2
(1;2;2;2;1)-which consistsof1 vector,2 ferm ionsand 2 scalars-the hyperm ultiplet
ofN = 2 (0;2;4;2;0) and the vector (1;1;0;1;1) and chiral(0;1;2;1;0) m ultiplets of
N = 1 supersym m etry.
The existence ofthese supersym m etric m ultiplets generally leads to a better con-
troloftheeld theory in question,and m ost-im portantly forusa greatercontrolofits
perturbative expansion. Heuristically,ferm ionspropagating in loopsgive term swhich
have the opposite sign to bosonsand the exactm atching ofthe bosonic and ferm ionic
degreesoffreedom leadsto cancellationsin theultravioletdivergencesthatplaguenon-
supersym m etric eld theories. In particular,N = 4 super-Yang-M ills isbelieved to be
com pletely nite in fourdim ensionsaswellashaving quantum -m echanicalconform al-
invariance. M assless Q CD on the other hand is classically conform ally-invariant,al-
though this is broken by quantum eects as is well-known from the existence ofits
one-loop (and higher) -function. Q CD is also UV divergent at loop-leveland thus
m ustberenorm alised order-by-orderin perturbation theory.
N = 4 super-Yang-M ills has the m ost striking features ofthese four-dim ensional
supersym m etric gauge theories and we willconcern ourselves with this theory as well
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asN = 1 super-Yang-M ills. In fact,the resultsforN = 1 am plitudesin Chapter2 also
apply to certain N = 2 am plitudesby virtueofthe factthatthe N = 2 hyperm ultiplet
istwice the N = 1 chiralm ultipletand the N = 2 vectorm ultipletisequalto an N = 1
vectorm ultipletplusan N = 1 chiralm ultiplet.
Aswe have already m entioned,we willm ostly be concerned with gluon scattering
in SU(N c) Yang-M ills theories (including Q CD) and thus willonly consider this case
here. At tree-levelit is easy to see that gluon scattering am plitudes are the sam e in
Q CD asthey arein N = 4 super-Yang-M illstheory.Thisisbecauseverticesconnecting
gluonsto ferm ionsorscalarsin these theoriescouple gluonsto pairsofthese particles.
Thusonecannotcreateferm ionsorscalarsinternally withoutalso creating a loop [164].
TheseQ CD scattering am plitudestherefore have a ‘hidden’N = 4 supersym m etry:
A treeQ CD = A
tree
N = 4 : (1.3.1)
The sam e can ofcourse be said about any supersym m etric eld theory with adjoint
elds when one is concerned with the scattering ofexternalgluons at tree-level. W e
thushave them ore generalresultthat
A treeQ CD = A
tree
N = 4 = A
tree
N = 2 = A
tree
N = 1 : (1.3.2)
Atone-loop wecan ofcoursehaveotherparticlespropagating in theloop,butwhere















In words this says that an all-gluon scattering am plitude in Q CD at one loop can be
decom posed into 3 term s: Firstly a term where an N = 4 m ultipletpropagates in the
loop.Secondly a term wherean N = 1 chiralm ultipletpropagatesin theloop and lastly
a term in pure Yang-M ills where we only have 2 realscalars (or one com plex scalar)
in the loop. This is easily seen due to the m ultiplicities ofthe various m ultiplets in
question:(1;0;0;0;1)= (1;4;6;4;1)  4(0;1;2;1;0)+ 2(0;0;1;0;0).
Aswe have already discussed m any tim es,the LHS of(1.3.3)isextrem ely com pli-
cated to evaluate.However,the 3 pieceson the RHS arerelatively m uch easierto deal
with.Thersttwo piecesarecontributionscom ing from supersym m etriceld theories
and these extra (super)-sym m etriesgreatly help to reducethecom plexity ofthecalcu-
lationsthere.M uch ofthediculty isthuspushed into thelastterm which isthem ost
com plex ofthethree,butisstillfareasierto evaluate than the LHS.
It is therefore clear that supersym m etric eld theories are not only sim pler toy
m odelswith which to try to understand the gauge theoriesofthe standard m odel,but
relevanttheoriesin them selves which contribute parts(and som etim esthe entireity in
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thecaseofcertain tree-levelam plitudes(1.3.2))oftheanswerto calculationsin theories
such asQ CD.Thesesupersym m etricdecom positionswillbeofgreatassistanceto usin
ourquestto understand the hidden sim plicity ofscattering am plitudesand in orderto
perform actualcalculations.
For m ore inform ation on supersym m etric eld theories see any one ofa m ultitude
ofbooks,papersand reviewsincluding [9,10,11,12].
1.4 Supersym m etric W ard identities
Aswecan now see,fora largenum berofscattering am plitudesin gaugetheorieswecan
reducethecom plexity ofourproblem by consideringan appropriatecolour-ordered sub-
am plitude that only dependson the positive-and negative-helicity spinors associated
with theexternalm om enta (weusually drop thehi dependenceof(1.2.13)and leave it
asbeingim plicitin thedenition oftheam plitudebeingconsidered).Usingour‘hidden’
(ornot,depending on thetheory in question)supersym m etry we arenow in a position
to learn som ething aboutthe scattering am plitudesin question. The following is also
nicely reviewed in a num berofplaces including [153,154]and was rstconsidered in
[164,165,166,167].Seealso e.g.[168]fora recentapplication ofsupersym m etricW ard
identitiesto loop am plitudes.
1.4.1 N = 1 SUSY constraints
Let us consider what is in som e ways the sim plest possible setup,an adjoint (vector)
m ultipletin an N = 1 supersym m etric eld theory where the SUSY isunbroken. This
N = 1 theory has only one supercharge Q () that generates the supersym m etry with
 being the ferm ionic param eter ofthe transform ation [9]. Because supersym m etry is
unbroken weknow thatQ m ustannihilatethevacuum :Q ()j0i= 0.Thisin turn gives
riseto thefollowing supersym m etricW ard identity (SW I)
0 = h0j[Q ();	1 :::	 n]j0i=
nX
i= 1
h0j	 1:::[Q ();	i]:::	 nj0i; (1.4.1)
for som e elds 	 i. In addition,ifwe use a suitable helicity basis in which we have a
m asslessvectorA  and a m asslessspin 1/2 ferm ion  ,then Q ()actson thedoublet








=    (p;)A ; (1.4.2)
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for som e m om entum p associated with these states.  (;p) is linear in  and can be
constructed by using theJacobiidentity
[[Q ();Q ()];	(p)]+ [[Q ();	(p)];Q ()]+ [[	(p);Q ()];Q ()]= 0 (1.4.3)
and the SUSY algebra relation [Q ();Q ()]=   2iP=,where P= = P as usual. By
considering(1.4.4)forany ofthechiralelds(A + (p)forexam ple),wecan readily deduce
that
 + (p;)   (p;)   + (p;)   (p;)=   2ip= ; (1.4.4)
which can besolved to give (in the notation ofx1.2)[153,154,166,167]:
 + (p;q;#)= #[pq];    (p;q;#)= #hpqi: (1.4.5)
In thisexpression we have written p = p~p and ourparam eter in term sofa G rass-
m ann param eter# and an arbitrary referencem om entum q= q~q.W ehave also used
the shorthand notation hpqi= hpqiand [~p ~q]= [pq]which willoften be em ployed
henceforth.
Now consider(1.4.1)with 	 1 = 
+





















































As allof the couplings offerm ions to vectors conserve helicity (you always get one
ferm ion ofeach helicity coupling to a vector),the n   1 term s involving two ferm ions
and n   2 gluonsm ustvanish and thusthe rstterm involving only gluonsofpositive






n ) = 0. Since supersym m etry com m utes
with colourwecan writeouram plitudesascolour-ordered onesstraightaway and then
the relationsapply to each colour-ordered am plitude separately.
If we consider the case where we have one negative-helicity in our SW I so that
	 1 = 
+
1 ,	 2 = A
 
2 and 	 i= A
+
i
fori6= 1;2 forexam ple,then we can also show that
allam plitudes with one negative-helicity particle and n   1 positive-helicity particles
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vanish.Thisisso both forthe case ofallgluon scattering and thecase ofn   2 gluons
and two ferm ionsofopposite helicities. W ith m ore than one negative-helicity (such as
	 1 = 
+
1 ,	 2 = A
 
2 ,	 3 = A
 
3 and 	 i = A
+
i
for i 6= 1;2;3) we can start to relate
non-zero am plitudes to each other. In allofthese cases itis usefulto rem em berthat
thereferencem om entum q isarbitrary and can thusbetaken to beoneoftheexternal
m om enta (q = pi)forexam ple atany given stage in orderto sim plify the calculations
and deduceusefulresults.
1.4.2 Am plituderelations
Som eofthe usefulrelationsthatwecan obtain are:
A SU SYn (1

;2 ;:::;n ) = 0 ; (1.4.7)
A SU SYn (1
 ;2 ;:::;n ) = 0 ; (1.4.8)
forany spinsoftheparticlesinvolved and [38]
































where we have also played the sam e gam e with an N = 2 Vector m ultipletin orderto
include scalars . These relations hold order-by-orderin the loop expansion ofsuper-
sym m etriceld theoriesasnoperturbativeapproxim ationswerem adein derivingthem ,
and by virtueof(1.3.2)they apply directly to tree-levelQ CD am plitudesinvolving glu-
ons.Itturnsoutthattree-levelQ CD am plitudesinvolving fundam entalquarkscan also
beobtained from (1.4.9)becauseofrelationsbetween sub-am plitudesinvolving gluinos
(i.e.ferm ionicsuperpartnersofgluonsin an adjointm ultipletsuch asthe above)and
those involving fundam entalquarks[153,169].
Equations(1.4.7)and (1.4.8)am ountto thestatem entthatforany supersym m etric
theory with only adjoint elds,the ‘all-plus’and ‘all-m inus’helicity am plitudes m ust
vanish and the am plitudeswith one m inusand n  1 plusses(or vice-versa) m ustalso
vanish.Thesam estatem entholdsforthetree-levelgluon scatteringam plitudesofQ CD.
Asa resultofthis,therstnon-vanishing setofam plitudesin a supersym m etrictheory
are the ones with two negative helicities and n  2 positive helicities. These are thus
term ed the M axim ally Helicity Violating (M HV)am plitudes. Theirparity conjugates,
theam plitudeswith two positivehelicitiesand n 2negativehelicitiesaresim ilarly non-
vanishing and aresom etim esterm ed googly M HV (orM HV)am plitudes[31].Sim ilarly,
am plitudeswith three negative helicities and n  3 positive helicities are term ed next-
to-M HV (NM HV) am plitudes. The next ones are thus called next-to-next-to-M HV
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(NNM HV)and so on.
The tree-levelM HV am plitudes for gluon scattering,proposed at n-point in [170]
and then proved in [171],are given by (1.0.3)orby
A n(1






up to a factor. i and j are the gluons ofnegative helicity and the am plitude obeys
(1.2.15).Theam plitudeiscyclicin theordering ofthegluonsand so then+ 1th spinor
appearing in thedenom inatorof(1.4.11)justdenotesthespinorofthe1st gluon.Note
in particularthatthisfunction isentirely ‘holom orphic’in thenegative-helicity spinors
 -i.e.itdoesnotdepend on any ofthe~ s-and thiswillbeim portantto uspresently.
W e willnotdiscuss NM HV and other am plitudesyet except to m ention that they do
depend on the ~ s.
1.5 T w istor space
There isa way in which we can understand som e ofthe propertiesofam plitudesthat
we have discussed above such as the vanishing ofcertain helicity congurations and
thesim plestructureoftheM HV am plitudesand thatisby going to twistorspace[31].
This has two prim ary m otivations. O ne is that the conform alsym m etry group has a
rather exotic representation in term s ofthe  and ~ variables and the other is that
the scaling-invariance m entioned underequation (1.2.6)hasan opposite action on the
holom orphicspinors com pared with theanti-holom orphicspinors~.Itwould benice
to put the conform algroup7 into a m ore standard representation and it m ay also be
nice to have thesam e scaling forthenegative and positive-helicity spinors.
In term softhespinorswehavealready introduced in x1.2,theconform algenerators
7
Thegluon am plitudesattree-levelareinvariantunderthefullconform algroup ratherthan justthe
Poincare group. This is because ofthe classicalconform alinvariance ofboth m assless Q CD and any
ofthe othersupersym m etric eld theoriesthatwe have been considering.Am plitudesin som e ofthese
supersym m etric theories(especially N = 4 Yang-M ills)also have quantum conform alinvariance.
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are [31]













































where P_ is the m om entum operator, J and ~J_ _ the Lorentz generators, D the
dilatation operatorand K _ thegeneratorofspecialconform altransform ations.These





















































































J +  __ D

; (1.5.6)
with allother com m utators being zero. However,as can be seen from (1.5.1)-(1.5.5),
the m om entum operator is a m ultiplication operator,the Lorentz generators are rst
orderhom ogeneousdierentialoperators,thedilatation operatoran inhom ogeneousrst
orderdierentialoperatorand thespecialconform algeneratora degreetwo dierential
operator.W e have quite a m ix.
W e can in factreducetheseto a m ore standard representation by perform ing a the
transform ation [31,32]






! i _ : (1.5.7)
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Thisbreaksthesym m etry between  and ~ aswe have chosen to transform onerather

















































Thescalingpropertiesof and  arealsochanged such thatthereisan invarianceunder
( ;)! (c ;c); (1.5.13)











~A n(i;i;hi)=   (2hi+ 2)~A n(i;i;hi); (1.5.14)
where ~A n isthe appropriately transform ed am plitude.
Thistransform ation isperhapseasiestto understand in signature + +    . In this
caseonecan consider and  _ to berealand independentand thusthey param etrise
a copy ofR4. The scaling (1.5.13)isthen a realscaling and reducesthe space to real-
projective three-spaceRP3 and thetransform (1.5.7)isim plem ented by a ‘1/2-Fourier’






i _ ~ _ f(~): (1.5.15)
In othersignatures(such asM inkowskispace)itm ay bem orenaturalto regard  and 
asbeing com plex and independent.They thusparam etrise a copy ofC4 which reduces
to CP3 under the scaling (1.5.13). These spaces -RP3 and CP3 -were called twistor
spaces by Penrose [32]and we willoften use coordinates Z I with I = 1:::4 on them
thuscom bining  and  _ together.O neshould really referto ‘real/com plex projective
twistorspace’respectively,butwe willdenote them allasbeing twistorspace (T)and
letthe contextdictate whatwe m ean by that.
In the com plex cases,the choice ofa contour for the transform ation as given by
(1.5.15)isnotnecessarily clear and itseem s necessary to take the m ore sophisticated
approach ofPenrose and use Dolbeault-orsheaf-cohom ology [32]. Navely,thisinter-
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prets the integrand and m easure of(1.5.15) as a (0;2)-form on twistor space,while
equation (1.5.14) suggests that the am plitudes are best thought ofnot as functions,
butsectionsofa line bundle Lh ofdegree   2h   2,Lh = O (  2h   2)foreach h. The
am plitudesare thuselem entsofH (0;2)(CP3
0
;O (  2h   2))[31].8
The transform ation ofwavefunctions to twistor space is in som e ways m ore com -
plex. O ne cannotperform such a nave ‘1/2-Fourier’transform in essence because the
wavefunctionsaredened by being solutionsto them asslessfreewaveequationsand so
onem ustseehow onecan solvethesein twistorspace.Itturnsoutthatthesesolutions
can be written as integrals offunctions ofdegree 2h   2 and the wavefunctions are




In particularthesedescriptionsm ean thatscattering am plitudeswith specicexter-
nalstates m ake sense in twistorspace. In a usualeld theory construction one would
m ultiply a m om entum -space scattering am plitudewith itsm om entum -spacewavefunc-
















In twistorspace,m ultiplyingan am plitudein H (0;2)(CP3
0
;O (  2h   2))with awave-
function which is in H (0;1)(CP3
0
;O (2h   2)) gives an elem ent ofH (0;3)(CP3
0
;O (  4)).
Thenaturalm easureon CP3 isa (3;0)-form ofdegree4 (itisin factthe
0of(1.6.12)),
and so the nalintegralwillbeofa (3;3)-form ofdegree 0 which m akessense(i.e.the
integrand is a top-form on twistor space invariant under (1.5.13)) as an integralover
CP
30. Doing this for each externalparticle gives the required scattering am plitude in
position-space.
Following theoriginalsuggestionsofNair[175],thereisa sim ilarconstruction which
is particularly apt for am plitudes in N = 4 Yang-M ills. In this case, particles are
described by ,~ and an additionalspinless ferm ionic variable A with A = 1;:::;4
in the 4 representation ofthe R-sym m etry group SU(4)R ofN = 4 Yang-M ills. The
spacetim e sym m etry group in thiscaseisno-longertheusualconform algroup,butthe
superconform algroup PSU(2;2j4) and one can write down generators in term s of,
~ and  which are again in a som ewhat exotic form . After a Penrose transform to
8









;O (  2h   2)) = 0 and we
should really work with a suitable open set ofCP3 (which we denote with a prim e) ratherthen allof
twistorspace.
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! i A ; (1.5.16)
allsuperconform algeneratorssim ilarly becom erstorderdierentialoperatorsand the
space spanned by , _ and  A is RP3j4 or CP3j4. The scaling invariance ofsuper-
twistorspace is:






















~A n(i;i;A ;hi)= 0 ; (1.5.19)
and so the scattering am plitudesare elem entsofH (0;2)(CP3j4
0
;O (0)).
O n super-twistorspace,the wavefunctionsare now elem entsofH (0;1)(CP3j4
0
;O (0))













wheregh( )issim ply a factorof2  2h  s.
9 Forexam ple,fora positive-helicity gluon
gh is1 whilefora negative-helicity gluon itis 
1 2 3 4.(In factitisjustthefactorof
 thattheassociated state m ultipliesin the expansion ofthe supereld A in (1.6.10).)
 isa ‘holom orphic’delta function which isa (0;1)-form given by(f)= (2)(f)df for
any holom orphicfunction f -see Appendix A fora m ore detailed discussion.
In thiscase,them ultiplication ofscattering am plitudeand wavefunction leadsto an
elem entofH (0;3)(CP3j4
0
;O (0))and thevolum eform isa(3;0)-form ofdegree0(explicitly
given by (1.6.11)),so the resultm akessense (again asa scaling invarianttop-form )to
beintegrated overCP3j4
0
and givesthe scattering am plitudein position-space.
For our treatm ent ofam plitudes,we willgenerally use the denition (1.5.15) and




isprecisely whatconvertsthewavefunctionsfrom being ofdegree 2h   2 to being
ofdegree 0. O ne m ight also wonder why the power of= is only 2h   1 and not 2h   2 given that
the wavefunctionson CP
3
(i.e.with the factorofgh om itted)are ofdegree 2h   2.Thisisbecause the
holom orphic delta function isofdegree   1 and thusgivesthe correctscaling propertiesoverall.
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also worth m entioning thatwe have glossed overm any subtletiesin the considerations
above such astherealnatureofm om enta already alluded to in x1.2,and theexclusion
ofthe ‘pointatinnity’in twistor space (i.e. the use ofT 0 ratherthan T). For m ore
detailson alltheseand m oredetailed discussionsoftwistorTheory wereferthereader
to [31,32,172,173,174,176,177,178]and related references.
1.5.1 Am plitudelocalisation
Interpreting (1.5.15)astheway to transform am plitudesinto twistorspace,wearenow
ready to seewhatthetree-levelM HV am plitudeslook likethere.Ifwerecallthatthese
am plitudesdepend only on thenegative-helicity spinorsi,thetransform ed am plitudes
are [31]:




























































A M H Vn (i): (1.5.21)
In the second line we have used a standard position-space representation forthe delta
function ofm om entum conservation and then in thethird wehavesim ilarly interpreted
the ~ integralsasdelta functions.TheM HV am plitudesarethussupported only when
j _ + x_ 

j = 0 for allj and for _ = 1;2. For each x_ these equations dene a
curveofdegreeoneand genuszero in RP3 orCP3 (depending on whetherthevariables
are realor com plex) which is in fact an RP1 or a CP1 [31]. x_ is the param eter or
m odulus describing any one ofthese curves and (1.5.21) is thus an integralover the
m odulispaceofdegreeonegenuszero curvesin T.Asthereisa delta function forevery
externalparticle,the integralis only non-zero when alln-points (i;i_) lie on one
ofthese curves in twistor space.10 Thusthe M HV am plitudesare localised on sim ple
algebraic curves in twistor space,which are (projective) straight lines in the realcase
and spheres11 in the com plex case.
In them axim ally supersym m etriccasewehavean additionallocalisation from trans-
form ingtheferm ionicvariablestotwistorspace.Aswellasthedeltafunction ofm om en-
10
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Figure1.3:The M HV am plitudeslocalise on sim ple straightlinesin twistorspace.Here
the 5-pointM HV am plitude isdepicted asan exam ple.

















and theM HV am plitudesforN = 4 Yang-M illsare given by [31,175]








Thetransform to super-twistorspaceisa straightforward generalisation of(1.5.21)and
the resultis[31]























Theequationsj _ + x_ 







j = 0 then dene(foreach j)a CP
1j0 or
an RP1j0 in CP3j4 orRP3j4 respectively on which the am plitudeslie.
Theequation  _ + x_ 
 = 0isin factofcentralim portancein twistortheory and is
traditionally taken to bethedenition ofatwistor.Foragiven x (asin ourcaseabove),
itcan beregarded asan equation for and  which aswehaveseen denesadegreeone
genuszero curvethatistopologically an S2.A pointin com plexied M inkowskispaceis
thusrepresented by a spherein twistorspace and hence com plexied M inkowskispace
is the m odulispace ofsuch curves. Alternatively,if and  (i.e. a point in twistor
space)are given,itcan beregarded asan equation forx.The setofsolutionsisa two
com plex-dim ensionalsubspace ofcom plexied M inkowskispace that is nulland self-
dualcalled an -plane.Thenullcondition m eansthatany tangentvectorto the plane
is null,and the self-duality m eans that the tangent bi-vector is self-dualin a certain
sense.These-planescan essentially beregarded asbeing light-raysand twistorspace
isthe m odulispaceof-planes.
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O theram plitudesinvolving m ore and m ore negative helicities can also be treated,
though in these cases perform ing the Penrose transform (1.5.15) explicitly becom es
harder. In these cases it has been found that certain dierential operators can be
constructed which help toelucidatetheirlocalisation propertiesin twistorspace[31,73].
In particular,given three pointsPi;Pj;Pk 2 CP






condition that they lie on a ‘line’(i.e. a linearly-em bedded copy ofCP1 as discussed
above)isthatFijkL = 0 where







Sim ilarly,the condition that four points in twistor space are ‘coplanar’(i.e. lie on a
linearly em bedded CP2  CP3 isgiven by K ijkl= 0 where









W hen these are explicitly used,  _ is substituted for @=@~
_ and then they act on
am plitudesasdierentialoperators.
The localisation properties ofm any am plitudes have been checked [31,43,47,53,
72,73,76,91,179,180,181,182,183,184],and ithasbeen found thatam plitudeswith
m ore and m ore negative helicities localise on curves ofhigher and higher degree. For
tree-levelam plitudesin particularthism eansthatan am plitudewith qnegative-helicity
gluonslocaliseson acurveofdegreeq  1.In general,thetwistorversion ofan n-particle
scattering am plitude issupported on an algebraic curve in twistorspace whose degree
isgiven by [31]
d = q  1+ l; (1.5.27)
whereq isthenum berofnegative-helicity gluonsand lthenum berofloops.Thecurve
isnotnecessarily connected and itsgenusg isbounded by g  l.++ + + + + +- -- - - - -
Figure 1.4:Twistor space localisation oftree am plitudes with q= 3 and q= 4
Tree-levelnext-to-M HV am plitudesforexam plearesupported on curvesofdegree2,
while NNM HV am plitudesare supported on curvesofdegree 3 asshown in Figure 1.4
above. W e can also get a geom etricalunderstanding ofthe vanishing ofthe all-plus
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am plitudeand theam plitudewith onem inusand n  1plussesattree-level.By (1.5.27)
these would be supported on curves ofdegree d=   1 and d= 0 in twistor space. In
the rst case,there are no algebraic curves ofdegree   1,so these am plitudes m ust
trivially vanish.In thesecond,a curveofdegree 0 issim ply a pointand so am plitudes
ofthis type are supported by congurations where allthe gluons are attached to the
sam e point(i;i)= (;)8 iin twistor space. Recalling from equation (1.2.7) that
pi pj / hiji[~j~i],allthese invariants m ustbe zero forthese am plitudes. Thison
the otherhand isim possible fornon-trivialscattering am plitudeswith n  4 particles
and thusthese m ustvanish attree-level.
Forn = 3 thingsarea bitm oresubtlebecauseon-shellness,p2i = 0 and m om entum
conservation,p1 + p2 + p3 = 0,guarantee that for realm om enta in Lorentz signature
pi pj = 0.However,forcom plexm om entaand/orothersignaturesthe3-pointam plitude
m akes m ore sense. As 0 = 2pi  pj = hiji[~j~i], the independence of i and ~i
im pliesthateitherhiji= 0 or[~j~i]= 0. Thusalli are proportionalorall~i are
proportional. Ascan be read-o from the Yang-M ills Lagrangian (orseen asa special






This would vanish identically ifallthe ~i are proportional,so we should pick allthe
i to beproportionalto ensurem om entum conservation.However,SL(4;R)invariance
in twistor space12 then im plies that the (i;i) allcoincide and thus the gluons are
supported ata single pointin twistorspace aspredicted by (1.5.27)[31].
1.6 T w istor string theory
In thissection wewillgiveaverybriefoverview ofastringtheorythatprovidesanatural
fram ework for understanding the properties ofscattering am plitudes discussed in the
previoussections.W ewillonly describetheoriginalapproach (which hasalso been the
onem ostcom putationally usefultodate)taken byW itten [31]though otherapproaches,
notably by Berkovits [112,113,114],have been considered. Furtherproposalsinclude
[115,116,117,118],though thesehavenotsofarbeen used to calculateany am plitudes.
A good introduction tothem aterialpresented in thissection can again befound in [161].
It is wellknown that the usualtype I,type II and heterotic string theories live
in the criticaldim ension ofd = 10,which is where they really m ake sense quantum
m echanically. However, there are other string theories known as topological string
theories which are typically sim plerthan ordinary string theories and can m ake sense
12SO (3;3)= SL(4;R)isthe conform algroup in signature + +     .
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in other dim ensions. They are called topologicalbecause they can be obtained from
certain topologicaleld theories which are eld theories whose correlation functions
only depend on the topologicalinform ation oftheir target space and in-particular do
notdepend on thelocalinform ation such asthem etricofthespace.W itten introduced
topologicalstring theory in [185,186]asa sim plied m odelofstring theory,and ithas
been extensively studied since then. W e willonly give a ‘lightning’review here and
referthereaderto theoriginalpapersand such excellentintroductionsas[187]form ore
details.
1.6.1 Topologicaleld theory
O ne startswith a eld theory in 2-dim ensionswith N = 2 supersym m etry.The super-
sym m etry generatorsusually transform asspin 1=2 ferm ionsunderthe Lorentz group,
butin 2-d thisisSO(2)= U(1)locally and thespin 1=2 representation isreducibleinto
two representationswhich have opposite charge underthe U(1).Thingsliving in these
representationsareoften term ed left-m oversand right-m overs,and thesupersym m etry
isusuallywritten asbeingN = (2;2)with 2left-m ovingsuperchargesand 2right-m oving
supercharges.
The sym m etries ofthe theory consist ofboth the usualPoincare algebra as well
as the N = 2 supersym m etry algebra and the R-sym m etry ofthe theory associated
with the supersym m etry. W e willnot write allofthese down here,but in-particular
the supersym m etry generators and their com plex conjugates obey the non-zero anti-
com m utation relations(in thelanguage of[187]):
fQ  ;Q  g = P  H
fD  ;D  g =   (P  H ); (1.6.1)
whereH  d=d0 and P  d=d1 aretheHam iltonian and m om entum operatorsofthe
2-d space with coordinates.
O ne thing that we can now do is to dene new operators Q A and Q B which are
linearcom binationsofsuperchargesas
Q A = Q + + Q  
Q B = Q + + Q   ; (1.6.2)
and then itfollowsfrom (1.6.1)that
Q 2A = Q
2
B = 0 (1.6.3)
and Q A and Q B look likeBRST operators.However,Q A =B arenotscalars,so wewould
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violate Lorentz invariance by interpreting them as BRST operators straight away. In
factwhatwe can do isto m ake an additionalm odication to the Lorentz generatorof
the 2-d space by m aking linear com binations ofit and the R-sym m etry generators in
such away thattheQ A =B arescalarsunderthenew generators.Thisprocedureiscalled
twisting and producestwo dierenttopologicaleld theorieslabelled by A and B.
Now thatwehaveaBRST operator,wecan usetheusualdenitionsforthephysical
states ofourtheory in term sofBRST cohom ology (see forexam ple Chapter16 of[2]
orChapter15 of[4]foran introduction).Physicalstatesj iaregiven by thecondition
Q A =Bj i = 0 with states being equivalent ifthey dier by som ething which is BRST
exactsuch asQ A =Bjiforsom eji.Sim ilarly,physicaloperatorsaretaken to bethose
which com m utewith theBRST operatorm odulo thosewhich can bewritten asan anti-
com m utator ofQ A =B with som e otheroperator. In particularone can show thatthat




= fQ A =B;
 g forsom e  . Thisisa generalproperty oftopologicaleld
theories.
1.6.2 Topologicalstring theory
W hatwehaveso farconstructed aretwo 2-dim ensionaltopologicaleld theories.How-
ever,we can prom ote these to string theories by considering the theories to be living
on the worldsheet ofa string and ensuring that we integrate over allm etrics ofthe
2-dim ensionalspace in the path integralas wellas the other elds appearing in the




D h()D ()e  S2d[h;] ; (1.6.4)
where h is the world-sheet m etric, are the elds ofour 2-d eld theory and 

are the coordinates ofthe 2-d space then denes our topologicalstring theory. Ifwe
have re-dened our Lorentz generators to m ake Q A a scalar then the string theory is
known astheA-m odel,whileifwechooseto m akeQ B a scalarwearriveattheB-m odel
[185,186].
W e can also say som ething aboutthe targetspacesofthese topologicalstring the-
ories. In ‘norm al’string theory settings these target spaces -the spaces in which the
stringslive -areknown to be10-dim ensional(or26-dim ensionalforthepurely bosonic
string) in order for them to be quantum -m echanically anom aly-free. The N = (2;2)
eld theories discussed above,however,naturally give rise to target spaces which are
specialtypesofcom plex m anifoldsknown asKahler m anifolds-even before weperform
the topologicaltwisting.These spacesare com plex m anifoldsthatare endowed with a
Herm itian m etric(i.e.a realm etric -realin thesensethatg{|= (gij)
 and g{j = (gi|)

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-with gij = g{| = 0)and which we can write locally as the second derivative ofsom e





Here zi and z| are appropriate com plex coordinateson the targetspace. W hen we do
thetwisting described by (1.6.2)itturnsoutthattheA-m odeltwistcan beperform ed
forany K ahlertargetspace,while the B-m odeltwistrequiresthe space to be ofa yet
m ore specialised form known asa Calabi-Yau m anifold.
There are m any dierentways to dene a Calabi-Yau m anifold,butone way that
isgood forourpurposesisthatitisa K ahlerm anifold thatisalso Ricci-at,R i| = 0.
Them oduli(essentially theparam eters)describing thevariety ofsuch spacesareoftwo
typeswhich areterm ed theK ahlerm oduliand thecom plex-structurem oduli.Itcan be
shown thatthespaceofK ahlerm oduliislocally H (1;1)(M CY )-thatistosay itislocally
given by the Dolbeaultcohom ology classof(1;1)-form s -while the com plex-structure
m odulispace is locally the cohom ology class of (2;1)-form s H (2;1)(M CY ). Because
Calabi-Yau m anifoldsareautom atically K ahlerm anifoldsto begin with and becauseof
their high degree ofsym m etry,the A-m odelisoften also considered on a Calabi-Yau.
Finally,itcan be shown thatthe centralcharge ofthe Virasoro algebra ofthe A-and
B-m odelsvanishesidentically in any num berofdim ensions[187],so topologicalstrings
arewell-dened in targetspacesofany dim ension.Form orecom prehensivediscussions
ofcom plex,K ahlerand Calabi-Yau m anifoldssee e.g.[187,188,189,190,191].
Asforthephysicaloperatorsin thesem odels,webriey statewithoutproofthatin
theA-m odel,Q A can beviewed asbeingQ A  d -thedeRham exteriorderivative-and
thelocalphysicaloperatorsarein one-to-onecorrespondencewith deRham cohom ology
elem entson the targetspace:
O A  A i1:::ip|1:::|q()d
i1    dipd |1    d |q : (1.6.6)
FortheB-m odelon theotherhand onecan show thatQ B  @ -theDolbeaultexterior
derivative -and the localphysicaloperators are now just (0;p)-form s with values in
the antisym m etrized product ofq holom orphic tangent spaces -which we denote by
V q
T(1;0)(M CY ):
O B  B
j1:::jq
{1:::{p







Thesetheoriesalso havetheintruiging property ofm irrorsym m etry [192,193]-see
e.g.[194]and referencestherein fora com prehensivereview -thattheA-m odelon one
Calabi-Yau is equivalent to the B-m odelon a dierentCalabi-Yau which is known as
its M irror. In the m irror m ap,the hodge num bers h1;1 and h2;1 are swapped which
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pertains to the exchange ofK ahler and com plex-structure m oduli. This is especially
usefulasthe B-m odelisgenerally easierto com pute-with than the A-m odel,while the
A-m odelis m ore physically interesting in m any scenarios. Hard com putations in the
A-m odelcan often bem apped to easieronesin theB-m odel.
1.6.3 TheB-m odelon super-twistorspace
In his originalconstruction [31],W itten considered the B-m odeland we willdo the
sam e here. The targetspace on which we willwantitto live willbe CP3j4,which isa
Calabi-Yau super-m anifold (with bosonicand ferm ionicdegreesoffreedom )ratherthan
abosonicm anifold asism orecom m on.ThisisfortunatebecauseCP3 isnotCalabi-Yau,
while CP3j4 is.13 In addition,ifwe recallthatthe closed-string sectoriswhere gravity
statesarise,wewould liketo considertheopen-string B-m odelon twistorspacein order
thatwe m ay end up with degreesoffreedom with spin 1 orless. In the sim plestcase
this consists ofadding N bosonic-space-lling D5-branes (thus spanning all6 bosonic
directions ofCP3j4 in analogy with the purely bosonic case of[195]. In addition (as
W itten did),we take the D5s to wrap the ferm ionic directions  I and  
J in such a
way thatwe can set  
J to zero.Itisnotentirely clearhow thisshould beinterpreted,
butone m ight say that the branes wrap the  directions while being localised in the
 directions.The presence ofN branesgivesrise to a U(N )gauge sym m etry asusual
dueto theChan-Paton factorsofthe open stringsending on them .
So farwehavebeen considering thingsfrom a worldsheetperspective.However,for
open strings we also have the spacetim e perspective ofopen-string eld theory [196].











whereA isthe string eld.In the presence ofD5-braneson a 6-dim ensional(bosonic)
m anifold this has been shown to reduce to holom orphic Chern-Sim ons theory [195],
where the D5-D5 m odes of the string eld A give a (0;1)-form gauge eld A =
A{(z;z)dz
{ on the branes. O n the other hand,when the target space is the super-
m anifold CP3j4,A reducesto the (0;1)-form gauge supereld A = A I(Z;
Z; ; )dZ
I,











A ^ @A +
2
3






isCalabi-Yau i N = 4.
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and with  = 0 the supereld A can beexpanded as
A (Z;Z; )= A +  II +
1
2








I J K  LG ;
(1.6.10)
whereA;I;IJ;~
I;G areallfunctionsofZ and Z and wehavesuppressedthe(0;1)-form
structure.





IJK LM N P Q Z
IdZ JdZ K dZ Ld M d N d P d Q : (1.6.11)
Because dZ I and d I scale oppositely { asfollowsfrom (1.5.17)and the ferm ionic
nature of  I (d I ! c  1d I under (1.5.17)) { it is clear that (1.6.11) is invariant
under this scaling and thus the action (1.6.9) is only invariant ifA is ofdegree zero,
A 2 H (0;1)(CP3j4
0
;O (0)). This m eans that each com ponent eld in the  expansion
(1.6.10)m ustbe ofdegree 2h   2 and thusdescribesa eld ofhelicity h in spacetim e
-c.f. the twistordescription ofwavefunctionsforparticlesofhelicity h ofEq.(1.5.20)
and surrounding paragraphs. In addition,the ferm ionic nature ofthe  I restricts the
num berofdegreesoffreedom ofthe com ponenteldsand itcan quickly be seen that
(1.6.10)describesthe N = 4 m ultiplet,14 which in the notation ofx1.3 can be written

























IdZ JdZ K dZ L=4!isthe bosonic reduction of
 obtained afterinte-
grating outthe I 15 and [A;I]= A ^ I + I ^ A.Theequationsofm otion following
from (1.6.9)are @A + A ^ A = 0 and the gauge invariance isA = @! + [A ;!].
W hatwehavearrived atis‘half’ofN = 4super-Yang-M ills.W ehavealltheeldsas
isapparentfrom (1.6.10),butitturnsoutthatnotalltheinteractionsarepresent.O ne
ofthe easiestwaysto see thisisto note thatthe sym m etriesofthe B-m odelgenerally
leave 
 invariant[31].Howeverthere are also interesting transform ationsofthe target
space that leave the com plex structure invariant but transform 
 non-trivially. O ne
such transform ation isa U(1)R partoftheR-sym m etry group U(4)R = SU(4)R  U(1)R
thatactsas16
S : Z I ! Z I;  I ! ei I (1.6.13)
14
To be m ore precise itisthe twistortransform ofthe N = 4 m ultiplet[32,197].
15
RecallthatforG rassm an variables,
R








and ( )=  .
16
Note thattheI indiceson thecom ponenteldsin (1.6.12)are fundam entalindicesofthisSU(4)R .
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with d I ! e  id I because oftheirferm ionic nature. 
 ! e  4i
 thushasS =   4
and hence so does the action (1.6.9) as the transform ation of the  I inside A are
com pensated by equaland opposite transform ations ofthe com ponent elds: A has
S = 0,I has S =   1,IJ has S =   2,~
I has S =   3 and G has S =   4. In fact
thecom ponentaction (1.6.12)ism adeup entirely ofterm swith S =   4.However,the
usualN = 4 Yang-M illsaction in com ponentform consistsofterm swhich haveS =   4
and S =   8.Forexam plethescalarkineticterm s(@)
2 haveS =   4 whilethescalar
potential4 hasS =   8. The holom orphic Chern-Sim onsaction (1.6.9)thuscaptures
allthe elds of m axim ally supersym m etric Yang-M ills, but not allthe interactions.
Although we willnot discuss it here,the theory described by (1.6.9) is in fact self-
dualN = 4 super-Yang-M ills[198]-thatis,(super)-Yang-M illstheory fora gauge eld
A 0 whose eld strength appearing in the action is self-dual. A 0 is the spacetim e eld
corresponding to the hom ogeneity 0 eld (A) in (1.6.10) and the spacetim e action of
thistheory isS =
R
G 0^  F0
R
G 0^ F 0
SD
.HereG 0isa self-dual2-form whosetwistor
transform is the hom ogeneity   4 eld (G ) in (1.6.10),F 0SD is the self-dualpart
17 of
F 0= dA 0+ A 0^ A 0and  istheHodge duality operation.
1.6.4 D1-braneinstantons
W itten’s solution to the aforem entioned problem ofthe absence ofthe entire set of
interactionswasto enrich the B-m odelon CP3j4 with instantons.Theonesin question
areEuclidean D1-braneswhich wrap holom orphiccurvesin super-twistorspaceand on
which the open stringscan end. These holom orphic curvesare precisely the onesthat
we m et earlier on which the scattering am plitudes were found to localise. W e won’t
go into m uch detailhere (m ore can be found in [31]),butthe basic idea isthatthese
instantons have S-charge   4(d + 1  g) for the connected degree d and genus g case.
Thusforthe ‘classical’tree-levelM HV case18 these instantonsprovide the term swith
S =   8 aswe had hoped.
W ecan now considerothertypesofstringsapartfrom D5-D5s.W ealsohaveD1-D1s,
D1-D5s and D5-D1s. The D1-D1 strings give rise to a U(1) gauge eld on the world-
volum e of an instanton which describes the m otion of the instanton in T. W e will
thus ignore the D1-D1 strings from now on. O f course we do want to involve the
D1-instantons,so we’llfocus on the D1-D5 and D5-D1 strings. W itten argued that
these stringsgive rise to ferm ionic (0;0)-form eldsliving on the world-volum e ofthe
instanton. The D1-D5 m odes give rise to a ferm ion i and the D5-D1 m odes give a
17









and F 0A SD = (F
0
   F
0)=2.Here we have taken   F0= F 0.
18
W e referto the tree-levelM HV am plitudesasbeing the ‘classical’case asitturnsoutthatwe can
re-form ulate perturbation theory in term sof‘M HV-vertices’-see x1.7 -and they are thusappropriate
forconsideration ofS-charge violation atthe levelofthe action.
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ferm ion {,with {and i(anti)-fundam entalU(N ) indices respectively. The eective




dz(@z + A zdz) ; (1.6.14)
wherez and z arelocalcom plex coordinateson theD1 and A z (which isa background
eld on theD1)isthecom ponentofthesupereld generated by theD5-D5 stringslying
along theD1.Therstterm isthekineticterm ofthesem odes(with @z the @ operator
restricted to the D1),while the second describestheirinteraction with the gauge eld




J ^ (A zdz); (1.6.15)




Any particularexternalstate willcontribute justone com ponentofthissupereld




Js ^ s ; (1.6.16)
wheres isthewavefunction ofthestatein twistorspaceand thusa (0;1)-form there.
19
Then ifthecurvewhich theD1 wrapswereto haveno m oduli(i.e.therewereonly one
possibility for it),one would be able to com pute scattering am plitudes by evaluating
the correlatorhVs1 :::Vsni. However,we know from the discussion in x1.5.1 thatthese
curves do have m oduliand thus we should integrate this correlator over their m oduli
space. O ur prescription for com puting n-point scattering am plitudes whose external
particleshave wave functionssi willthen be
A n =
Z
dM dhVs1 :::Vsni; (1.6.17)
where dM d is an appropriate m easure on the m odulispace ofholom orphic curves of
degree d (and genuszero forourcurrentpurposes).
1.6.5 TheM HV am plitudes
As an exam ple ofhow (1.6.17) is im plem ented let us calculate the M HV am plitudes
usingthisprescription.From x1.5.1wesaw thattheM HV am plitudeslieon holom orphic
19
W e use subscripts si etc. to denote the ith particle for the rest ofthis section in order to avoid
confusion with the gauge indices.
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curvesthatareem bedded in CP3j4 via the equations









= 0 : (1.6.18)
sk are the hom ogeneouscoordinateson the curves(with sk = 1:::n denoting the k
th
particle)and theirm oduliarex_ and 
A
 .Thesearethusthecurvesthatwewilltake
theD1-instantonsto bewrapping.x_ has4 (bosonic)degreesoffreedom while
A
 has
8 (ferm ionic)onesand a naturalm easureon the m odulispace isthen dM 1 = d
4xd8.
Forclarity letusspecialisetothecaseof4-particle(gluon)scattering whereparticles
1and 3havenegative-helicity and particles2and 4positive-helicity.Then-particlecase

















whereweassum ethatthewavefunctionssk takevaluesin theLie-algebra ofU(N )and

















































This correlator has m any dierent contributions (105 in total) com ing from the
possiblewaysofW ick contracting theferm ions and .Letusconsiderthecyclicone
wherewecontract(z1)with (z2),(z2)with (z3)and so on (with (z4)contracted
with (z1)).Because and  areferm ionslivingon (in thiscase)CP
1,theirpropagator
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and therelevantW ick contraction is


























(z1   z2)(z2   z3)(z3   z4)(z4   z1)
: (1.6.23)
























where we have changed to hom ogeneous coordinates sk on the CP




with 1 and 2 indicating spinor‘’indiceshere.
Now we m ustintroduce the explicitform forthe wavefunctions and integrate over
the k.Forthisitisusefulto note thatwith z = 
2=1 and m aking the m ore specic
choicesof = (1;z)and  = (1;b),(A.2.9)becom es(A.2.10):
Z
h di(h i)F ()=   iF (): (1.6.25)






















ei[~s4 s4](s4=s4)gh4( s4)H (si)

















[~sk sk ]; (1.6.26)
whereH isthedenom inatorin (1.6.24).
W e m ustnow perform the integraloverthe m oduli.Forthispurposewe can recall





























Recallthatthe delta functionsof(1.6.26)have setsk = sk .
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which isjustthe delta function ofm om entum conservation. For the ferm ionic m oduli













































After dealing with allthe  s in a sim ilar way and then integrating over the eight 
variablesgiveshs1 s3i
4.Putting allthe piecestogetherwe get
A 4(1
 























which is precisely the form ula for the M HV am plitudes that we wrote down before,
though we have keptthecolourstructureexplicithere.
W e should be carefulto note thatwe have sim ply picked the particularW ick con-
traction that we needed in order to get a cyclic colour ordering. Allthe term s with
non-cyclic colour orderings but a single trace are also present as wellas m ulti-trace
term swhich in [31,36]weresuggested to bea sign ofthepresenceofclosed-string (and
thusgravitational)states.
W e have explicitly described the construction ofthe M HV am plitudesfrom the B-
m odelin twistorspace.O theram plitudescan becalculated in thisway too,though the
com plexity isgreaterso wewillnotgo into any detailon this.TheNM HV am plitudes
forexam ple requireone to integrate overthe m odulispace ofdegree 2 curvesin T and
som e sim ple cases were calculated this way in [134]. O ther cases such as the n-point
googly M HV am plitudes(with 2 positive-helicity gluonsand n   2 ofnegative helicity)
were worked out in [135]and all6-point am plitudes in [136]. For these integrals over




itwasfound thatthe connected prescription alone reproducestheentire am plitudesin
the cases considered (at least up to a factor). However,there is also strong evidence
thatthe sam e am plitudescan be com puted using the purely disconnected prescription
[33].Indeed,thisdisconnected prescription led directly to theproposalofnew rulesfor
doingperturbativegaugetheory which wewilldescribein thenextsection.Theauthors
of[199]argued thattheintegralsinvolved in theconnected prescription localised on the
subspacewherea connected curve ofdegree d degeneratesto the intersection ofcurves
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ofdegreedi with
P
di= d and thusprovided strong evidencethatthereareultim ately
d dierentprescriptionswhich areallequivalent.Theextrem e possibilitiesare thatwe
have just one degree d curve to consider,or alternatively d degree one curves. This
lattercase wastheinspiration for[33].
W ehavealsonotsaid anythingaboutloop diagram shereexceptfortheform alstate-
m entthattheylocaliseon curvesofdegreed = q  1+ lwith g  l.Thestructureofm any
loop diagram sofN = 4 super-Yang-M illswaselucidated in [31,72,73,180,181,183],
though thesituation with theircalculation from theB-m odelisfarlessclearthan that
fortreesunfortunately.In [36]itwasshown thatclosed string m odesgiveriseto states
ofN = 4 conform alsupergravity describing deform ationsofthe targettwistorspace as
wellastheexpected N = 4 Yang-M illsstates.Conform alsupergravity21 in 4dim ensions






and isusually considered to be a som ewhatunsavoury theory asitgivesrise to fourth
orderdierentialequationswhich are generally held to lead to a lack ofunitarity (see
e.g. [201]). O ne m ight stillhope to decouple these states,but because the coupling
constantisthesam ein both sectorstheam plitudesm ix and oneendsup with a theory
ofN = 4 conform alsupergravity coupled to N = 4 super-Yang-M ills,som e am plitudes
ofwhich were com puted in [36]at tree-leveland m ore recently in [114]at loop-level
(see also [202]). Despite allthis,itwas shown by Brandhuber,Spence and Travaglini
thattheproposalsof[33]can beextended to loop-leveland providea new perturbative
expansion foreld theory which isvalid in the quantum regim e aswellasthe classical
one.Thisdiscovery willbea centralthem e in the following chaptersofthisthesis.
Asa nalrem ark in thissection we pointoutthattwistorstring theorieshave also
been constructed to describe other theories with less supersym m etry and/or product
gauge groups [119,120,121,122,124]as wellas m ore recently to describe Einstein
supergravity [39]. Indeed the proposals in [39]include a twistor description ofN = 4
SYM coupled to Einstein supergravity which m ay lead to a resolution ofthe problem
ofloopsifthey can beconsistently decoupled.
1.7 C SW rules (tree-level)
M otivated by the ndingswe have so fardiscussed,Cachazo,Svrcek and W itten pro-
posed a set ofalternative graphsfor tree-levelam plitudes in Yang-M ills theory based
on the M HV vertices [33]. The essentialidea is the observation that one can seem -
ingly com pute tree-levelam plitudesfrom the totally disconnected prescription alluded
to aboveby gluing d disconnected linestogether(on each ofwhich thereisan M HV am -
plitudelocalised)foran am plitudeinvolving d+ 1 negative-helicity gluons.Thegluing
21
Fora review see e.g.[200].
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procedureism ade concrete by connecting the lineswith twistorspace propagators.In
eld theory term sthiscorrespondsto the use ofM HV am plitudesasthe fundam ental
building blocks -because their localisation properties in twistor space translates to a
point-likeinteraction in M inkowskispace-and gluing thesetogetherwith sim plescalar
propagators1=P 2. The two endsofany propagatorm usthave opposite helicity labels
because an incom ing gluon ofone helicity is equivalent to an outgoing gluon ofthe
opposite helicity.
1.7.1 O-shellcontinuation
In ordertoglueM HV verticestogetherwem ustcontinuethem o-shellsinceoneorm ore
ofthelegsm ustbeconnected totheo-shellpropagator1=P 2.Forthispurpose,consider
a generic o-shellm om entum vector,L.O n generalgrounds,itcan be decom posed as
[65,179]
L = l+ z ; (1.7.1)
where l2 = 0,and  is a xed and arbitrary nullvector,2 = 0;z is a realnum ber.
















W e noticethat(1.7.3)and (1.7.4)coincidewith theCSW prescription proposed in [33]
to determ ine the spinor variables land ~lassociated with the non-null,o-shellfour-
vector L dened in (1.7.1). The denom inators on the right hand sides of (1.7.3) and
(1.7.4) turn out to be irrelevant for our applications since the expressions we willbe
dealing with are hom ogeneousin the spinorvariablesl;hence we willusually discard
them .Thisdenesouro-shellcontinuation.
1.7.2 Theprocedure:An exam ple
TheCSW rulesforjoiningtheseM HV am plitudestogetherareprobably bestillustrated
with an exam ple.Itisclearthata tree diagram with v M HV verticeshas2v negative-
helicity legs,v   1 ofwhich are connected together with propagators. As m entioned
above,each propagator m ust subsum e precisely one negative-helicity leg and thus we
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are left with v + 1 externalnegative helicities. To put it another way,ifwe wish to
com pute a scattering am plitude with q negative-helicity gluonswe willneed v = q  1
M HV vertices.Assuch letusconsiderthesim plestcaseofthe4-pointNM HV am plitude
A 4(1
+ ;2  ;3  ;4  ). W e know from ourdiscussionsin x1.4.2 thatthism ustvanish and
we would thus like our calculations here to support that. Even though we end up






























M HV M HV
Figure1.5:The two M HV diagram scontributing to the +       am plitude.Allexternal
m om enta are taken to be outgoing.
As shown in Figure 1.5, there are two diagram s to consider. For each diagram
we should write down the M HV am plitudes corresponding to each vertex and join
them together with the relevant scalar propagator, rem em bering to use the o-shell












wherethem om entum ofthepropagatorisP12 =   (p1+ p2)= (p3+ p4).Astheexternal
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where we have written ~ _i~_ = ai and [
~P12 ~]= b for clarity and have kept the de-
nom inatorsofthe o-shellcontinuation explicitin orderto dem onstrate thatthey will
drop outofthe expressions. Sim ilarly,an appropriate form for elim inating P12 from










O n substituting forP12 and P
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h32i[21]+ h34i[41]= 0 and m eansthath34i=[12]=   h23i=[41].ThusC1 =   C2 and
we getA 4 = 0 asexpected.
There are two essentialpoints to note here. The rst is that when we perform ed
the o-shellcontinuation allthe denom inatorsof(1.7.3)cancelled out. Thisisin fact
generally truefortheam plitudeswewillbeinterested in and thuswewilldiscard them
from now on.Thesecond pointisthatin C1 and C2,thearbitrary nullm om entum  of
theo-shellcontinuation wasstillpresent,lurkingasan ~ _ in thei.Thecontributions
cancelled in the end so we didn’tcare too m uch aboutthis,butwe m ightworry about
the presence ofthis arbitrary m om entum in the calculation ofam plitudes that don’t
vanish. In fact it tends to crop up frequently and the expressions that one arrives at
seem to depend on  atrstsight. However,itcan be shown thatthe am plitudesare
-independentand itcan thereforesom etim esbeofusetoset tobeoneoftheexternal
m om enta in theproblem .
Thisprocedurehasbeen im plem ented both foram plitudeswith m ore externalglu-
onsand am plitudeswith m ore negative helicities. In both casesthe com plexity grows,
but the num ber ofdiagram s grows for large n at m ost as n2 [33]which is a m arked
im provem ent on the factorialgrowth ofthe num ber ofFeynm an diagram s needed to
com pute the sam e processes. Furtherevidence forthe procedure and a heuristic proof
from twistorstring theory can be found in [33],while a proofbased on recursive tech-
niqueswasgiven byRisagerin [34]which wasthen used togivean M HV-vertex approach
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to gravity am plitudes[77].Evidenceforthevalidity oftheprocedurefortree and loop
am plitudeswasgiven in [79].22
O n the other hand M anseld found a transform ation which takes the usualYang-
M ills Lagrangian and m aps it to one where the vertices are explicitly M HV vertices
[35](see also [203]). This involves form ulating pure Yang-M ills theory in light-cone
coordinates and perform ing a non-localchange ofvariables which m aps the usual3-
and 4-pointverticesthatarisein Feynm an diagram perturbation theory into an innite
sequence of M HV vertices starting with the 3-point     + vertex. The procedure
also claries the origin ofthe nullvector  that we have used to dene the o-shell
continuation.Itisjustthesam enullvectorasisused todenethelight-coneform ulation
ofthetheory [35,81].Forfurtherwork related to understanding theCSW rulesfrom a
Lagrangian approach see [80,81,82,137,138,139,204].
1.8 Loop diagram s from M H V vertices
TheCSW rulesattree-levelprovidea new and eective way ofre-organising perturba-
tion theory and thuslead to m oreecientm ethodsforcalculating tree-levelam plitudes
which often yield sim plerresultsthan m oretraditionalapproaches.Naturally wewould
like to be able to extend this m ethod beyond tree-level and consider quantum cor-
rections which are often a substantialcontribution to the overallresult. However as
already m entioned the picture from twistor string theory is not as clear at loop-level
and onem ightexpecttheCSW procedureto failtheredueto thepresenceofconform al
supergravity.
NonethelessBrandhuber,Spenceand Travaglinishowed thattheCSW rulesarestill
valid atone-loop and provided aconcreteproceduretofollow from which theyre-derived
theone-loop n-pointM HV gluon scattering am plitudesin N = 4 super-Yang-M ills[37].
Theanswersthey obtained arein com plete agreem entwith theoriginalresultsderived
at 4-point by G reen,Schwarz and Brink from the low energy lim it ofa string theory
[205]and then atn-pointby BDDK [38]. W e willbriey review the m ethod proposed
in [37]and outline how itcan beused to derive the N = 4 am plitudes.Chapters2 and
3 willthen bedevoted to applying thesam em ethod to theN = 1 am plitudesand those
in pure Yang-M ills with a scalar running in the loop respectively,thus calculating all
cut-constructible23 contributions to the n-point M HV gluon scattering am plitudes in
Q CD (1.3.3).
22
W e willsay m ore aboutloop am plitudesshortly.
23
It turns out that the CSW approach at loop-levelonly calculates the cut-containing term s,thus
m irroring the cut-constructibility approach of BD D K .The rationalterm s are inextricably linked to
these in supersym m etric theoriesbutm ustbe obtained in otherwaysin non-supersym m etricones.See
also Appendix D .
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1.8.1 BST rules
Theprocedureproposed in [37]can besum m arised asfollows[40]:
1. Consider only the colour-stripped or partialam plitudes introduced in x1.1. As
already m entioned there, the rem arkable results discussed in Section 7 of [38]
m ean thatthisissucientto re-constructtheentirecolour-dependentam plitude.
2. Lift the M HV tree-levelscattering am plitudes to vertices,by continuing the in-
ternallineso-shellusing the prescription described in x1.7.1. Internallinesare
then connected by scalar propagators which join particles ofthe sam e spin but
opposite helicity.
3. Build M HV diagram swith the required externalparticlesatloop levelusing the
M HV tree-levelvertices and sum over allindependentdiagram sobtained in this
fashion fora xed ordering ofexternalhelicity states.
4. Re-expressthe loop integration m easure in term softhe o-shellparam etrisation
em ployed fortheloop m om enta.
5. Analytically continueto4  2 dim ensionsin ordertodealwith infrared divergences
and perform allloop integrations.
1.8.2 Integration m easure
Theloop legsthatwem ustintegrateoverareo-shelland in orderto proceed wem ust
work outthe integration m easure used in [37]. The details ofthe m easure were m ore
concretely worked-out in [79]using the Feynm an tree theorem [206,207,208]and we
use certain results from there as wellas from the originalconstruction of[37]while
following thereview ofSection 3 of[40].
W e need to re-expressthe usualintegration m easure d4L overthe loop m om entum
L in term softhenew variablesland z introduced previously.Aftera shortcalculation





















The i" prescription in the left- and right-hand sides of (1.8.1) was understood in [37], and, as
stressed in [79,179,209]itisessentialin orderto correctly perform loop integrations.
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Eq.(1.8.1) is key to the procedure. It is im portant to notice that the productofthe
m easure factor with a scalar propagator d4L=(L2 + i") in (1.8.1) is independent of
the reference vector . In [175],itwasnoticed thatthe Lorentz-invariant phase space
m easurefora m asslessparticlecan beexpressed precisely in term softheNairm easure:
d4l(+ )(l2) = dN (l); (1.8.3)
where,asbefore,we write the nullvector lasl_ = l~l_,and in M inkowskispace we
identify ~l= ldepending on whetherl0 ispositive ornegative.
Next,weobservethatin com putingone-loop M HV scatteringam plitudesfrom M HV








(4)(L2   L1 + PL); (1.8.4)
whereL1 and L2 areloop m om enta,and PL istheexternalm om entum owing outside








Figure1.6:A generic M HV diagram contributing to a one-loop M HV scattering am pli-
tude.
Now we expressL1 and L2 asin (1.7.1),
Li;_ = li~li_ + zi~_ ; i= 1;2 : (1.8.5)
Using (1.8.5),we re-write theargum entofthedelta function as
L2   L1 + PL = l2   l1 + PL;z ; (1.8.6)
wherewe have dened
PL;z := PL   z ; (1.8.7)
25
W e thank the authorsof[79]forallowing the re-production ofFigure 17 ofthatpaper.
26
In ourconventionsallexternalm om enta are outgoing.
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and
z := z1   z2 : (1.8.8)













(4)(l2   l1 + PL;z)

; (1.8.9)
where"i:= sgn(0li0)"= sgn(li0)",i= 1;2(thelastequalityholdssinceweareassum ing
0 > 0).
W e now convert the integration over z1 and z2 into an integration over z and
z0:= z1 + z2 and with a carefultreatm ent ofthe integrals [79]we can integrate out


















(4)(l2   l1 + PL;z) (1.8.11)
is the two-particle Lorentz-invariant phase space (LIPS) m easure and we recallthat
 (l2):= ( l0)(l
2).Trading thenalintegraloverz foran integration overP 2L;z,the












Thiscan now be im m ediately dim ensionally regularised,which isaccom plished by
sim ply replacing the four-dim ensionalLIPS m easure by itscontinuation to D = 4  2
dim ensions:
dD LIPS(l 2 ;  l
+





(D )(l2   l1 + PL;z): (1.8.13)
Eq.(1.8.12)wasoneofthekey resultsof[37].Itgivesadecom position oftheoriginalin-
tegration m easureinto a D -dim ensionalphasespacem easureand a dispersivem easure.
According to Cutkosky’scutting rules[210],the LIPS m easure com putesthe disconti-
nuity ofa Feynm an diagram across its branch cuts. W hich discontinuity is evaluated
is determ ined by the argum ent ofthe delta function appearing in the LIPS m easure;
in (1.8.12) this is PL;z (dened in (1.8.7)). Notice that PL;z always contains a term
proportionalto the reference vector,asprescribed by (1.8.7).Finally,discontinuities
are integrated using the dispersive m easure in (1.8.12),thereby reconstructing the full
am plitude.
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Asa lastrem ark,notice thatin contradistinction with the cut-constructibility ap-
proach ofBDDK ,here we sum overallthe cuts{ each ofwhich isintegrated with the
appropriatedispersivem easure.
1.9 M H V am plitudes in N = 4 super-Yang-M ills
In this section we willbriey review the one-loop M HV N = 4 super-Yang-M ills am -
plitudesand theirderivation using M HV vertices. M any m ore detailscan be found in
[37,38].
1.9.1 Generalintegralbasis
Itisknown that,atone-loop,allam plitudesin m asslessgaugeeld theoriescan bewrit-
ten in term sofa certain basisofintegralfunctionsterm ed boxes,trianglesand bubbles
aswellaspossible rationalcontributions(i.e. contributionswhich do notcontain any
branch cuts)[38,42]. These functions m ay involve som e num berofloop m om enta in
thenum eratoroftheirintegrand,in which casethey areterm ed tensorboxes,triangles
orbubbles,though thebasicscalarintegralsrem ain thesam eand at4-,3-and 2-point








Q 1 Q 2
Figure 1.7: Boxes,Triangles and Bubbles. Here Pi,K i and Q i are generic m om enta
representing the contribution ofone or m ore externalparticles. The dierentfunctions
discussed below (1-m ass,2-m ass etc.) are allspecialcasesofthese.
A box integralischaracterised by having 4 vertices,a triangle integralby having 3
verticeswhile a bubble has2.The specic functionsthatoccurare then characterised
not-only by possible powers of loop m om enta arising in the num erator, but by the
num berofvertices with m ore than one externalleg. Ifa vertex hasonly one external
leg itiscalled a m asslessvertex (asthe externalm om entum ism asslessin the theories
we are considering),whilstifithasm ore than one externalleg itisterm ed a m assive
vertex asthe externalm om entum em anating from itdoesnotsquareto zero.
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Therearethus4generictypesofbox integrals:4-m assboxeswhereall4 verticesare
m assive;3-m assboxes;2-m ass‘easy’boxeswherethem assiveverticesareoppositeeach
other;2-m ass ‘hard’boxes where the m assive vertices are adjacent and 1-m ass boxes.
At 4-point the only possible box integralis a m assless box. Sim ilarly one can have
3-m asstriangles,2-m asstriangles,1-m asstriangles,2-m assbubblesand 1-m assbubbles
(as wellas m assless triangles and m assless bubbles at 3-and 2-point respectively).27
Explicitform sforallthese functionscan befound in Appendix Iof[42].
1.9.2 TheN = 4 M HV one-loop am plitudes
Concerning the above decom position,m axim ally supersym m etric Yang-M ills theory is
specialin thatitshigh degreeofsym m etry prescribesthatitsone-loop am plitudesonly
contain scalarbox integralfunctions(up toniteorderin thedim ensionalregularisation
param eter )[38,42]. In particular,the M HV am plitudesonly depend on the 2-m ass
easy (2m e)box functions.Thefullone-loop n-pointM HV am plitudesareproportional
to the tree-levelM HV am plitudesand are given by [38]























F 2m en:r;i : (1.9.2)
Thebasic scalarbox integralI4 isdened by











where dim ensional regularisation is used to take care of infrared divergences. The
relevantintegralsarising in (1.9.2)arerelated to I4 fordierentchoicesoftheexternal
m om enta ateach vertex Pi (i= 1:::4). These are denoted by I
2m e
4:r;i -see Figure 1.8 -


















27Note that1-m assand zero-m assbubblesare usually taken to vanish in dim ensionalregularization
which isinterpreted asa cancellation ofinfrared and ultravioletdivergences[42,211].
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= (ki+ ki+ 1 +    + ki+ r  1)







; r< 0 ; (1.9.5)
wheretheki are the externalm om enta.Theexplicitform ofF
2m e
n:r;i isgiven by [38]
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Figure 1.8:The 2-m ass easy box function.
The one-loop M HV am plitudes were constructed in [38]from tree diagram s using
cuts. A given cut results in singularities in the relevant m om entum channels and by
consideringallpossiblecutsonecan constructthefullsetofpossiblesingularities.From
this and unitarity one can deduce the am plitude as given in (1.9.1). M ore explicitly,
considera cutone-loop M HV diagram where the cutseparates the externalm om enta
km 1 & km 1  1,and km 2 & km 2+ 1 (i.e.the set ofexternalm om enta km 1;km 1+ 1;:::;km 2
lie to the left of the cut, and the set km 2+ 1;km 2+ 2;:::;km 1  1 lie to the right, with
m om enta labelled clockwise and outgoing).Thisseparatesthe diagram into two M HV
tree diagram sconnected only by two m om enta l1 and l2 owing acrossthe cut,with
l1 = l2 + PL ; (1.9.8)
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ki isthe sum ofthe externalm om enta on the leftofthe cut. The
m om enta l1;l2 are taken to benull.Itisim portantto note thatthe resulting integrals
are notequalto the corresponding Feynm an integralswherel1 and l2 would belefto
shell;however,the discontinuitiesin the channelunderconsideration are identicaland
thisgivesenough inform ation to determ inethe fullam plitudeuniquely.
However,we willnow sketch how to derive the M HV am plitudesusing the m ethod
ofM HV diagram s. This is quite sim ilar,butnot identicalto the approach ofBDDK
using cut-constructibiliy,a briefreview ofwhich can befound in Appendix D.












Figure 1.9: A one-loop M HV diagram com puted using M HV am plitudes as interaction
vertices.Thisdiagram hasthe m om entum structure ofthe cutreferred to atthe end of
x1.9.2.
1. To each M HV vertex weassociatetheappropriateform oftheM HV am plitudefor
thatvertex,recalling thatinternallinesm ustbetaken o-shellusingtheprescrip-
tion described in x1.7.1. To each internalline we associate a scalar propagator
and integrate over the appropriate loop m om entum . The generic expression for























(4)(L2   L1 + PL)
D L
iN R 
(4)(L1   L2 + PR )
D R













Here L and R denote the leftand rightverticesrespectively and we have
PL := km 1 + km 1+ 1 + :::+ km 2 and PR := km 2+ 1 + km 2+ 2 + :::+ km 1  1. N and
D denote the functionsofspinorvariablesdescribing the num eratorand denom -
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inator ofeach M HV vertex respectively and we have included a factor ofi(2)4
with each vertex in keeping with Nair’ssupersym m etricdescription [31,37,175].
2. In [37]an approach using Nairsuper-verticeswasused.Herewewilljustconsider
the usualM HV vertices for ease of transition to the later chapters where we
willdiscuss M HV am plitudes in theories with less supersym m etry. In this case
there are two possibilitiesto consider. The rstiswhere both externalnegative-
helicity gluonslieon oneM HV vertex and thesecond iswherethey lieon dierent
vertices(see e.g. Figure 2.4). Aftersom e m anipulation (em ploying the Schouten
identity stated in Appendix A),they can beshown to givethesam econtribution.
Extracting an overallfactorof
A treen := i(2)
4





hk k + 1i
; (1.9.10)
whereiand jaretheexternalnegative-helicity gluonsand regulatingbyprom oting






dM R^ ; (1.9.11)
wheredM isthe m easure(1.8.12)derived previously and
R^ :=
hm 1   1m 1ihl2l1i
hm 1   1l1ih  l1m 1i
hm 2m 2 + 1ihl1l2i
hm 2l2ih  l2m 2 + 1i
: (1.9.12)
3. Following equations(2.11)-(2.16) of[37]we m ay nally write R^ asa signed sum








O nceexpressed in term sofm om enta by m ultiplying top and bottom by appropri-
ateanti-holom orphicspinorinvariants,cancellationsarisebetween dierentterm s













Becarefulto notethatin thefollowing expression iand jreferto thedierentpossibilitiesm 1,m 2,
m 2 + 1 and m 1   1,and not to the negative-helicity particlesofthe overallam plitude which now only
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dM R e : (1.9.15)




R e isa clever
way ofcancelling the triangle and bubble contributions in R to leave only box
functions [37,79]and is equivalent to the usualm ethod ofPassarino-Veltm an
reduction of[212]. (1.9.15)isthen the basic integralthatwe have to work with
and we willconsiderthespecic term R e(m 1;m 2)fordeniteness.
4. Recall that the m easure dM involves a dispersive part and an integral over
Lorentz-invariant phase space (dLIPS).W e wish to begin by perform ing the in-
tegraloverthisphase space. Forthiswe go to the centre ofm assfram e forPL;z
- PL;z = P0(1;~0) - and param etrize l1 =
1
2




~v := (sin1cos2;sin1sin2;cos1). In 4   2 dim ensions,the LIPS m easure






































m 10(1  cos1)(A + B sin1cos2 + C cos1); (1.9.17)
where m 1 := m 10(1;0;0;1) and m 2 := (A;B ;0;C ) with A
2 = B 2 + C 2. The


































Theintegralover1 and 2 hasbeen perform ed in [213]and weborrow theresult
in a form from [214].Converting A;B ;C;m 10 and P0 back into Lorentz-invariants
29
See Appendix C fordetails.
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In Equations(1.9.16),(1.9.19)and (1.9.22)above,  isthe gam m a function and













dttb  1(1  t)  b+ c  1(1  tz)  a (1.9.24)
where the second denition holdswhen <[c]> <[b]> 0 and jarg(1  z)j< .az
is dened to be az := (ij)=N (PL;z) and so is equalto (m 1m 2)=N (PL;z) in this
case.
5. Finally,wewould liketo evaluatethisdispersiveintegral(1.9.22).In [37],thiswas
doneby com bining dierentterm scom ing from dierentR e to givea convergent
integral.In factthedierentR e thatonem ustcom binecom enotfrom dierent




R e,but from R e with
the sam e iand j com ing from dierent term sin the overallsum m ation over all
the cuts ofthe one-loop integralm entioned at the end ofx1.8.2 and not so far
alluded to in this section. This sum m ation is just a sum m ation over allcyclic
partitionsoftheexternalparticlesbetween thetwo M HV vertices,butatthelevel
ofthe integrals we have arrived atin (1.9.22)the sum m ation over R e(ij) with
thesam evaluesofiand j from dierentorderingsoftheexternalparticlesserves
to re-constructthe 2m e box functionsfrom theirdierentcuts.
Theintegralsareexplicitly doneby expandingthehypergeom etricfunctionsabove
in an expansion in  in term sofpolylogarithm s(generalisationsofLi2)and then
com bining dierentcutsofthesam ebox function to give a convergentanswer.A
key ingredientin allthisistheknowledgethatthenalresultwillbeindependent
of.  has already been elim inated from the dispersive integration m easure by
converting theintegraloverz and z0into an integraloverPL;z,so onem ay expect
that even before we evaluate this dispersive integralwe should be able to pick
a particular value for  to sim plify the calculation. However,in [37]a stronger
gauge invariance was proposed; nam ely that one m ay choose  separately for
each box function.Thiswaschecked num erically in [37]and independently (also
num erically)in [209]and furtherevidence wasprovided in [79].30 Itm eansthat
one can write N (PL;z)= N (PL) ifone chooses  = m 1 or  = m 2 in allfour
R e(m 1m 2)which contribute to thatparticularbox function.
30See also Appendix F foran analytic proofofthe sam e statem entfortriangle functions.
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Thenalresult(up to niteorderin )given in Equation (5.16)of[37]isthatthe
contribution ofa particularbox function (say a genericbox function such asthat
in Figure 1.8,which would com e from com bining the fourterm swith m 1 = ki+ r
and m 2 = ki  1)is
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Equation (1.9.25) is in fact equal to (1.9.6) but is an alternative form which
was discovered in [215]and independently derived in [37]and involves one less
dilogarithm and onelesslogarithm than (1.9.6).Aftersum m ingoverallpartitions
oftheexternalparticlesbetween the two M HV verticeswe recover(1.9.1).
The calculation outlined above isessentially whatwe willfollow in Chapters2 and
3 fortheN = 1 and N = 0 M HV am plitudes.Forfulldetailsoftheam plitudesin N = 4
see [37]and fora shortdiscussion on the overall-norm alisation ofthe resultobtained
there com pared with the oneobtained originally in [38]see Appendix C.
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C H A PT ER 2
M H V A M PLIT U D ES IN N = 1
SU PER -YA N G -M ILLS
In Chapter1 wedescribed som eofthehidden sim plicity ofperturbativegaugetheory -
in particularin the contextofm axim ally supersym m etricYang-M ills-and saw how it
m ay beapplied to sim plifying thecalculation ofperturbativequantitiessuch asscatter-
ing am plitudes.Them any techniquesavailableto illum inatetheperturbativestructure
included colourstripping,the useofa helicity schem e and supersym m etricdecom posi-
tions. A perturbative duality with a twistor string theory highlighted the unexpected
com pactness ofthe M HV am plitudes at tree-leveland provided m otivation for a new
perturbativeexpansion ofgauge theory -theCSW rules.
TheCSW ruleshavebeen shown tobevalid even atloop level-despitethefailureof
theduality with twistorstring theory -and theM HV am plitudesin N = 4 super-Yang-
M ills were derived using these rules in [37]and shown to be identicalto the original
derivation of[38]using 2-particle cuts. Asa bonus,the CSW rulesalso gave rise to a
representation ofthe 2-m asseasy box functionsthatissim plerto thatoriginally used
in [38]. However,atthe tim e itwasfarfrom certain thatthese rem arkable techniques
would beapplicableto othergaugetheories.O nem ightnothavebeen surprised ifsuch
resultsonly held foratheory with an extrem ely high am ountofsym m etry such asN = 4
SYM .
In [40,41]a rststep towardsestablishing the generalvalidity ofthe M HV-vertex
form alism wastaken and itwasshown independently by Bedford,Brandhuber,Spence
& Travagliniand Q uigley & Rosalithat the CSW rules correctly calculate the M HV
am plitudesin theorieswith lesssupersym m etry such asN = 1 and N = 2 super-Yang-
M ills.In particulartheM HV am plitudesforscattering ofexternalgluonswith an N = 1
chiralm ultiplet running in the loop was calculated and it was found that the results
exactly agreewith thoseoriginally obtained by BDDK in [42].Thischapterfollows[40]
and showshow the N = 1 M HV am plitudesm ay beobtained from M HV vertices.
2.1 T he N = 1 M H V am plitudes at one-loop
The expression forthe M HV am plitudesatone-loop in N = 1 SYM wasobtained for
the rsttim e by BDDK in [42]using the cut-constructibility m ethod. W e willshortly
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givetheirexplicitresultand then re-writeitby introducing appropriatefunctions.This
turnsoutto beusefulwhen wecom pare theBDDK resultto thatwhich wewillderive
by using M HV diagram s.
In order to obtain the one-loop M HV am plitudes in N = 1 and N = 2 SYM it
is sucient to com pute the contribution A
N =1;chiral
n to the one-loop M HV am plitudes
com ing from a single N = 1 chiralm ultiplet.Thiswascalculated in [42],and theresult







as is also the case with the one-loop M HV am plitudes in N = 4 SYM .However, in
contradistinction with thatcase,the rem aining partofthe N = 1 am plitudesdepends
non-trivially on theposition ofthenegative-helicity gluonsiand j.Theresultobtained
in [42]is:
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:= (pi+ pi+ 1 +    + pi+ k  1)






fork < 0.Thesum s





fi;i+ 1;:::;j  2g; m = j+ 1;
fi;i+ 1;:::;j  1g; j+ 2  m  i  2;
fi+ 1;i+ 2;:::;j  1g; m = i  1;
(2.1.3)
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fj;j+ 1;:::;i  2g; m = i+ 1;
fj;j+ 1;:::;i  1g; i+ 2  m  j  2;









m ;s :=   2







tr+ (k=m k=a+ 1k=jk=i)




(ka + km )
2








l= rkl.Notice thatboth coecientsb
i;j
m ;s and c
i;j
m ;a are sym m etric under
the exchange ofiand j. In the case ofb this is evident;for c it is also m anifest as c
is expressed as the productoftwo antisym m etric quantities. The function B in the
rstline of(2.1.2)isthe \nite" partofthe easy two-m ass (2m e)scalar box function
F (s;t;P 2;Q 2),with




(  s)   + (  t)     (  P 2)     (  Q 2)  
i
+ B (s;t;P 2;Q 2):
(2.1.7)
Asin [37]we have introduced the following convenientkinem aticalinvariants:
s := (P + p)2; t := (P + q)2 ; (2.1.8)
where p and q are nullm om enta and P and Q are in generalm assive. W e also have
m om entum conservation in the form p+ q+ P + Q = 0.1 In [37]the following new
expression forB wasfound:
B (s;t;P 2;Q 2) = Li2(1  aP
2)+ Li2(1  aQ
2)  Li2(1  as)  Li2(1  at);(2.1.9)
where
a =
P 2 + Q 2   s  t
P 2Q 2   st
: (2.1.10)
The expression (2.1.9) contains one less dilogarithm and one less logarithm than the
1 The kinem aticalinvariants= (P + p)2 should notbe confused with the labels which isalso used
to labelan externalleg (as in Figure 2.1 for exam ple). The correct m eaning willbe clear from the
context.
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Figure2.1:Theboxfunction F of (2.1.7),whosenitepartB ,Eq.(2.1.9),appearsin the
N = 1 am plitude (2.1.2).Thetwo externalgluonswith negativehelicity are labelled by i
and j.The legslabelled by s and m correspond to the nullm om enta p and q respectively
in the notation of (2.1.9). M oreover, the quantities t
[s  m ]
m + 1 , t
[s  m ]
m ,t
[s  m   1]
m + 1 , t
[m   s  1]
s+ 1
appearing in the box function B in (2.1.19) correspond to the kinem aticalinvariants
t:= (Q + p)2,s:= (P + p)2,Q 2,P 2 in the notation of (2.1.9),with p+ q+ P + Q = 0.
traditionalform used by BDDK ,







































The agreem entof(2.1.9)with (2.1.11)wasdiscussed and proved in Section 5 of[37].2
In Figure2.1 wegive a pictorialrepresentation ofthebox function F dened in (2.1.7)
(with the leg labelsidentied by s! p,m ! q).
2M ore precisely, this agreem ent holds only in certain kinem atical regim es e.g. in the Euclidean
region where allkinem aticalinvariantsare negative.M ore care isneeded when analytically continuing
the am plitude to the physicalregion. The usualprescription ofreplacing a kinem aticalinvariants by
s+ i" and continuing s from negativeto positive valuesgivesthecorrectresultonly forourform ofthe
box function (2.1.9),whereas(2.1.11)hasto be am ended by correction term s[216].
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Figure2.2:A triangle function,corresponding to the rstterm T(pm ;qa+ 1;m   1;qm + 1;a)
in the second line of (2.1.19). p,Q and P correspond to pm ,qm + 1;a and qa+ 1;m   1 in
the notation of Eq.(2.1.19), where j 2 Q , i 2 P . In particular, Q 2 ! t
[a  m ]
m + 1 and
P 2 ! t
[a  m + 1]
m .






W e notice thatin orderto re-express(2.1.2)in a sim plerform ,itisusefulto introduce
the triangle function [73]
T(p;P;Q ) :=
log(Q 2=P 2)
Q 2   P 2
; (2.1.13)
with p+ P + Q = 0.A diagram m aticrepresentation ofthisfunction isgiven in Figure 2.2




(  P 2)    (  Q 2)  
Q 2   P 2
: (2.1.14)
Aslong asP 2 and Q 2 are non-vanishing,one has
lim
! 0
T(p;P;Q ) = T(p;P;Q ); P
2 6= 0;Q 2 6= 0 : (2.1.15)
3
The function T(p;P;Q )dened in (2.1.14)arisesnaturally in the twistor-inspired approach which
willbe developed in x2.2.
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Figure 2.3: This triangle function corresponds to the second term in the second line
of (2.1.19){ where iand j are swapped. As in Figure 2.2,p,Q and P correspond to
pm ,qm + 1;a and qa+ 1;m   1 in the notation ofEq.(2.1.19),where now i2 Q ,j 2 P . In
particular,Q 2 ! t
[m   a]
a+ 1 and P
2 ! t
[m   a  1]
a+ 1 .
Ifeitheroftheinvariantsvanishes,onehasa dierentlim it.Forexam ple,ifQ 2 = 0 one
has
T(p;P;Q )jQ 2= 0  !  
1

(  P 2)  
P 2
;  ! 0 : (2.1.16)
W e willcallthese cases\degenerate triangles".
Theusefulnessofthepreviousrem ark stem sfrom thefactthatprecisely thequantity
(1=)

(  P 2)  =P 2

appears in the last line of (2.1.2) { the bubble contributions.
Therefore,thesecan beequivalently obtained asdegeneratetrianglesi.e.triangleswhere
one ofthe m assive legsbecom esm assless.
Specically,wenoticethatthefourdegeneratetriangles(bubbles)in thelastlineof
(2.1.2)can be precisely obtained by including the \m issing" index assignm ents in D m
and Cm :
(m = i+ 1;a = i  1); (m = j  1;a = j) forD m ; (2.1.17)
which correspond to two degenerate triangles,and
(m = j+ 1;a = j  1); (m = i  1;a = i) forCm ; (2.1.18)
corresponding to two m ore degenerate triangles.
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In conclusion,the previousrem arks allow us to rewrite (2.1.2)in a m ore com pact
form asfollows:









m + 1 ;t
[s  m ]
m ;t
[s  m   1]
m + 1 ;t
[m   s  1]










m ;a T(pm ;qa+ 1;m   1;qm + 1;a) + (i$ j)

:
In this expression it is understood that we only keep term s that survive in the lim it
 ! 0. This m eans that the factor 1=(1   2) can be replaced by 1 whenever the
term in the sum is nite,i.e.whenever the triangle is non-degenerate. However,in
the case ofdegenerate triangles,which contain infrared-divergent term s,we have to
expand this factor to linear order in . In the notation of (2.1.19),q2m + 1;a = t
[a  m ]
m + 1
and q2a+ 1;m   1 = t
[a  m + 1]
m ; in Figure 2.2, these invariants correspond to Q
2 and P 2
respectively,wherej2 Q ,i2 P .In thesum with i$ j,onewould haveq2m + 1;a = t
[m   a]
a+ 1 ,
q2a+ 1;m   1 = t
[m   a  1]
a+ 1 ,correspondingrespectively to Q
2 and P 2 in Figure2.3,with i2 Q ,
j2 P .Itisthe expression (2.1.19)forthe N = 1 chiralm ultipletam plitude which we
willderive using M HV diagram s.
2.2 M H V one-loop am plitudes in N = 1 SY M from M H V vertices
In x1.8wereviewed how M HV verticescan besewn togetherintoone-loop diagram s,and
how aparticulardecom position oftheloop m om entum m easureleadstoarepresentation
oftheam plitudesstrikingly sim ilarto traditionaldispersion form ul.Thism ethod was
tested successfully in [37]forthe case ofM HV one-loop am plitudesin N = 4 SYM as
reviewed in x1.9. In the following we willapply the sam e philosophy to am plitudesin
N = 1 SYM ,in particularto the innite sequence ofM HV one-loop am plitudes,which
were obtained using the cut-constructibility approach [42], and whose twistor space
picturehasbeen analysed in [73].
Sim ilarlytotheN = 4case,theone-loop am plitudehasan overallfactorproportional
to theM HV tree-levelam plitude,but,asopposed to theN = 4 case,therem aining one-
loop factordependsnon-trivially on thepositionsiand j ofthetwo externalnegative-
helicity gluons.Thisisduetothefactthatadierentsetofeldsisallowed topropagate
in the loop.
TheM HV diagram scontributing to M HV one-loop am plitudesconsistoftwo M HV
vertices connected by two o-shellscalar propagators. Ifboth negative-helicity glu-
ons are on one M HV vertex,only gluons ofa particular helicity can propagate in the
loop. Thisis independentofthe num berofsupersym m etries. O n the otherhand,for
diagram swith one negative-helicity gluon on one M HV vertex and the othernegative-
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helicity gluon on the other M HV vertex,allcom ponents ofthe supersym m etric m ul-
tiplet propagate in the loop. In the case ofN = 4 SYM this corresponds to helicities
h =   1;  1=2;0;1=2;1 with m ultiplicities1;4;6;4;1,respectively;forthe N = 1 vector
m ultiplet the m ultiplicities are 1;1;0;1;1. Hence,we can obtain the N = 1 (vector)
am plitude by sim ply taking the N = 4 am plitude and subtracting three tim esthe con-
tribution ofan N = 1 chiralm ultiplet,which hasm ultiplicities0;1;2;1;0.4
This supersym m etric decom position ofgeneralone-loop am plitudes is usefulas it
splitsthecalculation into piecesofincreasing diculty,and allowsoneto reducea one-
loop diagram with gluonscirculating in the loop to a com bination ofan N = 4 vector
am plitude,an N = 1 chiralam plitudeand nally a non-supersym m etricam plitudewith
a scalareld running in theloop asin Equation (1.3.3).
In ourcase,the supersym m etricdecom position takestheform





where n denotesthe num berofexternallines.Since the N = 4 contribution isknown,
one only needsto determ ine A
N = 1;chiral
n using M HV diagram s.To be m ore precise,we
are solely addressing the com putation ofthe planarpartofthe am plitudes. However,
thisissucientsince atone-loop levelthe non-planarpartialam plitudesare obtained











Figure 2.4: A one-loop M HV diagram ,com puted in (2.2.4) using M HV am plitudes as
interaction vertices,with the CSW o-shellprescription. The two externalgluons with
negative helicity are labelled by iand j.
4W e can also obtain the N = 2 am plitude in a com pletely sim ilarway.
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2.2.1 Theprocedure
O urtask therefore consistsof:
1. Evaluating the classofdiagram swhere we allow allthe helicity statesofa chiral
m ultiplet,
h 2 f  1=2;0;0;1=2g ; (2.2.2)
to run in the loop.W e depictthe prototype ofsuch diagram sin Figure 2.4.
2. Sum m ing over alldiagram s such that each ofthe two M HV vertices always has
one externalgluon ofnegative helicity. Assigning i  to the left and j  to the
right,the sum m ation range ofm 1 and m 2 isdeterm ined to be:
j+ 1 m 1  i; i m 2  j  1 : (2.2.3)
Hence we get




dM A (  l1;m 1;:::;i
 
;:::;m 2;l2)
 A (  l2;m 2 + 1;:::;j
 
;:::;m 1   1;l1); (2.2.4)
wherethesum m ation rangesofh,m 1 and m 2 aregiven in (2.2.2),(2.2.3).Notice that,
in orderto com putetheloop am plitude(2.2.4),wem akeuseoftheintegration m easure
dM given in (1.8.12).
After som e spinor algebra and after perform ing the sum over the helicities h,the
integrand of(2.2.4)becom es
  iA treen 
hm 2(m 2+ 1)ih(m 1  1)m 1ihil1ihjl1ihil2ihjl2i
hiji2 hm 1l1ih(m 1  1)l1ihm 2l2ih(m 2+ 1)l2i
: (2.2.5)
The focus ofthe rem ainder ofthis section willbe to evaluate the integralin (2.2.4)
explicitly.Since   iA treen factorsoutcom pletely,we willnow drop itand only reinstate
itatthe very end ofthecalculation.
The integrand (without this factor) can be rewritten in term s ofdot products of
m om entum vectors,
I =
N
(i j)2(m 1  l1)((m 1  1) l1)(m 2  l2)((m 2+ 1) l2)
; (2.2.6)
with
N = tr+ (l=1k=m 1  1k=m 1l=1k=jk=i)tr+ (l=2k=m 2k=m 2+ 1l=2k=jk=i) : (2.2.7)
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N is a product of Dirac traces, where the tr+ sym bolindicates that the projector
(1+ 5)=2 hasbeen inserted.
Next,noticethateach oftheseDiractracesinvolving six m om enta can beexpressed
in term s ofsim pler Dirac traces involving only four m om enta. For the rst factor of
(2.2.7)we nd





(a b)(c d)  (a c)(b d)+ (a d)(b c)

  2i"(a;b;c;d): (2.2.9)
Thesecond factorin (2.2.7)takesa sim ilarform .Consequently,theintegrand becom es
a sum offourterm s,one ofwhich is
tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1l=1)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2l=2)
(i j)2(m 1  l1)(m 2  l2)
: (2.2.10)
Theotherthreeterm sareobtained by replacing m 1 with m 1  1 and/orm 2 with m 2+ 1
in (2.2.10)and com ewith alternating signs.Notethattheoriginalexpression (2.2.5)is
sym m etric in i,and j,although when we m ake use ofthe decom position (2.2.10)this
sym m etry is no longer m anifest. W e willsym m etrize over iand j at the end ofthe
calculation in orderto m ake thisexchange sym m etry m anifestin thenalexpression.
In thenextstep wehaveto perform thephasespaceintegration,which isequivalent




through the cut.Note that,asexplained in x1.7.1,them om entum isshifted by a term
proportionaltothereferencem om entum .Theterm (l1 m1)(l2 m2)in thedenom inator
of(2.2.10)correspondsto two propagators,hencethedenom inatorby itselfcorresponds
to a cutbox diagram .However,thenum eratorof(2.2.10)dependsnon-trivially on the
loop m om entum , so that in fact (2.2.10) corresponds to a tensor box diagram , not
sim ply a scalarbox diagram .UsingthePassarino-Veltm an m ethod [212],wecan reduce
the expression (2.2.10),integrated with the LIPS m easure,to a sum ofcuts ofscalar
box diagram s,scalar and vector triangle diagram s,and scalar bubble diagram s. This
procedure issom ewhattechnicaland detailsare collected in Appendix E.Luckily,the
nalresult takes a less intim idating form than the interm ediate expressions. W e will
now presenttheresultofthese calculationsafterthe LIPS integration.
2.2.2 Discontinuities
W erstobservethatloop integrationsareperform ed in 4  2 dim ensions.Itturnsout
thatsingular1= term sappearing atinterm ediate stepsofthe phase space integration
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canceloutcom pletely.Notice thatthisdoesnotm ean thatthe nalresultwillbe free
ofinfrared divergences. In fact the dispersion integralcan and does give rise to 1=
divergent term s butthere cannotbe any 1=2 term s,as expected forthe contribution
ofa chiralm ultiplet[42]. The 1= divergences in the scattering am plitude correspond
to thebubblecontributionsin (2.1.2),ordegenerate trianglescontributionsin (2.1.19),
asexplained in x2.1. In Appendix E we show thatthe nite term softhe phase space
integralcom bine into the following sim pleexpression:
C^ = C(m 1   1;m 2)  C(m 1;m 2)+ C(m 1;m 2 + 1)  C(m 1   1;m 2 + 1); (2.2.11)
with5






(i j)2(m 1  m2)

T (m 1;m 2;PL;z)
(m 1  PL;z)
+
T (m 2;m 1;PL;z)
(m 2  PL;z)

 
2T (m 1;m 2;m 2)











T (m 1;m 2;P ) := tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1P=)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2k=m 1) ;
az :=




N (P ) := (m 1  m2)P
2   2(m 1  P )(m2  P ): (2.2.14)
A closerinspection of(2.2.12)revealsthattherstline ofthatexpression corresponds
to two cuts ofscalar triangle integrals,up to an -dependent factor and the explicit
z-dependence of the two num erators. The second line is a term fam iliar from [37],
corresponding to the P 2
L;z
-cut ofthe nite partB ofa scalar box function,dened in
(2.1.9)(see also (2.1.7)). The fullresultforthe one-loop M HV am plitudesisobtained
by sum m ing overallpossibleM HV diagram s,asspecied in (2.2.4)and (2.2.2),(2.2.3).
2.2.3 Thefullam plitude
W e begin our analysis by focusing on the box function contributions in (2.2.12),and
notice thefollowing im portantfacts:
1. By taking into account the four term s in (2.2.11) and sum m ing over Feynm an
diagram s,we see each xed nite box function B appears in exactly four phase
5
In (2.2.12)we om itan overall,nitenum ericalfactorthatdependson .Thisfactor,which can be
read o from (E.2.12),isirrelevantforourdiscussion.
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spaceintegrals,oneforeach ofitspossiblecuts,in com pletesim ilarity with [37].It
wasshown in Section 5ofthatpaperthatthecorrespondingdispersion integration
overz willthen yield the nite B partofthe scalarbox functionsF .Itwasalso
noted in [37]that one can m ake a particular gauge choice for  such that the
z-dependencein N disappears.Thishappenswhen  ischosen to beequalto one
ofthem asslessexternallegsofthebox function.Thequestion ofgaugeinvariance
isfurtherdiscussed in Appendix F.




3. Finally,thefunctionsB generated by sum m ing overallM HV Feynm an diagram s
with the rangedictated by (2.2.3)areprecisely those included in the doublesum
forthenitebox functionsin therstlineof(2.1.2)(or(2.1.19))upon identifying
m 1 and m 2 with sand m .Tobeprecise,(2.2.3)includesthecasewheretheindices
s and/orm (in thenotation of(2.1.2)and (2.1.19))areequalto eitheriorj;but




Thissettles the agreem ent between the resultofour com putation with M HV vertices
and (2.1.19)forthe partcorresponding to the box functions. Nextwe have to collect
thecutscontributingtoparticulartriangles,and show thatthez-integration reproduces
the expected triangle functionsfrom (2.1.19),each with the correctcoecient.
To thisend,we notice thatforeach xed triangle function T(p;P;Q ),exactly four
phase space integrals appear,two for each of the two possible cuts of the function.
M oreover,a gaugeinvariancesim ilarto thatofthebox functionsalso existsfortriangle
cuts (see Appendix F),so that we can choose  in a way that the T num erators in
(2.2.12) becom e independent ofz. A particularly convenient choice is  = ki,since
it can be kept xed for allpossible cuts. Choosing this gauge, we see that a sum ,
T,ofterm s proportionalto cut-triangles is generated from (2.2.11) (up to a com m on
norm alisation):





(m 1  m2)
 
S(i;j;m 1   1;m 2)
((m 1   1) m2)





(m 1  m2)
 
S(i;j;m 2 + 1;m 1)
((m 2 + 1) m1)

S(i;j;m 1;PL) B ;
TC :=

S(i;j;m 2 + 1;m 1   1)
((m 2 + 1) (m1   1))
 
S(i;j;m 2;m 1   1)
(m 2  (m1   1))

S(i;j;m 1   1;PL) C ;
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TD :=

S(i;j;m 1   1;m 2 + 1)
((m 1   1) (m2 + 1))
 
S(i;j;m 1;m 2 + 1)
(m 1  (m2 + 1))

S(i;j;m 2 + 1;PL) D :
Here we have dened
S(a;b;c;d) = tr+ (k=ak=bk=ck=d) ; (2.2.17)
and  I,I = A;:::;D ,are thefollowing cut-triangles,allin thePL;z-cut:
 A :=
1
(m 2  PL;z)
= Q 2-cutof   T
 





(m 1  PL;z)
= P 2-cutof   T
 





((m 1   1) PL;z)
= Q 2-cutof T
 





((m 2 + 1) PL;z)
= P 2-cutof T
 





Figure2.5:A triangle function with m assive legslabelled by P and Q ,and m assless leg
p.Thisfunction isreconstructed by sum m ing two dispersion integrals,corresponding to
the P 2z-and Q
2
z-cut.
Next,we notice thatthe prefactorsm ultiplying  B , C becom e the sam e,up to a
m inussign,upon shiftingm 1  1 ! m 1 in thesecond prefactor;and so dotheprefactors
of A , D upon shifting m 2 ! m 2 + 1. Doing this,   B and the shifted  C becom e
thetwo cutsofthesam etrianglefunction T(m 1;  PL;z;PL;z  m 1),and sim ilarly,   A
and  D give the two cuts ofthe function T(m 2;PL;z   m 2;  PL;z). Furtherm ore,in
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Figure 2.6: A degenerate triangle function. Here the leg labelled by P is stillm assive,
butthatlabelled by Q becom esm assless.Thisfunction isalso reconstructed by sum m ing
over two dispersion integrals,corresponding to the P 2z-and Q
2
z-cut.
Appendix F wewillshow thatsum m ingthetwo dispersion integralsofthetwo dierent
cutsofa triangle indeed generates the triangle function { in fact thisprocedure gives



















wherethe-dependenttrianglefunction T(p;P;Q )(with p+ P + Q = 0)wasintroduced
in (2.1.14)and gives,as ! 0,thetrianglefunction (2.1.13)(aswellasthebubbleswhen
eitherP 2 orQ 2 vanish). The result(2.2.19)holdsfora generic choice ofthe reference
vector,see (F.1.6)-(F.1.11).W e give a pictorialrepresentation ofthe non-degenerate
and degenerate triangle functionsin Figures2.5 and 2.6,respectively.
6A rem ark isin orderhere.In ourprocedure the m om entum appearing in each ofthe possible cuts
is always shifted by an am ountproportionalto z;the triangle is then reproduced by perform ing the
appropriatedispersion integrals.Becauseoftheabovem entioned shift,weproducea non-vanishing cut
(with shifted m om entum ) even when the cut includes only one external(m assless) leg,say ~k,as the
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At this point,it should be noticed that for a gauge choice dierent from  = ki
adopted so far,the num eratorsT in (2.2.12)do acquire an -dependence. Thisgauge
dependenceshould notbepresentin thenalresultforthescatteringam plitude.Indeed,
it is easy to check that, thanks to (F.1.6),the coecient ofthe -dependent term s
actually vanishes.
Using (2.2.15)-(2.2.19) and collecting term s as specied above, we see that the
generic term produced by thisproceduretakesthe form

S(i;j;a;pm )
(ka  pm )
 
S(i;j;a+ 1;pm )
(ka+ 1  pm )

S(i;j;pm ;Q )T(pm ;P;Q ); (2.2.20)
with P = qa+ 1;m   1 and Q = qm + 1;a.
















(ka+ 1  pm )
 
S(i;j;a;pm )
(ka  pm )






which coincides with the denition ofc
i;j
m ;a given in (2.1.6). Lastly,it is easy to see
that in sum m ing over the range given by (2.2.3),we produce exactly allthe triangle
functions appearing in the second line of (2.1.19). It is also im portantto notice that
thebubbles,which appearin thelastlineof(2.1.2),areactually obtained asparticular
casesoftrianglefunctionswhereoneofthem assivelegsbecom esm assless,asobserved
atthe end ofx2.1.
In conclusion,wehaveseen thatalltheterm sin (2.1.19),i.e.nitebox contributions
and triangle contributions -which include the bubblesas special(degenerate) cases -
are precisely reproduced in ourdiagram m atic approach.
7
In writing (2.2.22),we m ake also use ofthe factthatS(i;j;qm   1;a;pm )= S(i;j;qm ;a;pm ).
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C H A PT ER 3
N O N -SU PER SY M M ET R IC M H V
A M PLIT U D ES
Having seen thatthe CSW rulescan be applied atloop levelin supersym m etricgauge
theories,the obvious question is whether the sam e also holds in non-supersym m etric
gauge theories. To this end the one-loop M HV am plitudes in pure Yang-M ills with a
scalar running in the loop were com puted in [43]. Thisis the lastcontribution to the
M HV am plitudesforgluon scattering in Q CD in thesupersym m etricdecom position of
Eq.(1.3.3)and hasonly been com puted previously in certain specialcasesin [42,44].
In thischapterwe follow [43]and apply the CSW rulesto thisscalaram plitude in
thegeneralcaseofn-gluon M HV scattering wherethetwo negative-helicity gluonssitat
arbitrary positions.W end thattheresultsagreeperfectly with thosealready obtained
in [42,44]and we go on to presentthe generalresultforthe cut-constructible partof
the one-loop M HV am plitudes in pure Yang-M ills. It turns out that the CSW rules
only com pute thiscut-constructible partand the rationalterm s(which do notcontain
cuts) are not found. This is discussed in [43]and x3.2.1 below. They can and have,
however,been recently com puted using an on-shellunitarity bootstrap [45]which thus
com pletely determ inesthe one-loop M HV n-gluon am plitudesin Q CD.
3.1 T he scalar am plitude
In com plete sim ilarity with the N = 4 and N = 1 cases - see Chapters 1 & 2 and
e.g.[37,40]-we can im m ediately write down the expression forthe scalar am plitude









 A (  l2 ;m 2 + 1;:::;j
  ;:::;m 1   1;l

1 ); (3.1.1)
wheretherangesofsum m ation ofm 1 and m 2 are
j+ 1  m 1  i; i m 2  j  1 : (3.1.2)
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A typicalM HV diagram contributing to A scalarn ,for xed m 1 and m 2,is depicted in













Figure 3.1:A one-loop M HV diagram with a com plex scalar running in the loop,com -
puted in Eq.(3.1.1). W e have indicated the possible helicity assignm ents for the scalar
particle.
running in theloop.Itfollowsthattherearetwo possiblehelicity assignm ents1 forthe
scalarparticlesin the loop which have to be sum m ed over. These two possibilitiesare
denoted by  in (3.1.1)and in the internallinesin Figure 3.1. Itturnsoutthateach
ofthem givesriseto the sam eintegrand for(3.1.1):
  iA treen 





hiji4hm 1l1ihm 1  1l1ihm 2l2ihm 2+ 1l2ihl1l2i
2
: (3.1.3)
A crucialingredientin (3.1.1)is(asbeforein Chapters1& 2)theintegration m easure
dM .Thism easurewasconstructed in [37,79]using the decom position L := l+ z for
a non-nullfour-vectorL in term sofa nullvectorland a realparam eterz asreviewed
in x1.8.2.W ereferthereaderto x1.8.2 and [37,79]fortheconstruction ofthism easure,









d4  2LIPS(l2 ;  l

1 ;PL;z): (3.1.4)
In order to calculate (3.1.1), we will rst integrate the expression (3.1.3) over the
Lorentz-invariant phase space (appropriately regularised to 4   2 dim ensions), and
then perform the dispersion integral.
Forthe sake ofclarity,we willseparate the analysisinto two parts.Firstly,we will
1For scalar elds,the \helicity" sim ply distinguishes particles from antiparticles (see,for exam ple,
[154]).
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presentthe (sim pler)calculation ofthe am plitude in the case where the two negative-
helicity gluonsare adjacent. Thisparticularam plitude hasalready been com puted by
Bern,Dixon,Dunbarand K osowerin [42]using the cut-constructibility approach;the
resultwewillderiveherewillbein preciseagreem entwith theresultin thatapproach.
Then,in x3.3 wewillm ove on to addressthegeneralcase,deriving new results.
3.2 T he scattering am plitude in the adjacent case
Theadjacentcasecorrespondsto choosing i= m 1,j= m 1  1 in Figure3.1.Therefore
wenow havea singlesum overM HV diagram s,corresponding to thepossiblechoicesof
m 2.W e willalso seti= 2,j= 1 forthesake ofdeniteness,and m 2 = m .
Afterconversion into traces,the integrand of(3.1.1)takeson the form :





tr+ (k=1k=2k=m + 1l=2)
(l2  m + 1)
 
tr+ (k=1k=2k=m l=2)
(l2  m )
)
;(3.2.1)
wherewe note that(l1  l2)=   P
2
L;z=2 by m om entum conservation.
The nextstep consistsofperform ing the Passarino-Veltm an reduction [212]ofthe












(l2  m )
: (3.2.2)
This calculation is perform ed in Appendix G . The result ofthis procedure gives the


















  (m $ m + 1); (3.2.3)
and we have dropped a factorof4^A tree on the righthand side of(3.2.3),where ^ is
dened in (G .1.11).W e can reinstate thisfactoratthe end ofthe calculation.W e also
notice that(3.2.3)isa niteexpression,i.e.itisfree ofinfrared poles.
3.2.1 Rationalterm s
An im portantrem ark isin orderhere.O n generalgrounds,the resultofa phasespace
integralin,say,the P 2-channel,isofthe form
I() = (  P2)   f(); (3.2.4)
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+ f0 + f1 +    ; (3.2.5)
and fi are rationalcoecients. In the case at hand,infrared poles generated by the
phase space integrals cancelcom pletely,so that we can in practice replace (3.2.5) by
f()! f0 + f1 +    .The am plitude A isthen obtained by perform ing a dispersion
integral,which converts(3.2.4)into an expression ofthe form
A () =






2)+ g1 + O (); (3.2.6)
whereg()= g0+ g1+    ,and thecoecientsgiarerationalfunctions,i.e.they arefree
ofcuts.Im portantly,errorscan begenerated in theevaluation ofphasespaceintegrals
ifone contracts(4  2)-dim ensionalvectorswith ordinary four-vectors.Thisdoesnot
aecttheevaluation ofthecoecientg 0 := g( = 0),and hencethepartoftheam plitude
containing cuts is reliably com puted; but the coecients g i for i  1,in particular
g1,are in generalaected. This im plies that rationalcontributions to the scattering
am plitude cannotbe detected [42]in thisconstruction. A notable exception to thisis
provided by thephasespaceintegralswhich appearin supersym m etrictheories.These
are \four-dim ensionalcut-constructible" [42],in the sense that the rationalparts are
unam biguously linked to the discontinuitiesacrosscuts,and can therefore be uniquely
determ ined.2 Thisoccurs,forexam ple,in thecalculation oftheN = 4M HV am plitudes
atone-loop perform ed in [37]and reviewed in x1.9 and the N = 1 M HV am plitudesat
one-loop in Chapter2.In the presentcase,however,therelevantphasespace integrals
violatethecut-constructibility criteriagiven in [42]3,sinceweencountertensortriangles
with up to three loop m om enta in the num erator. Hence,we willbe able to com pute
the part of the am plitude containing cuts, but not the rationalterm s. In practice
thism eansthatwewillcom puteallphasespaceintegralsup to O (0)and discard O ()
contributions,which would generaterationalterm sthatcannotbedeterm ined correctly.
3.2.2 Dispersion integralsfortheadjacentcase
After this digression,we now m ove on to the dispersive integration. In the center of
m assfram e,where PL;z:= PL;z(1;~0),allthe dependence on PL;z in (3.2.3)cancelsout,
asthere are equalpowersofPL;z in the num eratorasin the denom inatorofany term .
As a consequence,the dependence on the arbitrary reference vector  disappears(see
[41]for the application ofthis argum ent to the N = 1 case). W e are thus left with
2
For m ore details about cut-constructibility,see the detailed analysis in Sections 3-5 of[42]and
Appendix D ofthisthesisfora briefreview.
3
An exam ple ofan integralviolating the power-counting criterion of[42]isprovided by (G .1.3).
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  (m $ m + 1): (3.2.8)
Them om entum ow can beconveniently represented asin Figure3.2,wherewedene




kl.W e also have PL := q2;m =   Q .
Now wewish to com binetheterm swritten explicitly in (3.2.8)with thosethatarise
under m $ m + 1. Since (3.2.8) is sum m ed over m ,we sim ply shift m + 1 ! m in
theselatterterm s.Letusnow focusourattention on thesecond term in (3.2.3)(sim ilar
m anipulationswillbeapplied to therstterm ).W riting them $ m + 1 term explicitly,









[tr+ (k=1k=2k=m + 1P=L)]
2




By shifting m + 1 ! m in the second term of (3.2.10), we change its PL so that




(m  Q )2
h
(  Q 2)    (  P 2)  
i
; (3.2.11)
whereweused tr+ (k=1k=2k=m Q=)=   tr+ (k=1k=2k=m P=)and Q  m =   P  m .Noticealso that
m  Q =   (1=2)(Q2   P 2).
Next we re-instate the antisym m etry ofthe am plitudesunderthe exchange ofthe
















= 2(k1  k2)(m  Q )
h
tr+ (k=1 k=2k=m Q=)   tr+ (k=1k=2Q=k=m )
i
:
Following sim ilarstepsfortherstterm in (3.2.8),wearriveatthefollowing expression
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Figure 3.2: A triangle function contributing to the am plitude in the case ofadjacent
negative-helicity gluons. Here we have dened P := qj;m   1,Q := qm + 1;i =   qj;m (in
the textwe seti= 1,j= 2 for deniteness).
forthe am plitudebeforetaking the  ! 0 lim it:
A  = A 1; + A 2; ; (3.2.13)
where










tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)   tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m )
i
T(m ;q2;m   1;q2;m );











tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)
2
tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m ) 
  tr+ (k=1 k=2k=m q=m ;1)

tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m )
2
i
T(3) (m ;q2;m   1;q2;m ); (3.2.14)
and t
[2]
1 follows from the denition ofequation (1.9.5). In order to write (3.2.14) in a
com pactfrom ,wehaveintroduced -dependenttrianglefunctions[40]asin theprevious
chapter(c.f.Eq.(2.1.14))
T(r) (p;P;Q ) :=
1

(  P 2)    (  Q 2)  
(Q 2   P 2)r
; (3.2.15)
wherep+ P + Q = 0,and r isa positive integer.4
4Forr= 1 we willom itthe superscript(1)in T (1).
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W ecan now takethe ! 0 lim it.Aslong asP2 and Q 2 arenon-vanishing,onehas
lim
! 0
T(r) (p;P;Q ) = T
(r)(p;P;Q ); P 2 6= 0;Q 2 6= 0 ; (3.2.16)
wherethe-independenttriangle functionsare dened by
T(r)(p;P;Q ) :=
log(Q 2=P 2)
(Q 2   P 2)r
: (3.2.17)
Ifeither ofthe invariants vanishes,the lim it ofthe -dependent triangle gives rise to
an infrared-divergentterm (which wecalla \degenerate" triangle-thisisonewith two
m asslesslegs).Forexam ple,ifQ 2 = 0,one has
T(p;P;Q )jQ 2= 0  !  
1

(  P 2)  
P 2
;  ! 0 : (3.2.18)
Thetwo possiblecongurationswhich give riseto infrared-divergentcontributionscor-
respond to thefollowing two possibilities:
a. q2;m   1 = k2 (hence q
2









2;m   1 = t
[2]
n .
W e notice that infrared poles willappear only in term s corresponding to the trian-
gle function T. Indeed,whenever one ofthe kinem aticalinvariants contained in T(3)
vanishes,thecom bination oftracesm ultiplyingthisfunction in (3.2.14)vanishesaswell.
In conclusion wearriveatthefollowingresult,wherewehaveexplicitly separated-out
the infrared-divergentterm s:5



























tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)  tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m )
i













tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)
2
tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m )
  tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)

tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m )
2
i
T(3)(m ;q2;m   1;q2;m ):
5
A factorof  4^willbe understood on the righthand sidesofEqs.(3.2.19),(3.2.21)and (3.2.23),
where ^ isdened in (G .1.11).
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M ore com pactly,we can recognise that A poles and A 1 reconstruct the contribution of






















tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)
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tr+ (k=1k=2k=m q=m ;1)  tr+ (k=1k=2q=m ;1k=m )

 T(m ;q2;m   1;q2;m )
o
: (3.2.23)
Thisisourresultforthecut-constructiblepartofthen-gluon M HV scatteringam plitude
with adjacent negative-helicity gluons in positions 1 and 2. This expression was rst
derived by Bern,Dixon,Dunbar and K osower in [42],and our result agrees precisely
with this.A rem ark isin orderhere.In [42],the nalresultisexpressed in term sofa
function
L2(x) :=
logx   (x   1=x)=2
(1  x)3
; (3.2.24)
which contains a rationalpart  (x   1=x)=2(1   x)3 which rem oves a spuriousthird-
orderpolefrom theam plitude.W ith ourapproach howeverwedid notexpectto detect
rationalterm s in the scattering am plitude, and indeed we do not nd such term s.6
Furtherm ore,wedo notnd theotherrationalterm swhich areknown to bepresentin
the one-loop scattering am plitude[44,45].
3.3 T he scattering am plitude in the generalcase
The situation where the negative-helicity gluons are not adjacent is technically m ore
challenging. O ur starting point willbe (3.1.3),to which we willapply the Schouten
identity (seeAppendix A fora collection ofspinoridentitiesused).Eq.(3.1.3)can then
6
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bewritten asa sum offourterm s:7












Thecalculation ofthephasespaceintegralofthisexpression isdiscussed in Appendix G .
Theresultis
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tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=P=L;z a=)
(PL;z  a)

















where N  N (P ) := (a  b)P2   2(P  a)(P  b),and we have suppressed a factor of
  4^(  P 2L)
    [28(i j)4]  1 on the right hand side of (3.3.3),where ^ is dened in
(G .1.11). W e notice that (3.3.3) is sym m etric under the sim ultaneous exchange ofi
with j and a with b. This sym m etry is m anifest in the coecient m ultiplying the
logarithm { thelastterm in (3.3.3);fortherem aining term s,nontrivialgam m a m atrix
identities are required. For instance,consider the term s in the second line of (3.3.3).
These term sare presentin the adjacentgluon case (3.2.3),and itistherefore natural
to expectthatthe trace structure ofthisterm isseparately invariantwhen i$ j and
a $ b.Indeed thisisthe case thanksto the identity

























W e drop the factorof  iA
tree
n from now on and reinstate itatthe end ofthe calculation.
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Sim ilaridentitiesshow thatthethird and fourth line of(3.3.3)are invariantunderthe
sim ultaneousexchange i$ j and a $ b.
The nextstep isto perform the dispersion integralof(3.3.3),i.e.the integralover
the variable z which has been converted to an integralover PL;z. The relevant term s
are thus those involving PL;z in (3.3.3),and in an overallfactor (P
2
L;z
)   arising from
the dim ensionally regulated m easure.

























Notice that these term s were not present in the adjacent negative-helicity gluon case
considered in x3.2.
Nextwe m ove on to the rem aining term sin (3.3.3).Inspecting theirz-dependence,
weseethat,in com pletesim ilarity with theadjacentcaseofx3.2,in each term thereare
the sam e powersofPL;z in the num eratorasin the denom inator.Hence,in the centre
ofm assfram e in which PL;z:= PL;z(1;~0),one ndsthatPL;z cancelscom pletely. Note
that this also im m ediately resolves the question ofgauge invariance for these term s {
this occurs only through the  dependence in PL;z = PL   z. Furtherm ore,the box
functions com ing from (3.3.5) are separately gauge-invariant [37]. The conclusion is
that our expression for the am plitude below,built from sum s over M HV diagram s of
thedispersion integralof(3.3.3),willbegauge-invariant.M oreover,apartfrom (3.3.5),
the only otherdispersion integralwe willneed isthatcom puted in (3.2.7).
Itfollowsfrom thisdiscussion thatthe resultofthe dispersion integralof(3.3.3)is
(suppressing a factorof  4^(  P 2L)















































tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=P=L a=)
(PL  a)
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Now,due to the fourterm sin (3.3.1),the sum over M HV diagram s willinclude a
signed sum overfourexpressionslike (3.3.6). Letusbegin by considering the lastline
of(3.3.6).Thisisa term fam iliarfrom [37]and [40]and correspondsto oneofthefour
dilogarithm sin the novelexpression found in [37]forthe nite partB ofa scalarbox
function,































with s:= (P + a)2,t:= (P + b)2,and P + Q + a+ b= 0.By taking into accountthefour
term s in (3.3.1) and sum m ing over M HV diagram s as specied in (3.1.1) and (3.1.2),
one seesthateach ofthe fourterm sin any nitebox function B appearsexactly once,
in com plete sim ilarity with [37]and [40]. The nalcontribution ofthisterm willthen
be8
i  1X
m 1= j+ 1
j  1X






B (q2m 1;m 2  1;q
2
m 1+ 1;m 2
;q2m 1+ 1;m 2  1;q
2




i := (pi+ pi+ 1+    + pi+ k  1)




i fork < 0.In writing








tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1k=m 2)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2k=m 1)
[(ki+ kj)
2]2[(km 1 + km 2)
2]2
: (3.3.9)
W e notice that b
ij
m 1m 2 is the coecient of the box functions in the one-loop N = 1
M HV am plitude,originally calculated by Bern,Dixon,Dunbar and K osower in [42],
and derived in [40,41]using the M HV diagram approach for loops proposed in [37].
Furtherm ore,weobservethatb
ij
m 1m 2 isholom orphicin thespinorvariables,and assuch





him 1ihim 2ihjm 1ihjm 2i
hiji2 hm 1m 2i
2
: (3.3.10)
Sum m ing over the four term s for the rem ainder of (3.3.6) can be done in com plete
sim ilarity with x2.2 (and Section 4 of[40]).9 W e willskip the detailsofthisderivation
and now presentourresult.
8
W e m ultiply our nalresults by a factor of2,which takes into account the two possible helicity
assignm entsforthe scalarsin the loop.
9
In x3.2 we have illustrated in detailhow this sum is perform ed for the sim pler case ofadjacent
negative-helicity gluons.
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Figure 3.3: A box function contributing to the am plitude in the generalcase. The
negative-helicity gluons,iand j,cannotbe in adjacentpositions,asthe gure shows.





(ijm 2 + 1m 1)
((m 2 + 1) m1)
 
(ijm 2m 1)
(m 2  m1)
(3.3.11)
=   2[ij]hm 1 iihm 1ji
hm 2m 2 + 1i






(ijm 1m 2 + 1)(ijm 2 + 1m 1)
((m 2 + 1) m1)
2
 
(ijm 1m 2)(ijm 2m 1)







(ijm 1m 2 + 1)
2(ijm 2 + 1m 1)





(m 2  m1)
3
;(3.3.13)
where fornotationalsim plicity we set(a1a2a3a4):= tr+ (a=1a=2a=3a=4)in the above. W e




=   A ijm 1m 2 ; S
ji
m 1m 2
= Sijm 1m 2 : (3.3.14)
The m om entum ow isbestdescribed using the triangle diagram in Figure 3.4,where
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we usethefollowing denitions:
P := qm 2+ 1;m 1  1 =   qm 1;m 2 ; (3.3.15)
Q := qm 1+ 1;m 2 :
The triangle in Figure 3.5 also appearsin the calculation,and can beconverted into a
triangle asin Figure 3.4 -butwith iand j swapped -ifone shiftsm 1  1 ! m 1,and
then swapsm 1 $ m 2.
Nextwe introducethe coecients
A ijm 1m 2 := 2








~A ijm 1m 2 := 2
  8(i j)  4A ijm 1m 2
h
(ijm 1Q )




Sijm 1m 2 = 2
  8(i j)  4Sijm 1m 2
h
(ijm 1Q )




Iijm 1m 2 := 2











W e willalso m ake use of the -dependent triangle functions introduced in (3.2.15),
whose  ! 0 lim itshave been considered in (3.2.16){(3.2.18).Thisisin orderto write
a com pactexpression which also incorporatestheinfrared-divergentterm s.10





m 1= j+ 1
j  1X






B (q2m 1;m 2  1;q
2
m 1+ 1;m 2
;q2m 1+ 1;m 2  1;q
2











A ijm 1m 2 T












Sijm 1m 2 T









whereon therighthand sideof(3.3.20)a factorof  4^ isunderstood and ^ isdened
10The infrared-divergent term s willbe described below and used to check that our result has the
correctinfrared pole structure.
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in (G .1.11).W e can also introducethe coecient




(ijm 2 + 1m 1)
 
(m 2 + 1) m1
  
(ijm 2m 1)
(m 2  m1)

(ijm 1Q )   (ijQ m 1)
[(i+ j)2]2
; (3.3.21)
which already appearsasthecoecientm ultiplyingthetrianglefunction T in theN = 1
am plitude,(see e.g.Eq.(2.1.19)),and rewrite(3.3.20)as
F =
i  1X
m 1= j+ 1
j  1X








B (q2m 1;m 2  1;q
2
m 1+ 1;m 2
;q
2
m 1+ 1;m 2  1
;q
2














(ijm 1Q )(ijQ m 1)
2(i j)2








Sijm 1m 2 T


























Figure 3.4: One type oftriangle function contributing to the am plitude in the general
case,where i2 Q ,and j2 P .
Severalrem arksare in order.
1. Asusual,the variablesq2m 1;m 2  1,q
2
m 1+ 1;m 2
correspond to the s-and t-channelof
thenitepartofthe\easy two-m ass" box function with m asslesslegsm 1 and m 2,
and m assive legsq2m 1+ 1;m 2  1,q
2
m 2+ 1;m 1  1
(Figure 3.3).
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Figure3.5:Anothertypeoftrianglefunction contributingto theam plitudein thegeneral
case.By rstshifting m 1  1 ! m 1,and then swapping m 1 $ m 2,we convertthisinto
a triangle function asin Figure 3.4 { butwith iand j swapped. These are the triangle
functionsresponsible for the i$ j swapped term sin (3.3.20){ or (3.3.22).
2. Com pared totherangesofm 1 and m 2 indicated in (3.1.2),wehaveom itted m 1 = i
in thesum m ation ofthetrianglesasforthisvaluethecoecientsA,S,I dened
in (3.3.16){(3.3.19)vanish.Notice also thatwe have i2 Q and j2 P .
3. In thecaseofadjacentnegative-helicity gluons,theonly survivingterm sarethose
containing the coecient c
ij
m 1m 2,on the second line of (3.3.20) or (3.3.22). W e
willreturn to thispointin x3.4.
4. W e com m entthat,in contrastto the adjacentcase (see (3.2.21)),in the general
casetheN = 1chiralam plitudedoesnotseparateoutnaturally in thenalresult.
O necan quickly see thisfrom thecoecientofthebox function B in (3.3.20)for
exam ple.
Nextwe wish to explicitly separate outthe infrared divergencesfrom (3.3.20). W e
can im m ediately anticipatethattherewillbefourinfrared-divergentterm s,correspond-
ing to the fourpossible degenerate triangles. Two ofthese degenerate triangles occur
when eitherP 2 orQ 2 happen tovanish.Theothertwooriginatefrom thei$ jswapped
term s.
Letusrstconsiderthe term sarising from the sum m ation with i$ j unswapped.
W hen Q 2 = 0,itfollowsthatm 1 = i  1 and m 2 = i(seeFigure3.4).W hen P
2 = 0,it
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followsthatm 1 = j+ 1 and m 2 = j  1 (see Figure 3.4).Hence
T












2 ! 0 ; (3.3.23)
T












2 ! 0 :
















(i j)2   2
(iji+ 1i  1)
 
(i+ 1) (i  1)
(i j) +
(iji+ 1i  1)(iji  1i+ 1)
 




















(i j)2   2
(ijj+ 1j  1)
 
(j+ 1) (j  1)
(i j) +
(ijj+ 1j  1)(ijj  1j+ 1)
 





















(i j)2   2
(ijj  1j+ 1)
 
(j+ 1) (j  1)
(i j) +
(ijj  1j+ 1)(ijj+ 1j  1)
 




















(i j)2   2
(iji  1i+ 1)
 
(i+ 1) (i  1)
(i j) +
(iji  1i+ 1)(iji+ 1i  1)
 




3.3.1 Com m entson twistorspaceinterpretation
W e would like to m ake som e briefcom m ents on the interpretation in twistor space of
ourresult(3.3.22).
1. Asnoticed earlier,the coecientb
ij
m 1m 2 appearsalready in the N = 1 chiralm ul-
tiplet contribution to a one-loop M HV am plitude,where it m ultiplies the box
function. It was noticed in Section 4 of[73]that b
ij
m 1m 2 is a holom orphic func-
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tion and hence it does not aect the twistor space localisation ofthe nite box
function.
2. The coecient c
ij
m 1m 2 also appears in the N = 1 am plitude as the coecient of
the triangles (see e.g.Eq.(2.19) of[40]). Its twistor space interpretation was
considered in Section 4 of[73],where it was found that c
ij
m 1m 2 has support on
two linesin twistorspace.Furtherm ore,itwasalso found thatthecorresponding
term in the am plitude has a derivative ofa delta function support on coplanar
congurations.
3. Thecom bination c
ij
m 1m 2 (ijm 1Q )(ijQ m 1)=(i j)
2 already appearsin thecaseof
adjacentnegative-helicity gluons.Thelocalisation propertiesofthecorresponding
term in the am plitude were considered in Section 5.3 of[73]and found to have,
sim ilarly to the previouscase,derivative ofa delta function supporton coplanar
congurations.
4. O n generalgrounds,we can argue that the rem aining term s in the am plitude
have a twistor space interpretation which issim ilarto thatofthe term salready
considered.Thegluonswhosem om entasum toP arecontained on aline;likewise,
the gluonswhosem om enta sum to Q localise on anotherline.
W e observe that the rationalparts ofthe am plitude are not generated from the
M HV diagram construction presented here. Such rationalterm s were not present for
the N = 1 and N = 4 am plitudesderived in [37,40,41]. However,forthe am plitude
studied here,rationalterm sare required to ensure the correctfactorisation properties
[42]. These term s have recently been com puted using an on-shellunitarity bootstrap
[45]which m akesuseofthecut-constructible part(3.3.20)(or(3.3.22))asinput.
3.4 C hecks ofthe generalresult
In this section we present three consistency checks that we have perform ed for the
result(3.3.20)(or(3.3.22))fortheone-loop scalarcontribution to the M HV scattering
am plitude.Thesechecksare:
1. For adjacent negative-helicity gluons,the generalexpression (3.3.20) should re-
producethe previously calculated form (3.2.21).
2. In the case ofve gluonsin the conguration (1  2+ 3  4+ 5+ ),the result(3.3.20)
should reproducetheknown am plitude given in [44].
3. Theresult(3.3.20)should have thecorrectinfrared-polestructure.
W e nextdiscusstheserequirem entsin turn.
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3.4.1 Adjacentcase
The am plitude where the two negative-helicity externalgluonsare adjacentisgiven in
Section 7 of[42]and wasexplicitly rederived in x3.2 ofthisthesisby com bining M HV
vertices,see Eq.(3.2.21).Itiseasy to show thatourgeneralresult(3.3.22)reproduces
(3.2.21)correctly asa specialcase.
To startwith,recallthatourresult(3.3.22)isexpressed in term sofbox functions
and triangle functions,seeFigure 3.3 and Figures3.4,3.5 respectively.In theadjacent
case,thebox functionsarenotpresent.Indeed,in thesum (3.3.8)thenegative-helicity
gluonscan neverbein adjacentpositions(see Figure 3.3).
Next,wefocuson thetrianglesofFigure3.4.In term softhesetriangles,requiring i
and jtobeadjacentelim inatesthesum overm 2,aswem usthavem 2 = iand m 2+ 1= j.
M oreover,in thiscase Q = qm 1+ 1;i,P = qj;m 1  1 and one has
A
m 1m 2
ij =   4(i j);
S
m 1m 2
ij = 0 ; I
m 1m 2
ij = 0 ; (3.4.1)
(form 2 = i,and m 2 + 1 = j). Sim ilarsim plications occurfor the swapped triangle.
Hencetheonly survivingterm sarethosein thesecond lineof(3.3.20)(or(3.3.22)),and
itisthen easy to see thatthey generate the sam e am plitude (3.2.8)already calculated
in x3.2.
3.4.2 Five-gluon am plitude
The other specialcase is the non-adjacent ve-gluon am plitude (1  2+ 3  4+ 5+ ),given































isgiven in term sofEq.(C.3.1).
12
The derivation in [44]used string-based m ethods which aect the coecient ofthe pole term . In
Eq.(3.4.2)we have written the pole coecientwhich m atchesthe adjacentcase.
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+ (1;4)$ (3;5) ; (3.4.2)
where the interchange on the last line applies to allterm s above it in this equation,
including the rst two term s. The box function B is dened in (3.3.7). In deriving
(3.4.2)from [44],we have used thedilogarithm identity


















W e have checked explicitly thatourexpression forthen-gluon non-adjacentam plitude
(3.3.20),whenspecialised tothecasewith vegluonsin theconguration (1  2+ 3  4+ 5+ ),
yields precisely the result (3.4.2) above. For the term s involving dilogarithm s,this is
easily done.Fortherem aining term s,which contain logarithm s,a m oreinvolved calcu-
lation isnecessary using variousspinoridentitiesfrom Appendix A.A straightforward
m ethod ofdoing this calculation beginswith the explicit sum over M HV diagram s in
thiscase,isolating thecoecientsofeach logarithm icfunction such ase.g.log(s 12),and
then checking that these coecients m atch those in (3.4.2). The rem aining 1= term
arisesfrom thefollowing discussion.
3.4.3 Infrared-polestructure
Theinfrared-divergentterm s(polesin 1=)can easilybeextracted from (3.3.24){(3.3.27)
by sim ply replacing (  t
[2]
r )
   ! 1 (r = i  1;i;j  1;j). Consider rst the term s in
(3.3.25)and (3.3.26).Aftera little algebra,and using
(ijj+ 1j  1) + (ijj  1i  1) = 4(i j)
 
(j  1) (j+ 1)

; (3.4.3)




(i j)4 : (3.4.4)
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Sim ilarly,the pole contribution arising from (3.3.24) and (3.3.27) gives an additional
contribution of  (64=3)(i j)4.Reinstating a factorof  2 2  8(i j)  4  Atree,wesee
thatthe polepartof(3.3.20)issim ply given by





3.5 T he M H V am plitudes in Q C D
W econcludeby m entioning thatthefullone-loop n-gluon M HV am plitudes(with arbi-
trary positionsforthenegative-helicity gluons)in Q CD can now beconstructed.These
are given by:
A M H VQ CD = A
M H V
N = 4   4A
M H V
N = 1;chiral+ A
M H V
scalar ; (3.5.1)
wherein contradistinction with (1.3.3)wehavewritten thescalarcontribution in term s
ofa com plex scalarratherthan a realscalar. The individualpieces(to nite orderin
)can befound asfollows:
 AM H V
N = 4
wasrstcom puted in [38]and can be found there asEquation (4.1). Al-
ternatively itisgiven asEquation (1.9.1)in Chapter1 ofthisthesis.Notethatan
alternative form to Eq.(1.9.6)forthe2m ebox functionsisgiven by Eq.(1.9.25).
 AM H VN = 1;chiralwasrstcom puted in [42]and can be found there asEquation (5.12)
orm orecom pactly asEquation (2.1.19)in Chapter2 ofthisthesis.
 In contrast to the N = 4 and N = 1 cases, AM H V
scalar
is an am plitude in a non-
supersym m etric theory and as such its cuts are not uniquely determ ined by its
cut-constructiblepart(A M H Vs-cut).A
M H V
s-cut wasrstcom puted in [43]and can befound
thereasEquation (4.20)orEquation (4.22).Alternatively itcan befound earlier
in thischapterasEquation (3.3.20)orEquation (3.3.22).
 Building on the results of[43],the rationalpartofA M H V
scalar
(A M H V
s-rational
) was com -
puted in [45]. In doing this it was found that it is usefulto ‘com plete’the cut-
constructible parts obtained in [43]by introducing certain prelim inary rational
term sin orderto rem ove spurioussingularities. The cut-com pletion ofA M H Vs-cut is
given by Equation (A1) ofAppendix A of [45]and the fullam plitude is then
obtained by adding the rem aining rationalterm s as given in Equation (5.30) of
that paper. Explicitly,the fullscalar am plitude is given by Equation (5.1) (for
negative-helicity gluons1 and m ),where C^ isgiven by (A1)and R^ by Equation
(5.30)of[45].
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 AM H VQ CD can then befound using the decom position (3.5.1)and
A M H VN = 4 = Eq.(4.1)of[38]
A M H VN = 1;chiral = Eq.(5.12)of[42]
A M H Vscalar = Eq.(5.1)of[45]:
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C H A PT ER 4
R EC U R SIO N R ELAT IO N S IN G R AV IT Y
The proposalofa twistor string dualto perturbative Yang-M ills in [31]led not-only
to the advancesdescribed in Chapters1-3 ofthe so-called M HV rulesforperturbation
theory,butto m any othersaswell.The supportofm any quantitiessuch asscattering
am plitudes,their integralfunctions and the coecients ofthese functions in twistor
spacehasled to m any insights[31,43,47,53,72,73,75,76,91,179,180,181,182,183,
184]as has the use ofsignature + +     (or equivalently the restriction ofm om enta
to be com plex ratherthan real).In particular,thissecond technique ofusing com plex
m om enta hasproved very powerful,leading to theidea ofgeneralised unitarity [47,84]
and then to the tree-levelon-shellrecursion relations [48,49]which willbe centralto
thischapter.
Recursion relationshavebeen known forsom etim ein eld theory sinceBerendsand
G iele proposed them in term sofo-shellcurrents[171]. However,the gluon recursion
relationsintroduced by Britto,Cachazo and Feng in [48](stem m ing from observations
in [46]) and then proved in [49]are in som e ways m uch m ore powerful. They apply
directly to on-shellscattering am plitudesand areparticularly aptwhen theam plitudes
are written in the spinor helicity form alism ,which as we have seen in the preceding
chaptersisa form alism which tendsto favoursim pleand com pactexpressions.
Theproofoftheon-shellrecursion relation forgluonspresented in [49]isvery sim ple,
only relying (essentially) on the ability to express an am plitude as a function of a
com plex variable z and then the asym ptotic behaviourofthisfunction asz ! 1 . As
such,itisnaturalto ask whethersuch a recursivestructurem ightpersistin othereld
theories and even in gravity.1 This question was answered independently in [50]and
[51]in the arm ative,where the authors of[50](including the present author) used
it to present a new com pact form ula for n-graviton M HV am plitudes at tree-levelin
generalrelativity (G R).Such com pactform ul areparticularly interesting asgravity is
very-m uch m ore com plicated than Yang-M ills -the 3-point vertex ofG R for exam ple
contains171 term sin total,whilethe 4-pointvertex has2850 altogether[165].
In this chapter we willfollow [50]and describe the recursion relation in Einstein
gravity attree-level. W e willnotsum m arise the proofofthe relation in Yang-M ills as
1
Here we m ean gravity asa eld theory (ratherthan asa string theory).
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it is alm ost identicalto that in gravity. Any dierences between the two are pointed
outin whatfollows.
4.1 T he recursion relation
In thissection we closely follow the proofofthe recursion relation in Yang-M ills [49],
which we willextend to the case ofgravity am plitudes.Aswe shallsee,the m ain new
ingredientis thatgravity am plitudesdepend on m ore kinem aticalinvariants than the
corresponding Yang-M ills am plitudes,nam ely those which are sum s ofnon-cyclically
adjacentm om enta;hence,m ore m ulti-particle channelsshould beconsidered.
To derive a recursion relation forscattering am plitudes,we startby introducing a
one-param eter fam ily ofscattering am plitudes,M (z) [49],where we choose z in such
a way that M (0) is the am plitude we wish to com pute. W e work in com plexied
M inkowskispace and regard M (z)asa com plex function ofz and the m om enta. O ne









where the integration is taken around the circle at innity in the com plex z plane.
Assum ing thatM (z)hasonly sim plepolesatz = zi,the integration gives






In the im portant case ofYang-M ills am plitudes,M (z) ! 0 as z ! 1 , and hence
C1 = 0 [49].
Noticethatup to thispointthedenition ofthefam ily ofam plitudesM (z)hasnot
been given { wehave noteven specied thetheory whosescattering am plitudesweare
com puting.
Therearesom eobviousrequirem entsforM (z).Them ain pointistodeneM (z)in
such away thatpolesin z correspond tom ulti-particlepolesin thescattering am plitude
M (0).Ifthisoccursthen thecorrespondingresiduescan becom puted from factorisation
propertiesofscattering am plitudes(see,forexam ple,[3,154]).In orderto accom plish
this,M (z)wasdened in [48,49]byshiftingthem om entaoftwooftheexternalparticles
in theoriginalscattering am plitude.Forthisprocedureto m akesense,wehaveto m ake
sure thateven with these shiftsoverallm om entum conservation ispreserved and that
allparticlem om enta rem ain on-shell.W earethusled to deneM (z)asthescattering
am plitude M (p1;:::;pk(z);:::;pl(z);:::;pn),where the m om enta ofparticles k and l
are shifted to
pk(z) := pk + z ; pl(z) := pl  z : (4.1.3)
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by choosing  = l
~k (or  = k
~l),which m akes sense in com plexied M inkowski
space.Equivalently,






M ore generalfam ilies ofscattering am plitudescan also be dened,as pointed out
in [103].Forinstance,one can single outthree particlesk,l,m ,and dene
pk(z) := pk + zk ; pl(z) := pl+ zl; pm (z) := pm + zm ; (4.1.5)





(z)= p2m (z)= 0,
one ndsthe solution
k =   k
~l  k
~m ; l= k
~l; m = k
~m ; (4.1.6)
for arbitrary  and . This has been used in [103]. In the following we willlim it
ourselvesto shifting only two m om enta asin [48]and [49].
At tree level,scattering am plitudes in eld theory can only have sim ple poles in
m ulti-particlechannels;forM (z),thesegeneratepolesin z (unlessthechannelcontains
both particles k and l,ornone). Indeed,ifP (z)isa sum ofm om enta including pl(z)
butnotpk(z),then P
2(z)= P 2   2z(P  )vanishesatzP = P
2=2(P  )[49].In Yang-
M illstheory,one considerscolour-ordered partialam plitudeswhich have a xed cyclic
ordering ofthe externallegs.Thisim pliesthata generic Yang-M illspartialam plitude
can only depend on kinem aticalinvariantsm adeofsum sofcyclically adjacentm om enta.
Hence,tree-levelYang-M ills am plitudes can only have poles in kinem aticalchannels
m adeofcyclically adjacentsum sofm om enta.
Forgravity am plitudesthisisnotthecaseasthereisno such notion ofordering for
theexternallegs.Therefore,them ulti-particlepoleswhich producepolesin z arethose
obtained by form ing allpossiblecom binationsofm om enta which includepk(z)butnot
pl(z). Thisisthe only m odication to the BCFW recursion relation we need to m ake
in orderto derive a gravity recursion relation.










asP 2(z)! 0 (or,equivalently,z ! zP ). The sum isoverthe possible helicity assign-
m entson thetwo sidesofthepropagatorwhich connectsthetwo lower-pointtree-level
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Thesum isoverallpossibledecom positionsofm om enta such thatpk 2 P butpl =2 P .












In [49]it was shown that for Yang-M ills am plitudes the boundary term s CY M1 always
vanish.Twodierentproofswerepresented,therstbased on theuseofCSW diagram s
[33]and thesecond on Feynm an diagram s.An M HV-vertex form ulation ofgravity only
recently appeared [77],so atthe tim e the authorsof[50]could only rely on Feynm an
diagram s. Thisisalso the case forothereld theorieswe m ightbe interested in (such
as4,forexam ple).
As we have rem arked,C1 = 0 ifM (z)! 0 as z ! 1 . M (z)is a scattering am -
plitudewith shifted,z-dependentexternalnullm om enta.O necan then try to estim ate
the behaviour ofM (z) for large z by using power counting (dierent theories willof
coursegivedierentresults).In 4 theFeynm an verticesarem om entum independent
and C1 = 0 (seex4.3);in quantum gravity,however,verticesarequadraticin m om enta,
and onecannotdeterm ine a prioriwhetherornota boundary term ispresent.
From the previous discussion,it follows that the behaviour ofM (z) as z ! 1
is related to the high-energy behaviour ofthe scattering am plitude (and hence to the
renorm alisability ofthetheory).Theultravioletbehaviourofquantum gravity,however,
is fullofsurprises(for a sum m ary,see for exam ple Section 2.2 of[217]and also m ore
recent results of[55, 56,57, 58,59, 60]). W e m ay therefore expect a m ore benign
behaviour ofM (z) as z ! 1 . Specically,in the next section we willfocus on the
n-graviton M HV scattering am plitudes which have been com puted by Berends,G iele
and K uijf(BG K )in [218].Perform ing the shifts(4.1.3)explicitly in theBG K form ula,
one ndsthe surprising result2
lim
z! 1
M M H V (z) = 0 : (4.1.11)
2
W e have checked thatM (z) O (1=z
2
)asz ! 1 ,analytically forn  7 legsand num erically for
n  11 legs.
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In m ore generalam plitudes one can (at least in principle) use the (eld theory
lim it ofthe) K LT relations [219],which connect tree-levelgravity am plitudes to tree-
level am plitudes in Yang-M ills, to estim ate the large-z behaviour of the scattering
am plitude.3 As an exam ple,we have considered the next-to-M HV gravity am plitude
M (1  ;2  ;3  ;4+ ;5+ ;6+ ),and perform ed theshiftsasin (4.1.4),with k = 1 and l= 2.
Sim ilarly to theM HV case,we nd that
lim
z! 1
M (1  ;2  ;3  ;4+ ;5+ ;6+ )(z) = 0 : (4.1.12)
In [51]it was shown that M (z) vanishesas z ! 1 for allam plitudes up to eight
gravitonsand also foralln-pointM HV and NM HV am plitudes.Furtherto this,recent
work [52]providesa proofofthisstatem entforalltree-leveln-graviton am plitudesthus
establishing the validity oftherecursion relation in gravity unam biguously.
In thenextsection wewillapply therecursion relation (4.1.10)to thecaseofM HV
am plitudes in gravity and show that it does generate correct expressions for the am -
plitudes. As a bonus,we willderive a new closed-form expression for the n-particle
scattering am plitude.
4.2 A pplication to M H V gravity am plitudes
In thefollowing wewillcom putetheM HV scattering am plitudeM (1  ;2  ;3+ ;:::;n+ )
forn gravitons.W ewillchoosethetwonegative-helicity gravitons1  and 2  asreference
legs.Thisisa particularly convenientchoice asitreducesthe num berofterm sarising
in the recursion relation to a m inim um .The shiftsforthe m om enta ofparticles1 and
2 are
p1 ! p1 + z2~1 ; p2 ! p2   z2~1 : (4.2.1)
In term sofspinors,the shiftsarerealised as
1 ! ^1 := 1 + z2 ; ~2 ! ~^2 := ~2   z~1 ; (4.2.2)
with 2 and ~1 unm odied.
Letusconsiderthe possible recursion diagram sthatcan arise. There are only two
possibilities,corresponding to thetwo possibleinternalhelicity assignm ents,(+   )and
(  + ):
1. Theam plitudeon theleftisgoogly (+ +   )whereason therightthereisan M HV
gravity am plitudewith n   1 legs(see Figure 4.1).
3
See Appendix H forexplicitexam plesofK LT relationsforfour,ve and six legs.
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Figure4.1:One ofthe term scontributing to the recursion relation forthe M HV am pli-
tude M (1  ;2  ;3+ ;:::;n+ ).The gravity scattering am plitude on the rightissym m etric
underthe exchange ofgravitonsofthe sam e helicity.In the recursion relation,we sum
over allpossible values ofk,i.e.k = 3;:::;n. This am ounts to sum m ing over cyclical
perm utations of(3;:::;n).
2. The am plitude on the rightisgoogly and the am plitude on the leftisM HV (see
Figure 4.2).
W e recall that a gravity am plitude is sym m etric under the interchange of identical
helicity gravitons; this im plies that we have to sum n   2 diagram s for each ofthe
congurations in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Each diagram is then com pletely specied by
choosing k,with k = 3;:::;n.








= 0 ; (4.2.3)
where the last equality follows from P = pk + p2. Hence we willhave to com pute
diagram softype 1 only.W e willdo thisin the following.
4.2.1 Four-,ve-and six-graviton scattering
To show explicitly how ourrecursion relation generatesam plitudeswe willnow derive
the 4-,5-and 6-pointM HV scattering am plitudes.
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Figure4.2:Thisclassofdiagram salso contributesto therecursion relation fortheM HV
am plitude M (1  ;2  ;3+ ;:::;n+ );however,each ofthese diagram svanishesifthe shifts
(4.2.2)are perform ed.
W e startwith the fourpointcase.There are two diagram sto sum ,one ofwhich is
represented in Figure4.3;theotherisobtained by swapping thelabels4 and 3.Forthe
diagram in Figure 4.3,we have
M (4) = M L
1
P 2
M R ; (4.2.4)
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Figure4.3:One ofthe two diagram scontributing to the recursion relation forthe M HV
am plitude M (1  ;2  ;3+ ;4+ ). The other is obtained from this by cyclically perm uting
the labels (3;4){ i.e.swapping 3 with 4.
The fullam plitude is M (1  ;2  ;3+ ;4+ )= M (3)+ M (4). Thus,we conclude that the
fourpointM HV am plitudegenerated by ourrecursion relation isgiven by
M (1  ;2  ;3+ ;4+ ) =
h12i6[14]
h14ih23i2h34i2
+ 3 $ 4 : (4.2.8)
Itiseasy to check thatthisagreeswith theconventionalform ula forthisam plitude







1 i< j n
hiji; (4.2.10)
or,equivalently,with the expression from the appropriateK LT relation,Eq.(H.0.2).
For the ve-graviton scattering case our recursion relation yields a sum ofthree
diagram s. A calculation sim ilar to that illustrated previously for the four-point case
leadsto theresult
M (1  ;2  ;3+ ;4+ ;5+ ) =
h12i6[15][34]
h15ih23ih24ih34ih35ih45i
+ P c(3;4;5); (4.2.11)
where P c(3;4;5) m eans that we have to sum over cyclic perm utations ofthe labels
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3;4;5.Theconventionalform ula fortheve graviton M HV scattering am plitudeis







Using standard spinoridentities and m om entum conservation,itis straightforward to
check thatourexpression (4.2.11)agreeswith this(alternatively,onecan usethe K LT
relation (H.0.3)).
Forthesix graviton scattering am plitude,ourrecursion relation yieldsa sum offour
term s,




































whereP(2;3;4)indicatesperm utationsofthelabels2;3;4.W ehavechecked num erically
thatthe form ula (4.2.13)agreeswith thisexpression.
4.2.2 Generalform ula forM HV scattering
Recursion relations ofthe form given in [48],or the graviton recursion relation given
here,naturally producegeneralform ulforscattering am plitudes.Fora suitablechoice
ofreference spinors,these new form ul can often be sim pler than previously known
exam ples. For the choice of reference spinors 1;2;which we have m ade above, the
graviton recursion relation isparticularly sim ple asitproducesonly one term ateach
step. Thisim m ediately suggeststhatone can use itto generate an explicitexpression
forthe n-pointam plitude. Thisturnsoutto be the case,and experience with the use
ofourrecursion relation leadsusto propose the following new generalform ula forthe
n-graviton M HV scattering am plitude. Thisis (labels 1;2 carry negative helicity,the
rem aindercarry positive helicity)






h2ji1 + :::+ is  1jis]
hisis+ 1ih2is+ 1i
+ P(i1;:::;in  2); (4.2.15)
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(For n = 5 the productterm isdropped from (4.2.15)). Itisstraightforward to check
thatthisam plitude satisesthe recursion relation with the choice ofreference legs1 
and 2  .
Theknown generalM HV am plitudefortwo negative-helicity gravitons,1and 2,and
the rem aining n   2 with positive helicity isgiven by [218]
M (1;2;3;   ;n)= h12i8
"
[12][n   2 n   1]













( Q n  3
l= 3
[lj(pl+ 1 + pl+ 2 +    + pn  1)jni n  6
1 n = 5
(4.2.18)
W e have checked num erically,up to n = 11,thatourform ula (4.2.15)gives the sam e
resultsas(4.2.17).
Itisinteresting to notethatthevery existenceofthisrecursion relation in gravity -
described hereand in [50,51]-hassom ething to say aboutthedivergencesofquantum
gravity. A central feature of the recursion relation is that it requires M (1 ) = 0,
and the behaviour ofM (z) as z ! 1 is related to the high-energy behaviour (and
hence the renorm alisability)ofthe theory.Itisnota prioriclearthatgravity hasthis
behaviour,though the analyses of[50,51]and m ore recently the com plete analysis of
[52]show thatindeed M (1 )= 0 for any tree-levelam plitude in gravity. Thism eans
thatattree-level,gravity hasdivergences in the UV thatare perhapsbetterthan one
m ightexpect.Thissupportsrecentargum entsthatgravity m ay notbeasdivergentas
previously thoughtand m orespecically that4-dim ensionalN = 8 supergravity m ay be
nite[55,56,57,58,59,60].
4.3 A pplications to other eld theories
O ne ofthe striking featuresofthe BCFW proofofthe BCF recursion relationsisthat
the specication ofthe theory with which one isdealing isalm ostunnecessary.Indeed
in [49]the only step where specifying the theory did m atter was in the estim ate of
the behaviour ofthe scattering am plitudes M (z) as z ! 1 ,which was im portant to
assessthepossibleexistence ofboundary term sin therecursion relation.Thisleadsus
to conjecture that recursion relations could be a m ore generic feature ofm assless (or
spontaneously broken)eld theoriesin fourdim ensions.4 Afterall,the BCF recursion
4Thiswasalso suggested in [103].
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relations - as wellas the recursion relation for gravity am plitudes discussed in this
chapterand in [51]-justreconstructatree-levelam plitude(which isarationalfunction)
from itspoles.
Let us focus on m assless (y)2 theory in four dim ensions. W e use the spinor
helicity form alism ,m eaning that each m om entum willbe written as pa_a = a~_a. A
scalar propagator 1=P 2 connects states ofopposite \helicity",which here just m eans
thatthe propagatorish(x)y(0)i,with h(x)(0)i= hy(x)y(0)i= 0. Now consider
a Feynm an diagram contributing to an n-particlescattering am plitude,and letusshift
the m om enta ofparticlesk and lasin (4.1.3).Asforthe Yang-M illscase discussed in
[49],there isa unique path ofpropagatorsgoing from particle k to particle l. Each of
thesepropagatorscontributes1=z atlargez,whereasverticesareindependentofz.W e
thusexpectFeynm an diagram scontributing to the am plitude to vanish in the large-z
lim it.
An exception to the above reasoning is represented by those Feynm an diagram s
where the shifted legs belong to the sam e vertex;these diagram s are z-independent,
and hence notsuppressed asz ! 1 . In orderto dealwith thisproblem atic situation,
and ensure thatthe fullam plitude M (z) com puted from Feynm an diagram s vanishes
asz ! 1 weproposetwo alternatives.
Firstly,ifoneconsiders(y)2 theory withoutany group structure,onecan rem ove
the problem by perform ing m ultiple shifts. This possibility has already been used in
thecontextoftherationalpartofone-loop am plitudesin pureYang-M ills[103].In our
case,itissucientto shiftatleastfourexternalm om enta.
Alternatively, we can consider (y)2 theory with globalsym m etry group U(N )
and  in the adjoint. In this case we can group the am plitude into colour-ordered
partialam plitudes,asin the Yang-M ills case. Then,forany colour-ordered am plitude
one can always nd a choice ofshifts such that the shifted legs do not belong to the
sam e Feynm an vertex. The procedure can be repeated for any colour ordering,and
the com plete am plitude is obtained by sum m ing over non-cyclic perm utations ofthe
externallegs.
In this way,the appearance ofa boundary term C1 can be avoided,and one can
thus derive a recursion relation for scattering am plitudes akin to (4.1.10). A sim ilar
analysis can be carried out in other theories,possibly in the presence ofspontaneous
sym m etry breaking etc.W e expectthisto play an im portantr^ole in futurestudies.
4.4 C SW as B C FW
Finally,we would like to pointouttheconnection between theCSW rulesattree-level
[33]and the BCFW recursion relation introduced in [48,49]and discussed forgravity
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in this chapter. This was hinted at in [49]where it was noted that the existence of
BCFW recursion (which can constructany gluon am plitudesolely from a knowledgeof
itssingularities)providesan indirectproofoftheCSW rulessincetheCSW rulesprovide
resultswhich areLorentz-invariant,gauge-invariantand havethecorrectsingularities.It
wasalso briey touched on in [50]wheresom eform alobservationswerem aderegarding
therelation between theway thattheshiftsofEq.(4.1.3)areperform ed -so asto keep
thecorrespondingm om enta on-shellin theBCFW recursion relation -and theway that
the internallegsin the CSW rulesare shifted (Eq.(1.7.1)).
However,Risagershowed thattheCSW rulesarein facta specialcaseoftheBCFW
recursion relation when specic shifts ofm om enta are m ade [34]. The m ost natural
shiftsto m akewhen using therecursion relationsarethosewhich m inim isethenum ber
ofterm sappearing and thusthe work thatone hasto do.In [34],however,a dierent
setofshiftswas em ployed which aects every propagator thatm ay appearin a CSW
diagram .Thepropagatorsaredened by them om entathatow through them and thus
by a set ofconsecutive externalparticles. In the case ofCSW diagram s,the vertices
are M HV vertices and thus this set ofconsecutive particles (and its com plim ent on
the othervertex to-which the propagatorisattached)m ustcontain atleastone gluon
ofnegative helicity each. Exactly this set ofpropagators is aected ifevery external
negative-helicity gluon isshifted,provided thatthesum ofany subsetoftheshiftsdoes
notvanish.In addition,theshiftsm ustallinvolvetheanti-holom orphicspinorsso that
all3-pointgoogly am plitudesdrop out.
Using these shifts (see Eq.(5.1) of [34]for an explicit exam ple of the shifts for
an NM HV am plitude),Risager used induction to prove the CSW rules directly thus
highlighting their connection with the BCFW recursion relation. In [77]these ideas
were then used to construct an M HV-vertex form alism for gravity,thus accentuating
the rem arkable sim ilaritiesbetween gauge theory and gravity despite the latter’sm ore
com plicated structure.
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C O N C LU SIO N S A N D O U T LO O K
In the previous chapters we have studied gluon scattering am plitudes in perturbative
gaugetheory and haveseen how they can bestripped ofcolourand written in term sof
spinorvariablesto illum inate theirbasic structure in a unied context. Theirtwistor-
spacelocalisation then allowsforan understandingoftheunexpected sim plicity ofm any
n-pointprocesses. The tree-levelM HV am plitudeswere seen to lie on sim ple straight
linesin twistorspaceand itwasshown how they could becalculated from a topological
string theory asan integraloverthem odulispaceofholom orphically em bedded,degree
1, genus 0 curves. This in turn m otivated a new perturbative expansion of Yang-
M illsgaugetheory wheretree-levelM HV am plitudesaretaken o-shelland joined with
scalar propagators to create tree-level am plitudes with successively greater num bers
ofnegative-helicity particles. The M HV vertices eectively com bine m any Feynm an
diagram s into one and thus provide a great sim plication which aids calculation and
highlightsthe underlying geom etricalstructure.
W e saw how these techniquescould be applied atloop-levelto calculate the M HV
am plitudesin N = 4super-Yang-M ills,which isaslightly surprisingresultastheduality
with the twistorstring theory constructed in [31](and also thatin [112])failsatloop-
level.Thesestringtheoriescontain conform alsupergravity stateswhich donotdecouple
atone-loop and thissuggeststhattheapplication oftheCSW rulesto loopsm ightfail
orsim ply calculate am plitudesin som e theory ofYang-M ills coupled to conform alsu-
pergravity.Indeed,a recentcalculation ofvariousloop am plitudesin Berkovits’twistor
string theory appearsto give am plitudesin such a theory [114].
O nem ightalso expectthatsuch a surprising resultwould only apply to m axim ally
supersym m etric Yang-M ills. However in Chapter2 we saw thatM HV vertices can be
used to calculate am plitudes at loop-levelin theories with less supersym m etry such
as N = 1 super-Yang-M ills. There we calculated the one-loop M HV am plitudes and
found com pleteagreem entwith theknown resultsin [42].Thecalculation itselfism ore
involved than thecorrespondingonein N = 4 presented in [37]and reviewed in Chapter
1becausethereduction in supersym m etryleadstofewercancellations.Happily though,
thisdoesnotspoilthe technique ofusing M HV am plitudesaseective vertices.
In Chapter3 we applied the loop-levelCSW rulesto pureYang-M illswith a scalar
running in the loop. Pure Yang-M ills isa non-supersym m etric theory and assuch the
calculation iseven m oreinvolved than before.Thisstilldoesnotinvalidatetheprocess,
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although itwasfound thattheuseofM HV verticesonly calculatesthecut-constructible
partoftheam plitude.Therationalparts,which are intrinsically linked to the cutsfor
supersym m etric theories,were thus m issed. Nonetheless,the results obtained m atch
perfectly with theknown (special)cases[42,44]and providethecut-constructible part
ofthe M HV am plitude in pure Yang-M ills with arbitrary positions for the negative-
helicity gluons for the rst tim e. The rationalpart ofthe am plitude has since been
calculated in [45]building on theresultsdescribed in Chapter3.
In Chapter 4 we turned our attention to gravity and another interesting develop-
m entstem m ing from twistorstring theory,nam ely thatofon-shellrecursion relations.
Recursion relationshave been used before in the construction ofam plitudes[171],but
itwasn’tuntilrecently thatthey wereused to recursively turn on-shellam plitudesinto
am plitudeswith a largernum berofexternallegs.They wereintroduced in [48]attree-
leveland have since been used in a bootstrap approach to loop am plitudeswhich was
in factone ofthetechniquesapplied in [45].
W e saw thaton-shellrecursion relationscan also be applied attree-levelin gravity
and itisa beauty oftheproofoftheserelationsin gaugetheory [49]which m eansthat
they can be proved in gravity withouttoo m uch (!) extra work. The m ain additional
ingredientisaproofofthebehaviouroftree-leveln-graviton am plitudesasafunction of
a com plex variable z asz ! 1 .In Chapter4 we argued thecase form any am plitudes
ofinterest,but a recent proofthat lim z! 1 M n(z) = 0 establishes that the recursion
relation in gravity can constructany tree-leveln-graviton am plitude[52].
W eshowed how thisrecursion relation could beused to constructM HV am plitudes
with successively m oreexternalgravitonsand asa by-productconstructed a new com -
pactform forthen-graviton M HV am plitudeswhich providesan interesting alternative
to the previously-known form in [218].W e nished by com m enting on the relation be-
tween thetree-levelCSW rulesand on-shellrecursion relationsboth in eld theory and
in gravity and also m ade som e observations on the existence ofrecursion relations in
othertheoriessuch asscalar4 theory.
Unsurprisingly,this is not the end of the story. In the introduction we already
m entioned som e ofthe directions that have been explored following from and related
to them aterialpresented here.Thisincludestheconstruction oftwistorstring theories
describing N = 4 Yang-M ills as wellas ones describing other eld theories such as a
recentdescription ofEinstein supergravity [39],theuseofon-shellrecursion relationsat
loop levelin both gaugetheory and gravity [111,220]and im provem entstotheunitarity
m ethod [47].Itm ay beparticularly interesting to note thatin [39],one ofthe theories
forwhich a twistordescription isfound isN = 4 Yang-M illscoupled to N = 4 Einstein
supergravity.Itappearsthatthereexistsa decoupling lim itforthistheory which gives
pure Yang-M ills and thus opens the door to the possibility ofunderstanding loops in
Yang-M illsfrom twistorstrings.
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From thepointofview oftheM HV diagram form ulation ofgauge theory therehas
also been som econsiderableprogress.Theiruseattree-levelisalready well-established
and a Lagrangian form ulation now exists [35,80,203]. In this scenario,a non-local
change of variables is m ade to the light-cone Yang-M ills Lagrangian which yields a
kinetic term describing a scalar propagator connecting positive and negative helicities
and interaction term sconsisting ofthe innitesequence ofM HV am plitudes.
Q uantisation ofthisLagrangian,however,isstillan open problem .O neofthem ain
pointshereisthefactthat-asdem onstrated in Chapter3 -theuseofM HV diagram s
alone is not enough to generate a com plete am plitude at the quantum levelin non-
supersym m etric theories and rationalterm s are m issed. As such,one m ight ask how
one could com pute the one-loop all-plus(and   + :::+ )am plitude in pureYang-M ills
from M HV diagram s.Attree-levelthisvanishes,butatone-loop itisa purely rational
function -see e.g. Equation (3.4) of[84]. Construction ofa one-loop am plitude from
M HV diagram swillalwaysgiveq negative-helicity gluonsthatsatisesq 2,and thus
the all-plusam plitude (and also the   + :::+ am plitude)cannotbe constructed from
M HV vertices alone. In [73]it was conjectured that perhaps the all-plus am plitude
could beelevated to thestatusofa vertex to generatethesem issing am plitudes,butat
the tim e an appropriateo-shellcontinuation forthisam plitude could notbefound.
Recently,however,m ore progress has been m ade in this direction [81,82,83]. It
appearsthattheall-plusam plitudeisintim ately connected with theregularisation pro-
cedure needed to evaluate loop diagram s as was initially hinted-at by the fact that
the parity conjugate ofthisam plitude,the all-m inusam plitude,arisesfrom an   1=
cancellation in dim ensionalregularisation [81]. Inspired by this,Brandhuber,Spence,
Travagliniand Zoubosshowed in [82]thatacertain one-loop two-pointLorentz-violating
counterterm isthegenerating function fortheinnitesequenceofone-loop all-plusam -
plitudesin pureYang-M illsalthough therem ustbeanothercontribution in thisstory to
correctly explain the origin ofthe   + :::+ am plitude.In theirapproach itwasfound
thata certain four-dim ensionalregularisation schem e(ratherthan dim ensionalregular-
isation)[221,222,223]wasm ostuseful.Itm ay beinteresting and insightfulto seeifa
light-cone approach and such a regularisation schem e isalso helpfulforcom puting the
cut-constructible term sofam plitudesusing M HV diagram s.
Despite these advances, the M HV diagram technique is stillpractically-speaking
lim ited to tree-levelam plitudesand thecut-constructiblepartofone-loop M HV am pli-
tudes. Thisis largely because ofthe intrinsic com plexity ofloop calculations,though
there are othercom plications. For exam ple,the topologies involved in calculating the
cut-constructible partofam plitudeswith m ore than 2 negative-helicity gluonscan in-
clude(in thecase oftheNM HV am plitudesay)triangle diagram swhereeach vertex is
an M HV vertex.In such diagram sonehas3 dierentinternalparticlesto takeo-shell
and it is not clear whether the m easure can be found in term s ofLIPS integrals and
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dispersion integrals such as that described in [37,79]which has been so instrum ental
in the application ofthe CSW rules at loop-levelso far. Such issues are com m on to
one-loop am plitudeswhich haveq> 2 negative-helicity gluonsand higherloopsaswell.
It would be desirable from both a theoreticaland a phenom enologicalperspective to
understand how theM HV rulescan beused to calculatesuch quantitiesand would also
help to give the M HV rulesa m ore solid footing.
Anotherinteresting avenueofexploration isthesuggestion that(planar)higher-loop
am plitudes in N = 4 Yang-M ills m ay be expressed (essentially) as an exponentialof
certain one-loop am plitudes[224,225,226,227,228,229].Such expressionsareterm ed
cross-orderrelationsand m ay berem arkably powerfulifm oregenerally applicablethan
hasbeen found to date.They could allow thesum m ation ofam plitudesin N = 4 Yang-
M illsto allordersin perturbation theory and so to non-perturbativeinform ation which
m ay be connected to perturbative string theory via the AdS/CFT correspondence.1
It would be interesting to see how the known cross-order relations arise from M HV
diagram s. Itispossible thatthe dierentterm sin the cross-orderrelations m ay arise
naturally from M HV diagram swhich m ightthen providea fram ework forproving their
validity m oregenerally.
Thesituation forgravity isin som ewayseven m oreexciting,with thepossibilitythat
there m ay existUV-nite eld theories ofgravity. Such proposalshave recently been
m ade forN = 8 supergravity [53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60]and itwould beinteresting
to m akecontactbetween thisand thetwistorapproach.O nesuch pointofcontactm ay
be the recent proposalofa twistor string theory describing N = 8 supergravity [39].
Another possibility is that ofloop am plitudes from M HV vertices in (N = 8 super-)
gravity.Thesehavenotyetbeen understood and theirexplication would providea new
prescriptive m ethod forthe calculation ofloop am plitudesin gravity which could shed
lighton theirUV properties.2
A further possibility that has not been explored so far (in either gauge theory or
gravity) is a m ore direct connection between recursion relations and loop am plitudes
than thosealready m entioned.Risager[34]showed thattheCSW rulesattree-levelare
really justa speciccaseoftheon-shellrecursion relationsproposed by Britto,Cachazo
and Feng [48].Aswehaveseen throughoutthisthesis,theCSW rulescan naturally be
extended to loop am plitudeswhich begsthequestion ofwhetherthesam ecan bedone
forothercasesoftheon-shellrecursion relation in eitherYang-M illsorin gravity.
1
A very recentpaper[230]by Alday and M aldacena appearsto have taken a step in thisdirection.
They show how to calculate gluon scattering am plitudes at strong coupling from a classical string
conguration via the AdS/CFT correspondence. As a result the full nite form of the four-gluon
scattering am plitudein N = 4 super-Yang-M illsispresented.Seealso [231]which addressesthen-point
case.
2
Shortly afterthe com pletion ofthiswork [232]appeared which dealswith precisely thispoint.
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In thisthesiswe have seen som e ofthe im provem entsthatcan be m ade to pertur-
bative techniquesin eld theory and gravity and the powerthatthey can have.These
also hintatnew underlying structureswhose elucidation could prove extrem ely inter-
esting ifnot revolutionary in our understanding. Could such structures presage the
existenceofnew sym m etriesand willthey end up replacing Feynm an diagram sentirely
in the future? W hateverthe outcom e,these are exciting tim ely developm entsthatare
sure to aid the discovery ofnew physicsatcolliders such asthe LHC and deepen our
understanding ofnature.
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A PPEN D IX A
SPIN O R A N D D IR A C -T R A C E ID EN T IT IES
In this appendix we present som e usefulidentities pertaining to the spinor helicity
form alism and also to help in dealing with Dirac traces.
A .1 Spinor identities
W etakethem etrictobetheusualeld-theory one = (1;  1;  1;  1)and theepsilon
tensorswith which weraise and lowerindicesto be

 = _






with  = 
 )  
























W e also have 
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P0 + P3 P1   iP2




P 0   P 3   P 1 + iP 2




A.1. SPINO R IDENTITIES










P0   P3   P1 + iP2




P 0 + P 3 P 1   iP 2
P 1 + iP 2 P 0   P 3
!
: (A.1.4)

























 = 4 asitshould.
W e areconcerned with m asslessparticlesforwhich we can write




















which im plies(by raising indices)that




























which followsfrom having  = ( )
T =   T

 and ~ _ = (~ _
__ )T =   _
_~T_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A.2. THE HO LO M O RPHIC DELTA FUNCTIO N
Forscalarproductswetake









=  T ; (A.1.9)
and


















Note that and ~
_ are m ostnaturally associated with colum n vectors,while ~ _ and
 are m ostnaturally associated with row vectors.
Forspinorm anipulations,the Schouten identity isvery useful:1
hijihkli= hikihjli+ hilihkji;
[ij][kl]= [ik][jl]+ [il][kj] : (A.1.11)
Forotherintroductionsto the spinorhelicity form alism see e.g.[153,154].
A .2 T he holom orphic delta function
Consider the x  y plane in realcoordinates and let (x;y)= (x1;x2). Now change to
com plex coordinatesby letting
z = x1 + ix2 (A.2.1)



































(@1 + i@2) ; (A.2.4)
1
Recallthatwe have the shorthand notation hiji= hijietc.
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A.2. THE HO LO M O RPHIC DELTA FUNCTIO N
which have thepropertiesthat
@zz = 1 ; @zz = 0 ; @zz = 1 ; @zz = 0 :
W e take the area elem ent in the x  y plane to be d2x = dx1dx2 = jdx1 ^ dx2j,
wherejjjustindicatesthatonepicksa plussign to denetheorientation.Forthearea
elem entin thez  z plane wetake d2z = ijdz^ dzjso thatwehave d2z = 2d2x.





(2)(x   a)= 1 ; (A.2.5)
where(2)(x  a):= (x1   a1)(x2   a2),and aftertransform ing thisto thez  z plane





(2)(z  b)= 1 ; (A.2.6)
where






(2)(x   a): (A.2.7)
W e now denea holom orphic delta function as












=   i: (A.2.9)
Ascan be seen the holom orphic delta function isa @-closed (0;1)-form and isdened
fora generalholom orphic function f by (f)= (2)(f)df.
A representation ofthisholom orphicdelta function which willbeparticularly useful
for us is the following [33]. Consider a m om entum -vector described by  and ~ with
~ =  in orderto ensurethatp_ = ~ _ isreal.G o to coordinateswhere 
 = (1;z)















and wehaveh i= z  band h di= dz.So,a m orecovariantstatem entof(A.2.9)is
Z
h di(h i)F () =
Z
dz(z  b)F (z)
=   iF (b)
=   iF (): (A.2.10)
A .3 D irac traces
Som ebasic form ul forconverting between spinorinvariantsand Dirac tracesare
hiji[ji] = tr+ (k=ik=j); (A.3.1)
hiji[jl]hlm i[m i] = tr+ (k=ik=jk=lk=m ); (A.3.2)
hiji[jl]hlm i[m n]hnpi[pi] = tr+ (k=ik=jk=lk=m k=nk=p); (A.3.3)





tr+ ((1+ 5)k=ik=j): (A.3.4)
W e also note that
tr+ (k=ik=j) = 2(ki kj) (A.3.5)
tr+ (k=ak=bk=ck=d) = 2(ka  kb)(kc kd)  2(ka  kc)(kb kd)
+ 2(ka  kd)(kb kc)  2i"(ka;kb;kc;kd): (A.3.6)
Thefollowing identitiesare additionally useful:
tr+ (k=ik=jk=lk=m ) = tr+ (k=m k=lk=jk=i) = tr+ (k=lk=m k=ik=j); (A.3.7)
tr+ (k=ik=jk=lk=m ) = 4(ki kj)(kl km )  tr+ (k=jk=ik=lk=m ); (A.3.8)
tr+ (i=j= P=)tr+ (i=j= m=) = 0 ; (A.3.9)
tr+ (i=j= P=)tr+ (i=j=m=) = 4(i j)tr+ (i=j=m=P=) (A.3.10)
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A.3. DIRAC TRACES
forsim ilarly genericm om enta and whereweusetheshorthand tr+ (k=ik=j)= tr+ (i=j=)etc.
Ifki;kj;km 1 and km 2 are m assless,while PL is not necessarily so,then we have the
rem arkable identity:
2(km 1  km 2)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1P=L)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2P=L)
+ P 2L tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1k=m 2)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2k=m 1)
  2(km 1  PL)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1k=m 2)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2P=L)
  2(km 2  PL)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1P=L)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2k=m 1) = 0 : (A.3.11)








A PPEN D IX B
FEY N M A N R U LES IN T H E SPIN O R
H ELIC IT Y FO R M A LISM
In thisappendix we presentthe Feynm an rulesform asslessSU(N c)Yang-M illstheory
in Feynm an gauge written in the spinor helicity form alism for com parison with those
laid outatthe startofChapter1. Asm entioned in a footnote in x1.1 we willuse the
norm alisation tr(TaTb)= ab forthe Lie-algebra in orderto reducethe proliferation of
factorsof2.
B .1 W avefunctions
 ExternalScalar:
 = 1 (B.1.1)




= ~i_ = [ij (B.1.2)





i = hij (B.1.3)
 Externaloutgoing anti-ferm ion j,helicity plus:
 +
j
= ~ _j = jj] (B.1.4)
 Externaloutgoing anti-ferm ion j,helicity m inus:
  j = j = jji (B.1.5)

















B.2. PRO PAG ATO RS















whereq= ~ isan arbitrary referencespinorthatcan bechosen independently foreach







~ _ isthe m om entum ofthe particle.
B .2 Propagators


































































Figure B.1:The Verticesofthe colour-stripped schem e in term s ofspinors.
Form ore detailson how these arise see forexam ple [153].
B .4 Exam ples
4-Point M H V gluon scattering






g ) gluon am plitude. The diagram s






































FigureB.2:The diagram scontributing to the 4-gluon M HV tree-am plitude.Allexternal
m om enta are taken to be outgoing.
In order to calculate the am plitude we need to specify externalwavefunctions as
prescribed by the Feynm an rules and for gluons this includes a choice of reference
m om entum . In order to m inim ise the num ber ofterm s we need to consider we will













































while m om entum conservation for the second (going from left to right) two diagram s
readsP12 =   (p1 + p2)= p3 + p4 and P14 =   (p1 + p4)= p2 + p3 where P12 and P14
are the m om enta ofthe propagatorsofthe respective diagram s. By writing down the
Feynm an rulesforthe dierentdiagram sitcan quickly be seen thatthe contributions
















































































This is our answer,though it is in a rather unfam iliar form ! W e can convert it into
som ething m ore fam iliar by m ultiplying both top and bottom by h23ih34i. W e then
use m om entum conservation in the num erator in the form h23i[34]=   h21i[14]and
recognise thats34 := 2(p3  p4)= h34i[43]= s12 = h12i[21]to give







which istheusualform forthe Parke-Tayloram plitudeat4-point.
M H V qq ! gg
Again wetakeallm om enta to beoutgoing.M om entum conservation isthesam eas
fordiagram s2 and 3 ofthe previousexam ple and forthe gluon wavefunctionswe take





















































Thesecond diagram can beseen to vanish whilethe rstgives:








































































thusverifying the relations between am plitudes thatwe derived from supersym m etric
W ard identitiesin x1.4.
M H V qq ! qq






q ).Thistim e both
ofthediagram sare non-zero.Therstone gives















































































A sim ilar calculation -or equivalently the realisation thatdiagram s two is sim ply the
sam e asdiagram one with 2 $ 4 -gives





forthe second diagram and thusthetotalis






















A PPEN D IX C
D -D IM EN SIO N A L LO R EN T Z-IN VA R IA N T
PH A SE SPA C E
In thisappendix weexpound on theD -dim ensionalm easureforLorentz-invarianttwo-
body phasespace,ultim ately focussing on the case D = 4  2.
C .1 D -spheres
O ne thing thatwe willneed to consideristhe volum e ofa D -dim ensionalunitsphere
V (SD ). W e m ean this in the sense ofa D -sphere regarded as a m anifold. Thus the
volum e we are talking about is the volum e ofthat m anifold rather than the volum e
enclosed by it when it is regarded as being em bedded in one-dim ension higher. Thus
V (S1)= 2 -thecircum ferenceofacircle-and V (S2)= 4,thesurfacearea ofasphere
such astheEarth.
In factwe can param etrize a round D -sphere in term sofD anglesi. In thiscase
the volum e elem entofan SD isgiven by







V (SD ) =



























(D )(P + l2   l1); (C.2.1)
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C.2. DLIPS
where ( )(l2):= ( l0)(l
2), isthe unitstep function1 and l0 the 0-com ponent(en-



































where~lrepresentsthespatialcom ponentsoftheD -vectorl.Furtherm ore,going to the
centerofm assfram e forthe vectorP ,P = (P0;~0)we can useD   1 ofthe rem aining























dn~l= dj~ljj~ljn  1dV (Sn  1); (C.2.5)
so wehave
d














D   4dV (SD   4): (C.2.6)
For our case ofa 2-particle phase space in 4  2 dim ensions,2 angles 1 and 2 are
sucientand noneofthem om enta willdepend on any oftheotherangles.W ecan thus
integrate overthem to get
d

















D   4 : (C.2.7)
1
Notto be confused with the anglesi of(C.1.1)and (C.1.2).
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C .3 O verallam plitude norm alisation
In the originalpapersof[38,42],the one-loop am plitudesderived are norm alised with
















wherethegam m afunction com esfrom theLIPS m easuredescribed aboveand thefactor
of csc com es from perform ing the dispersion integral(see e.g. Section 5 of[37]).
W e are m ostly interested in the resultsofthese am plitude calculations up to order0,
and as (C.3.2)= 1=
p
 + O ()we have usually dropped itas an uninteresting overall
factor.Nonetheless,theall-ordersin  resultscan beusefuland wewillhereshow how
the two are related.









=  (1+ ) (1  ): (C.3.4)
Thereisalso theLegendre duplication form ula:


































and we can see thatthe two are the sam e up to a sim plefactor.
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A PPEN D IX D
U N ITA R IT Y
Unitarity isa well-known and usefultoolin quantum eld theory [210,233,234,235,
236,237].1 Theunitarity oftheS-m atrix,S
y
S = 1,isthebasicstarting pointand leads
to thepossibility ofbeing ableto reconstructscattering am plitudesfrom theknowledge
oftheirpropertiesasfunctionsofcom plex m om enta.In certain casesthiscan lead to a
purely algebraic construction ofam plitudes.
Itcan bechecked thateach Feynm an diagram contributing to an S-m atrix elem ent
S ispurely realunlesssom edenom inatorvanishes,in which casethei" prescription for
treating polesbecom esrelevant.W ethusgetan im aginary partforS only when virtual
particlesin a Feynm an diagram go on-shell.
Considernow S(s)asan analytic function ofa com plex variable s.s isthe square
ofthe centre ofm ass energy,and while this is physically realwe willconsider it to
becom plex fornow.Ifs0 isthe m inim um (square ofthe)energy forproduction ofthe
lightestm ultiparticlestate(i.e.them inim um energy forthecreation ofan interm ediate
m ultiparticle statesuch aswhen a loop isform ed in a Feynm an diagram ),then forreal
s lying below s0,the interm ediate state cannot go on-shell. S(s) is thus realand we
have
S(s)= S(s): (D.0.1)
However,as we are regarding S(s) as an analytic function ofs,we can analytically
continuethisequation to anywherein thecom plex plane.Ifweexplicitly splitS(s)into
itsrealand im aginary parts,S(s)= <[S(s)]+ i=[S(s)],then ata points > s0 thatis
" away from therealline (D.0.1)im pliesthat
<[S(s+ i")] = <[S(s  i")];
=[S(s+ i")] =   =[S(s  i")]: (D.0.2)
Thereisthusabranch cutalongthepositiverealaxisstartingats0 and thediscontinuity
D ofS(s)acrossthecutis
D [S(s)]= 2i=[S(s+ i")]: (D.0.3)
1
Note thatsom e ofthisappendix isbased on Section 7.3 of[2].
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D.1. THE O PTICAL THEO REM
It turns out that this discontinuity -which only arises because we have interm ediate
m ultiparticle statesand thusloop contributionsto Feynm an diagram s-can berelated
to sim pleram plitudeswhich m ay be known already orm ore easily com puted. Thisis
the contentofthe opticaltheorem which we review below.
D .1 T he opticaltheorem
The S-m atrix isa unitary operatorwhich evolvesthe initialstateska so thatone m ay
com pute theiroverlap with the nalstatespi in a scattering process:
outhpijkaiin = hpijSjkai: (D.1.1)
Itisconventionalto splitS into the partthatdescribesunim peded propagation ofthe
initialparticles and a part T due to interactions,S = 1 + iT. The m atrix elem ent
(D.1.1)taken with the interacting partofS iswhatthen givesa scattering am plitude.






S(ka ! pi); (D.1.2)
wherewe have taken allparticlesto beoutgoing.
Unitarity ofS,S
y
S = 1 im plies





and we m ay extract som e usefulinform ation by taking the m atrix elem entofthisbe-
tween som eparticle statespi and ka.TheLHS of(D.1.3)gives
  i(hpijTjkai  hpijT
y















O n theRHS of(D.1.3)wecan inserttheidentity operatorasa sum overa com pleteset
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dLIPS(n)S(pi! lj)S(ka ! lj);
(D.1.5)
wheredLIPS(n)isthen-body Lorentz-invariantphasespacem easure.Putting theLHS





dLIPS(n)S(pi! lj)S(ka ! lj): (D.1.6)
Equation (D.1.6)says thatthe discontinuity ofa scattering am plitude m ay be ob-
tained asa sum ofintegralsoverthephasespacesofinterm ediatem ultiparticlestatesof
theam plitudesforscatteringoftheinitialand nalstatesintotheseinterm ediatestates.
In particular,fora one-loop process,the am plitudesarising on the RHS of(D.1.6)are
tree-levelam plitudesand the phasespace isa 2-particle one.
D .2 C utting rules
Cutkosky showed that using som e cutting rules,one m ay com pute the physicaldis-
continuity of any Feynm an diagram and prove the optical theorem to allorders in
perturbation theory [210].Therulesare asfollows[2]:
1. Cutthrough a diagram in allpossiblewayssuch thatthecutpropagatorsm ay be
puton-shell.
2. Foreach cut(m assive)propagatorreplace 1=(p2   m 2 + i")with a delta function
  2i(p2   m 2). Thisexplicitly providesthe delta functionswhich generate the
dLIPS m easurein (D.1.5).Theo-shellverticesthatareseparated by thecutare
thusputon-shell.Form asslessm om enta thereplacem entissim ply 1=(p2+ i")!
  2i(p2).
2
In facttheopticaltheorem isusually stated in term softheforward scattering am plitude,in which




3. Sum the contributionsofallpossiblecuts.




FigureD.1:The cutofa bubble diagram in m assless 3 theory.
Feynm an ruleswould give











(4)(p1 + l1   l2): (D.2.1)
Cutkosky’sruleson theotherhand would give









(4)(p1 + l1   l2)
/ 2(4)(p1 + p2)
Z
dLIPS(l2;  l1;p1); (D.2.2)
which allowsoneto calculate the discontinuity ofthe diagram concerned.
D.2.1 BDDK’sunitarity cuts
In [38,42]Cutkosky’sruleswere applied atthe levelofam plitudesto derive one-loop
M HV am plitudes in supersym m etric and non-supersym m etric gauge theories. In this
casethefactorson eithersideofthecutarenotvertices(e.g.the factorsof(D.2.2)),
butfullam plitudes.In factfortheone-loop M HV am plitudesthesefactorsaretree-level
M HV am plitudes.
Considerforconcretenessthen-pointone-loop M HV am plitudesforgluon scattering
in N = 4 super-Yang-M illsasreviewed in x1.9. W e would like to see how these can be
obtained from 2-particle cutsasin [38].
By analogy with the Cutkosky rules,the procedure is to consider ‘cuts’in every
possiblekinem aticalchanneland then add thecontributionswithoutovercounting.W e
are then left with LIPS integrals as above (but this tim e with non-trivialkinem atic
factors in the integrand)which can in-principle be evaluated to revealthe discontinu-
























FigureD.2:The cutofa one-loop M HV am plitude in the t
[m 2  m 1+ 1]
m 1 channel.
procedurewhich m eansthatthesedispersion integralsdo notactually need to bedone.
This involves replacing the delta functions associated with the cuts with propagators
(a procedure that is known as ‘reconstruction ofthe Feynm an integral’) which then
producesFeynm an integralsratherthan LIPS integrals.Theseintegralscontain cutsin
thechannelbeing considered (aswellascutsin otherchannelstoo)and by considering
allchannelsand avoiding over-counting theam plitude can bere-constructed.
W hen wecuttheam plitudes,wem ustassign helicitiesto theparticlesthatwerein
the loop. Since we use conventionsin which allparticlesare outgoing,the helicitiesof
these internalparticlesare reversed. Forthe one-loop M HV am plitudesthere are two
distinctcases. Case (a)iswhere the negative-helicity externalparticlesiand j are on
the sam e side ofthe cut,and case (b) is where they are on opposite sides ofthe cut.
Case (a),isa priorithe sim plerofthe two asthe two internalparticlesm usthave the
sam ehelicitiesand thusam plituderelationsofequations(1.4.9)and (1.4.10)m ean that
only gluonscan circulate in the loop.Thisisthe situation regardlessofthe am ountof
supersym m etry present. Case (b) involves the entire m ultiplet circulating in the loop
and form axim ally supersym m etricYang-M illsitturnsoutthatthiscaseisthesam eas
case (a)afterapplying identities such asthe Schouten identity (A.1.11). Forthe case
being considered ofN = 4 Yang-M illsitisthusenough forusto treatcase (a)only.
Considernow a cutin the channelwherePL,them om entum on the leftofthecut,
isgiven by P 2L = (km 1 + km 1+ 1+ :::+ km 2  1+ km 2)
2 = t
[m 2  m 1+ 1]
m 1 and whereki;kj 2 PL.
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Thissituation isshown in Figure D.2 and the rulesthatwehave outlined above give
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hm 1   1m 1ihl2l1i
hm 1   1l1ih  l1m 1i
hm 2m 2 + 1ihl1l2i
hm 2l2ih  l2m 2 + 1i
(D.2.5)
asin (1.9.12)and theM HV am plitudesfornegative-helicity gluonsl;saredened asin
(1.9.10):
A M H Vtree (l








r= 1hr r+ 1i
: (D.2.6)
Note thatEquation (D.2.4)isa Feynm an integralratherthan a LIPS integral.
Now recallfrom x1.9 and [38,42]that the basis ofintegralfunctions at one-loop
isknown and the Feynm an integrals can be done to give explicitexpressions(see e.g.
AppendixIof[42]).TheFeynm an integralsgenerated in (D.2.4)(and forotherchannels)
can then be com pared with the Feynm an integrals for the known integralfunctions
and the am plitude recreated. Since the integralfunctions are already known one can
reconstructthe am plitude in a purely algebraic m anner.Asa strong check ofthe nal
expression,theresultscan becom pared with theknown behaviour(on generalgrounds)
forthe collinear(pa;pb ! pa k pb)and soft(pa ! 0)lim itsofsuch an am plitude.
Forsupersym m etrictheoriesany term swhich donotcontain cutsareuniquelylinked
to the cut-containing term sand thusthe entire am plitude isreconstructed. In partic-
ular,the N = 4 am plitudesdiscussed above can be com pletely constructed in thisway
leading to (1.9.1). In non-supersym m etric theories m ore inform ation is needed to get
the rational(cut-free)term sand thusonly the cut-constructible partm ay beobtained
thisway.
D .3 D ispersion relations
Im agine now thatwe stop at(D.2.3)and proceed to do the LIPS integralratherthan
uplift to Feynm an integrals. Ifwe can actually do this integralwe can calculate the
discontinuity oftheam plitudedirectly.However,wewould really liketoknow thewhole
am plituderatherthan justtheim aginary partofitand thenaturalquestion iswhether
itispossible to arrive atthisfrom whatwe have so far. Fora function with a branch
cut,itisin factpossible to reconstructthe realpartfrom the im aginary partand the
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relations which allow one to do this are known as dispersion relations (or som etim es
K ram ers-K ronig relations).
By consideringafunctionA (z)which isanalyticin thecom plex planewith abranch














wherex 2 R in therange3 (x0;1 )and P denotestheCauchyprincipalvalueprescription
(i.e. the value ofthe integralwithoutconsideration ofthe pole atx0= x).4 I1 isthe
contribution from thecontouratinnity which representstheam biguity dueto possible
rationalterm s(i.e.term swhich arecut-free functionsofthekinem atic invariants).
I1 vanishesin anysupersym m etricgaugetheory,and whilethesedo contain rational
term sthey arexed uniquely by thesupersym m etry onceoneknowsthecut-containing
term s[38,42]. Such theoriesare said to be cut-constructible (in 4 dim ensions). Non-
supersym m etric theories are not cut-constructible in 4 dim ensions,but are in 4  2
dim ensionswith  6= 0 [86,87,213]. W hile thisisa powerfulstatem ent,itdoesm ean
that one has to consider the prospectofusing am plitudes with particles continued to
4  2 dim ensionswhich are notsim ple.
In asense,theone-loop CSW rulesm akeBDDK ’sapproach prescriptivefortheM HV
am plitudes.Theim aginarypartoftheam plitudeisconstructed asaphasespaceintegral
and then thedispersion integraloverP 2L;z in (1.8.12)perform s(D.3.1)with I1 absent.
For supersym m etric theories thisissucientto constructthe fullam plitude,while in
non-supersym m etrictheorieswem ustnd otherm ethodsto calculatetherationalpart.
3
Forpurely m asslesstheories,x0 = 0.
4
See e.g.[238]fora fullerexplanation ofthese ideas.
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IN T EG R A LS FO R T H E N = 1 A M PLIT U D E
In thisappendix we give detailsofthe integralsneeded to com pute the discontinuities
oftheN = 1 am plitudediscussed in Chapter2.
E.1 Passarino-Veltm an reduction
In x2.2 wesaw thata typicalterm in theN = 1 am plitudeisthedispersion integralof
the following phasespace integral:
C(m 1;m 2) :=
Z
dLIPS(l2;  l1;PL;z)
tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1l=1)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2l=2)
(i j)2(m 1  l1)(m 2  l2)
: (E.1.1)
The fullam plitude is then obtained by adding the dispersion integrals ofthree m ore
term ssim ilarto (E.1.1)butwith m 1 replaced by m 1  1 and/orm 2 replaced by m 2 + 1.
Thegoalofthisappendixistoperform thePassarino-Veltm an reduction [212]of(E.1.1),
which willlead usto re-expressC(m 1;m 2)in term sofcut-boxes,cut-trianglesand cut-
bubbles.
Theexplicitform sfortheDiractracesinvolveLorentzcontractionsoverthevarious
m om enta,so in a short-hand notation we can writethese as
T(i;j;m 1) l

1 := tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1l=1): (E.1.2)
C(m 1;m 2)can then berecastas
C(m 1;m 2) =
T(i;j;m 1) T(i;j;m 2)
(i j)2
I(m 1;m 2;PL;z); (E.1.3)
where1








(m 1  l1)(m 2  l2)
: (E.1.4)
I(m 1;m 2;PL) contains three independent m om enta m 1, m 2 and PL. O n general
1
Forthe restofthisappendix we drop the subscriptz in PL ;z forthe sake ofbrevity.
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groundswe can therefore decom poseitas








2 I2 + P

L













L I6 + P

L




L I8 + P

L
m 2 I9 ; (E.1.5)
forsom ecoecientsI i;i= 0;:::;9.O necan then contractwith dierentcom binations
of the independent m om enta in order to solve for the Ii. For instance, two of the




1I.Using m om entum
conservation l2   l1 + PL = 0 and the identity a b= (a+ b)
2=2 =   (a  b)2=2 fora,b








possibly with a kinem atical-invariant coecient, and with a and b ranging over the
















Considering thevalues(a;b),thecase(1;1)isa cutscalarbox,(1;0)and (0;1)arecut
scalartriangles,(1;  1)and (  1;1)arecutvectortriangles,whilst(0;0)isa cutscalar
bubble.
BecauseofthestructureofT(i;j;m 1) and T(i;j;m 2),term swith coecientssuch
asT(i;j;m 1)T(i;j;m 2)m 1
m 2
 are zero,and thussom e ofthe Ii do notcontribute
to thenalanswer.Theonly contributing term sarefound to beI3,I5,I7 and I8,and
we nd that
C(m 1;m 2) =












tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 1k=m 2)tr+ (k=ik=jk=m 2P=L)
(i j)2
I8 : (E.1.8)
Theinversion of(E.1.5)in ordertond thecoecientsistediousand som ewhatlengthy,
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2(m 1  m2)P
2
L
~I(0;0)  N (m 1  PL)~I
(1;0)+ N (m 2  PL)~I
(0;1)
+ 2(m 2  PL)






(m 1  m2)
2N 2
( 
4(m 1  PL)
2(m 2  PL)
2
  6(m 1  PL)(m 2  PL)(m 1  m2)P
2









2(m 1  PL)
2(m 2  PL) 
3
2








2(m 1  PL)
2(m 2  PL) 
3
2











(m 1  m2)P
2
L   (m 1  PL)(m 2  PL)





(m 1  m2)P
2
L   (m 1  PL)(m 2  PL)







(m 1  PL)(m 1  m2)N
2
( 
2(m 1  PL)
2(m 2  PL)
2







(m 1  m2)P
2
LN (m 1  PL)
~I(1;0)  (m 1  PL)N (m 2  PL)
2 ~I(0;1)
  2(m 1  PL)(m 2  PL)
3 ~I(  1;1)  (m 1  m2)P
2






(m 2  PL)(m 1  m2)N
2
( 
2(m 1  PL)
2(m 2  PL)
2








(m 1  m2)P
2
LN (m 2  PL)
~I(0;1)
  (m 1  m2)P
2
L(m 2  PL)
2 ~I(  1;1)  2(m 1  PL)




whereN = (m 1 m2)P
2
L   2(m 1 PL)(m 2 PL).Theexplicitexpressionsfortherelevant
~I(a;b) are sum m arised in xE.2.
Com bining (E.1.8)and (E.1.9)-(E.1.12)with the identity (A.3.11)and the explicit
expressionsforthe integrals ~I(a;b) in xE.2,we arrive atthe nalresult(2.2.12).
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E.2 B ox & triangle discontinuities from phase space integrals









where we have introduced dim ensionalregularisation in dim ension D = 4  2 [239]in
orderto dealwith infrared divergences.
There are six casesto dealwith: ~I(0;0),~I(1;0),~I(0;1),~I(1;1),~I(  1;1),~I(1;  1),though
dueto sym m etry wecan transform ~I(1;0) into ~I(0;1),and ~I(  1;1) into ~I(1;  1),so weonly
need considerfourcasesoverall.
G enerically we willevaluate these integrals in convenient specialfram es following
Appendix B of[37],with a convenientchoice form 1 and m 2.Forinstance,in the case


















~v = (sin1cos2;sin1sin2;cos1): (E.2.3)
Using a furtherspatialrotation wewrite
m 1 = (m 1;0;0;m 1); m 2 = (A;B ;0;C ); (E.2.4)
with the m ass-shellcondition A 2 = B 2 + C 2.
Afterintegrating overallangularcoordinatesexcept1 and 2,thetwo-body phase
space m easurein 4  2 dim ensionsbecom es(see AppendixC)
d



















































J (a;b) ; (E.2.6)
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where















(  1;1) =   m 1 ;
(1;  1) =   m 2 ;












a(A + C cos1 + B sin1cos2)
b
: (E.2.8)
The integrals (E.2.8) have been evaluated in [213]for the values ofa and b specied































Here,A and C willdierdependingon which caseweareconsidering and ourparticular
param etrization forit,butin allcasesthe com binationsthatarise can be re-expressed
in term sofLorentz-invariant quantities using suitable identities. In the case ofJ (1;1)
forexam ple,one usesthe easily veried identities
N (PL;z) =   P
2
L;z(A + C )m 1; m 1  m2 = m 1(A   C ); (E.2.10)
whereN (PL;z)wasdened in (2.2.14).
Eventually,afterre-expressing A and C in thisway,and upon application ofsom e
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standard hypergeom etric identitieswe nd thefollowing:









m 1  PL;z
;




m 2  PL;z
;



















  1 ~I(  1;1) =

















  1 ~I(1;  1) =










































A PPEN D IX F
G A U G E-IN VA R IA N T T R IA N G LE
R EC O N ST R U C T IO N
In thisappendix we nd a new representation ofthe triangle function
T(p;P;Q ) =
log(Q 2=P 2)
Q 2   P 2
; (F.0.1)
asthedispersion integralofa sum oftwo cut-triangles.1
A com m enton gauge (in)dependenceisin orderhere.Recallfrom x1.7.1,Equation
(1.7.1),thatin the approach of[37]to loop diagram sone introducesan arbitrary null
vector  in order to perform loop integrations. The corresponding gauge dependence
should disappearin the expression for scattering am plitudes. In what follows we will
workin an arbitrarygauge,and show analytically thatgauge-dependentterm sdisappear
in thenalresultforthetrianglefunction.Perhapsunsurprisingly,thisgaugeinvariance
willalso hold forthe nite- version ofT(p;P;Q ),which we denein (2.1.14).
F.1 G auge-invariant dispersion integrals















whereP + Q + p = 0.W e willwork in an arbitrary gauge,where
Pz := P   z ; Qz := Q + z : (F.1.2)
A shortcalculation showsthat
Pzp = P p
h
1  bP (P
2   P 2z)
i
; (F.1.3)
Q zp = Q p
h
1  bQ (Q




Fora review ofdispersion relationssee [237]and Appendix D .
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+ Q 2   P 2 ; (F.1.6)
as wellas (P p) =   (Q p) = (1=2)(Q 2   P 2),which trivially follows from m om entum
conservation.W e can then rewrite (F.1.1)as































































(  P 2)     (  Q 2)  










(  P 2)    (  Q 2)  
Q 2   P 2
: (F.1.12)
Thisisthe resultwe were after. Notice thatallthe gauge dependence,i.e.any depen-
dence on thearbitrary nullvector,hascom pletely cancelled outin (F.1.11).
W enow discussthe ! 0lim itofthenalexpression (F.1.11).Asalready discussed
in x2.1 (see (2.1.15) and (2.1.16)),in studying the  ! 0 lim it ofR (and hence of
T(p;P;Q )) we need to distinguish the case where P
2 and Q 2 are both nonvanishing
2The -dependenttriangle function already appeared in (2.1.14).
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from thecasewhereoneofthetwo,say Q 2,vanishes.In theform ercase,wegetprecisely
the triangle function T(p;P;Q )dened in (F.0.1):
lim
! 0
R = 2T(p;P;Q ); P 2 6= 0;Q 2 6= 0 : (F.1.13)






(  P 2)  
P 2
; P 2 6= 0;Q 2 = 0 ; (F.1.14)
which correspondsto a degenerate triangle.
Thenalissueisthatofthegaugeinvariance ofthecontributionsto theam plitude
from the box functionsB (this isalso relevant to the issue ofgauge invariance in the
N = 4calculation of[37],and in thatpaperageneralargum entforgaugeinvariancewas
also given -furtherevidence can befound in [79]).W e expectthatan explicitanalytic
proofofthe gauge invariance ofthe box function contribution to the am plitude could
be constructed using identitiessuch asthose in Appendix B of[37]. In the m eantim e,
num ericaltestshave shown thatgauge invariance ispresent[209].Indeed,itwould be
surprising ifthiswere notthe case given thatthe correct,gauge-invariant,am plitudes
are derived with the choices ofgauge we have m ade here and in [37]. W e have also
carried outtheM HV diagram analysisofthispaperusing the alternative gauge choice
 = km 2;oneobtains(2.1.19).
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IN T EG R A LS FO R T H E
N O N -SU PER SY M M ET R IC A M PLIT U D E
In thisappendix we give detailsofthe integralsneeded to com pute the discontinuities
ofthenon-supersym m etricam plitudediscussed in Chapter3.
G .1 Passarino-Veltm an reduction
In x3.3 we saw that a typical term in the cut-constructible part of the Yang-M ills




tr+ (k=1k=2P=L;zl=2)tr+ (k=1k=2l=2P=L;z)tr+ (k=1k=2k=m l=2)





Thegoalofthisappendixistoperform thePassarino-Veltm an reduction [212]of(G .1.1).
To thisend,we rewriteC(m )as
C(m ) =

















(l2  m )
: (G .1.3)
O n generalgrounds,I(m ;PL)can bedecom posed as








































1Forthe restofthisappendix we willgenerally drop the subscriptz in PL ;z forthe sake ofbrevity.
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forsom ecoecientsJ i;i= 0;:::;6.O necan then contractwith dierentcom binations
oftheindependentm om enta in orderto solve fortheJi.Introducing the quantities
A := m m m I
 ;
B := m m PLI
 ;




E := m I
 = 0 ;
F := PLI
 = 0 ; (G .1.5)





















































W e om itthe decom position forJ1 asthe corresponding term in (G .1.4)dropsoutof
allfutureexpressionsdueto k2m = 0.
Finally,using the m ethodsof[40]and the results ofxG .3,the integrals in (G .1.5)
are found to be,keeping only term sto O (0),
A = (m  PL)
2 4
3
^ ; (G .1.7)
B = P 2L(m  PL)^ ; (G .1.8)
C = (P 2L)



















 : (G .1.11)
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G .2 Evaluating the integralofC(a;b)










W e wish to integrate thisexpression overthe Lorentz-invariantphase space.W e begin
by sim plifying it,using m ultiple applicationsofthe Schouten identity. Firstnote that
using thisidentity twice,one deducesthat
hil2ihjl1i
hl1aihl2bi











Now use this identity in C(a;b). This generates ve term s,which we willlabel(in
correspondence with the ordering arising from the orderofterm sin (G .2.2)above)as
Ti;i= 1;:::;4,and U . The Ti have dependence on the loop m om enta such that we
m ay use the phase space integrals of xG .3 to calculate them . The term U is m ore
com plicated;however,one m ay again use the identity (G .2.2),generating anotherve
term s,which we willlabelT5;:::;T8,and V .Again,the expressionsin Ti;i= 5;:::;8
m ay be calculated using the integrals ofxG .3. Finally,the term V m ay be sim plied,
hereusing theidentity (G .2.2)with iand j interchanged.Thisgeneratesa furtherve
term s,which welabelT9;:::;T13.Theexplicitform softhese term sfollow:
T1 =
tr+ (i=j=b=a=)
2tr+ (i=j=l=1 l=2)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)




tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=b=a=)tr+ (i=j=l=1 l=2)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)tr+ (i=b=l=1a=)




tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=b=a=)tr+ (i=j=l=1 l=2)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)tr+ (j=a=l=2 b=)




tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=b=a=)tr+ (i=j=l=1 l=2)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)






2tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)




2tr+ (i=j=b=a=)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)tr+ (i=b=l=1a=)
210(i j)4(a b)3(l1  l2)(i b)(a l1)
; (G .2.8)
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T7 =  
tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=b=a=)
2tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)tr+ (i=a=l=2 b=)




2tr+ (i=j=b=a=)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)






























210(i j)4(a b)4(a l1)(b l2)
; (G .2.15)
Theexpression C(a;b)isthen thesum ofthe term sTi;i= 1;:::;13.
Before perform ing the phase space integrals,itprovesconvenientto collect the re-
sulting expressionsin pairsasT1+ T2,T3+ T4,T5+ T6,T7+ T8,T9+ T11 and T10+ T12.
Thisleadsusto the following decom position:
  C(a;b) =
tr+ (i=j=l=1 l=2)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)tr+ (i=j=l=1 a=)tr+ (i=j=b=l=2)
28(i j)4(l1  l2)




(H 1 +    + H4); (G .2.16)
where
H 1 :=












tr+ (i=j=a=b=)tr+ (i=j=b=a=)tr+ (i=j=l=2 l=1)


























4(a b)4(l1  a)(l2  b)
: (G .2.17)
Finally,we perform the phase space integrals ofthe above expressions,using the
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form ul in xG .3 below. O ne quickly nds that the divergent (as  ! 0) part ofthe
totalexpression is zero. The nite part,after further spinor m anipulations,becom es
the expression we have given in (3.3.3).
G .3 Phase space integrals
The basic m ethod which we use forevaluating Lorentz-invariant phase space integrals
has been outlined in [37,40]and also discussed in x1.9 and Appendix E. Here we





d4  2LIPS(l2;  l1;PL;z),and a com m on factorof4^(  PL;z)
2 is
understood to m ultiply allexpressions,where ^ istheubiquitousfactorof(G .1.11).W e
also dene = (a P ), = (b P ),N (P )= (a b)P2   2(a P )(b P )and drop theL;z
subscriptsfrom PL;z forclarity.
Firstly we quote theresultsfrom Appendix B of[40]up to term sofO (0):
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G .3. PHASE SPACE INTEG RALS










































(P ); (G .3.4)
where we have suppressed term scubic in a as they prove notto contribute when this
integraliscontracted into theproductsofDiractraceswhich appearin theexpressions
















P (P b) +
1
3















again suppressing term scubic in bwhich willnotcontribute.
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A PPEN D IX H
K LT R ELAT IO N S
Forcom pleteness,in thisappendix wewrite theeld theory lim itofthe K LT relations
[219]forthe casesoffour,veand six points:
M (1;2;3) =   iA (1;2;3)A (1;2;3) ; (H.0.1)
M (1;2;3;4) =   is12 A (1;2;3;4)A (1;2;4;3) ; (H.0.2)
M (1;2;3;4;5) = is12s34 A (1;2;3;4;5)A (2;1;4;3;5)
+ is13s24 A (1;3;2;4;5)A (3;1;4;2;5) ; (H.0.3)
M (1;2;3;4;5;6) =   is12s45 A (1;2;3;4;5;6)

s35A (2;1;5;3;4;6)




In these form ul,M (i)(A (i))denotesa tree-levelgravity (Yang-M illscolour-ordered)
am plitude,sij := (pi+ pj)
2,and P(2;3;4) stands for perm utations of(2;3;4). The
relation fora generic num berofparticlescan befound in Appendix A of[240].
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